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Our international philanthropy
Fighting Hunger


Full plates, hearts and minds is one way Alpha Gams Live with Purpose and extraordinary intention. It’s 
our international philanthropy campaign inciting action in the fight against hunger. Our actions Inspire the 
Woman. Impact the World.


The full plates, hearts and minds campaign aligns with our Purpose, specifically: 


•  To develop and prize health and vigor of body.
•   To welcome the opportunity of contributing to the world’s work in the community where I am placed 


because of the joy of service thereby bestowed and the talent of leadership multiplied.


Full plates, hearts and minds brings Alpha Gamma Delta full circle. It honors our philanthropic roots which 
began in 1919 when we developed a camp for undernourished and underprivileged children. And it’s a 
program that honors our dedication to healthy living. We promote nutrition and encourage individuals to live 
a more active life which lowers the risk for developing diseases like type 2 diabetes.


Hunger affects every community, every age, every race. Alpha Gams are in every community, and our sisters 
and (future sisters) are every age, every race. We are where we need to be to contribute to the world’s work 
in the fight against hunger, community by community.


Full plates, hearts and minds is a campaign that inspires our sisters to learn about the hunger epidemic 
and become equipped with the knowledge to inspire others to join us in the fight against hunger.


For more information regarding acceptable usage and how to access campaign graphic files, please contact:


Megan Disselkamp
Graphic Design Specialist


mdisselkamp@alphagammadelta.org
317.663.4200


Alpha Gamma Delta Fraternity
8710 N. Meridian Street
Indianapolis, IN  46260
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Brand logos and usage
The campaign logo encompasses the “fighting hunger” philanthropic focus, the “full plates, hearts, 
minds” theme, Alpha Gamma Delta Greek letters and graphic elements. The campaign logo is the 
preferred configuration for use in all communications. 


Additional “theme plate only” versions may be used where the philanthropic focus “fighting 
hunger” is already present and understood. 


Of the theme plate only versions, the white plate is preferred as to visually align with the full 
campaign logo. However, there are some graphical treatments that would allow for the red plate 
version to best complement the design. Selection of the red plate option is to be at the discretion 
of Alpha Gamma Delta’s Communications Staff.
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Campaign Logo 


Alpha Gamma Delta
Philanthropic Focus


Alpha Gamma Delta Identity  
and Campaign Theme Plate
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Campaign Theme Plate—RedCampaign Theme Plate—White


*To download these logos, please see the Graphic Resources
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Brand logos and usage (cont.)
Additional logo versions are available where the design calls for two or three spot colors without screens and 
shadows such as for silkscreen on apparel.


When the campaign theme plate white logo is used on a red background, a logo version must be used with 
drop shadows on the letterforms that extend beyond the plate edge. 


When the campaign theme plate red logo is used on a colored background other than white, the letterforms 
must appear in white and extend beyond the plate edge.
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Campaign Theme Plate—White
Placement on red background


Campaign Theme Plate—Red
Placement on full color background (not white)
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*To download these logos, please see the Graphic Resources
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Brand logos and usage (cont.)
Logos may be placed on solid, patterned or photographic backgrounds. 


Unacceptable usage includes:
1. The logo should never appear in nonstandard colors.


2. Do not position the logo at an angle. 


3. Do not use unapproved fonts in the logo. 


4. Do not change the proportion of the logo.
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Brand fonts and color palette
Cera Pro
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz


Hollie Script Pro
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz


Pantone 187
C5 M100 Y71 K22


R184 G18 B55
#ab162b


Primary Palette


Secondary Palette


Pantone 343
C91 M15 Y80 K70


R0 G52 B29
#0d553f


Pantone 5875
C6 M3 Y33 K6


R217 G214 B158
#d5cd9e


Pantone 188
C33 M93 Y74 K38


R122 G35 B47
#7a232e


Pantone 576
C50 M4 Y92 K20
R105 G145 B59


#7a9b49


Grey
C0 M0 Y0 K60
R128 G130 B133


#808285


*To download these logos, please see the Graphic Resources
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Contacting the organization of choice


Once you’ve found the location of the community service partner you want to volunteer with, it is time to 
contact them through phone or email, depending what contact information is provided to you on their 
website. If possible, determine what “needs” they may have and how your chapter can meet them before 
you call them. Call and/or email the volunteer coordinator at the food bank, food pantry or Meals on Wheels 
chapter to introduce yourself. NOTE: not all partners will have social media or a website, so calling may be 
necessary. Check out some sample scripts below.


Keep in mind:


• Carefully listen to their needs and think about ways you could meet them.  


• Educate the partner on your chapter where you are located, the number of members you have, what 
types of service you have done before etc. (Remember, they may have never worked with a Greek 
organization before)


Be ready with suggestions on the types of opportunities your chapter is looking for. You might want 
to suggest:


• Delivering of meals


• Collecting of donations (food items) 


• Sorting 


• Pantry clean up days/organization


• Special events they may already have on their schedule (holiday food packing and distribution, back 
to school, and end of school events) 


Contacting Your Local Fighting Hunger Partners
Find what is local and research volunteer opportunities


Alpha Gamma Delta works with various partners to help our chapters connect locally. Click on the buttons 
below for information on how to contact local community partners. NOTE: Check out their websites to 
determine which is closest to you and research what volunteer opportunities are available.


Food Bank or Pantry


Sample Phone Script


Meals on Wheels


Sample Email Script


Other Options
CLICK HERE


CLICK HERE


CLICK HERE


CLICK HERE


CLICK HERE
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Ask about any requirements for volunteering with their organization:


• Do they require an orientation, if so, would they be willing to come to a meeting and present the 
orientation or is there an online orientation available?


• Do they require any sort of security or background check?


• This can sometimes be a simple questionnaire, if so, make sure you know how to direct members 
to the online site to fill out the volunteer form, and follow up to make sure members have 
completed requirements before volunteering. 


• Do they require any particular attire?


• Generally, when you’re dealing with food, your shoulders and legs need to be covered, your 
hair pulled back and you must have closed-toe shoes. Different volunteer positions may have   
different requirements.


Begin to build a relationship with this organization. Always remember our role is to be of service to their 
organization, and deliver what is promised in a timely and courteous manner.


Building on your new partnership


This philanthropic cause is one that needs continual volunteering and commitment. Your chapter can make a 
true impact by working with your local partner to volunteer regularly, in large or small groups. Be proactive 
in planning several events or a regular schedule with dates and times where your members can work shifts       
or special events.


Maintain a good relationship with the partner by:
• Thanking them after each special event, send photos and talk about a memorable experience             


while volunteering.
• Sending a personal thank you note from the chapter can be a great way to show your 


appreciation for what they do to help the community.
• Asking if there are any areas you could improve your service to their organization. 


• Would the next volunteer event be easier if everyone showed up 15 minutes early? Or would they 
prefer people to arrive in shifts so the large group is more manageable? Think through how your 
chapter can be of service to the organization.


• Finding out if there is a recurring shift your members could be responsible for throughout the year. 
• It is often difficult to find time volunteering in large groups, but a monthly shift for 3-5 sisters 


would allow for different sisters to volunteer all year long. This would help your partner know they 
can count on your chapter consistently.


• Encouraging the organization to apply for grants from the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation.
• Direct them to www.alphagammadeltafoundation.org for more information and the application.
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Sample Email Script
 “Dear (NAME OF VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR),



 My name is (NAME) and I’m the VP-Community Affairs with the Alpha Gamma Delta chapter 
 at (NAME OF UNIVERSITY). Alpha Gamma Delta’s philanthropic focus is fighting hunger.  We volunteer 
 with local organizations who focus on reducing hunger in our community. We would like to help make 
 an impact here, locally, and find a time our members can volunteer with (NAME OF ORGANIZATION).  
 Do you have some volunteer opportunities available for college students? I look forward to hearing 
 from you and hopefully working with your organization soon.



 Sincerely,
 (YOUR NAME)
 (YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION)”
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Meals on Wheels
• Access Meals on Wheels’ website and type in your zip code to find your local Meals on Wheels chapter



• Meals on Wheels will list:



• Name of local Meals on Wheels chapter



• Location



• Website (if they have one)



• Phone number
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Other Options
• If you have difficulty finding a volunteer opportunity locally, often times a quick Google search of your 



university name and “food bank” or “food pantry” can pull up smaller organizations like churches and 
campus pantries that you may not have known about.



• If you have difficulty, let us help! Email philanthropy@alphagammadelta.org and we can help search to 
connect you with a local group in your area.
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Food Bank or Pantry
• United States: Access Feeding America’s website and type in your zip code to find the closest Feeding 



America food bank



• Feeding America will list:



• Name of food bank



• Location



• Website



• The link to volunteer



• Canada: Access Food Banks Canada’s website and type in your postal code to find the closest Food 
Banks Canada food bank



• Food Banks Canada will list:



• Name of food bank



• Location



• Website



• Email address



• You can also look up additional food banks in your area by checking out foodpantries.org
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Sample Phone Script
 “Hello (NAME OF VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR), my name is (NAME). I’m the VP-Community Affairs 
 with the Alpha Gamma Delta chapter at (UNIVERSITY). Alpha Gamma Delta’s philanthropic focus 
 is fighting hunger.  We would like to help make an impact here in our local community and find a time 
 our members can volunteer with (NAME OF ORGANIZATION).  Do you have some volunteer 
 opportunities available for college students?” 
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Cera Pro
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz


Hollie Script Pro
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz


Pantone 187
C5 M100 Y71 K22


R184 G18 B55
#ab162b


Primary Palette


Secondary Palette


Pantone 343
C91 M15 Y80 K70


R0 G52 B29
#0d553f


Pantone 5875
C6 M3 Y33 K6


R217 G214 B158
#d5cd9e


Pantone 188
C33 M93 Y74 K38


R122 G35 B47
#7a232e


Pantone 576
C50 M4 Y92 K20
R105 G145 B59


#7a9b49


Grey
C0 M0 Y0 K60
R128 G130 B133


#808285


*Click on the font below to download
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/sojee038x7b8mxa/CeraPRO-Regular.otf?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/qa4ww2drjzg5qbl/Estudio%20Calderon%20-%20Hollie%20Script%20Pro.otf?dl=0





*Click on the images below to download
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Campaign Theme Plate—RedCampaign Theme Plate—White


Full Campaign Logo
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/3055jjtouzwi509/FullLogo_FINALcmyk_HiRes.jpg?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/h88k5fs8lxjzhu1/WhitePlateOnly_FINAL_cmyk_HiRes.jpg?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ppdc3vo1bfg3f6e/RedPlate_Trim_FINAL_cmyk_HiRes.jpg?dl=0





*Click on the images below to download
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Event Name
Day, Month, date


#hashtagaddress


More event details here. 


For more information contact email@gmail.com 


Editable Event Flyer


Step and Repeat


Editable Table Tent Standing Banner


Patterns


Event Name
Day, Month, date 


#hashtagaddress
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/aaqlda5bg3r51ua/TableTent.pdf?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/vo10mc6mworxo3b/EventPoster.pdf?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/wkzo6ppmis86az6/AGD_RetractableBanner_36x72_FINAL.pdf?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ap2swxhxfv5195f/AGD_MediaWall_StepAndRepeat_8x8ft_25dot.pdf?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/r4h6sdpi1a6g5nk/Buff%20Dot%20Pattern.jpg?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/aidk7p0yatbybeb/RedDotPattern.jpg?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/iaa7s5xlexruiod/Green%20Dot%20Pattern.png?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/tyrzvephuqv8r4u/Rose%20Pattern.png?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8eor9p63toznibd/Stripes%20Pattern.png?dl=0





*Click on the images below to download


Powerpoint Template


Facebook Cover Photo, Facebook Event 
Cover Photo and Twitter Header


Social Media Profile Photo


Snapchat Filter


Social Media Graphics
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/uk2nnn3zajvo2az/FullPlatesHeartsMindsCampaignTemplate.pptx?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/pm33te79ijnnrs0/AACgAqURBIlWinukhU2UQp8wa?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/0ma4hter3j2boul/InstagramGraphic1080x1080.png?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/hc5a28ywbtihsve/SnapchatFilter1080x1920.png?dl=0





*Click on the images below to download
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/oapsfl3s7w4cbne/1in4Children.jpg?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/cc9mwl6ikyf5lew/1in6Seniors.jpg?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/sr880nmhmbcwojr/1in7Americans.jpg?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/oxduvefto4zw19b/1in8Canadians.jpg?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/gsbfbgvfs6ch6yg/RedPlate_Utensils.png?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/fza818sjde7dqws/WhitePlate_Utensils.png?dl=0
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Alpha Gam Fundraising Toolkit
Helping those less fortunate and improving our communities are a part of our Purpose and aid in our efforts 
to be philanthropic. Fundraising is a key component of fulfilling this promise as Alpha Gams. This is why you 
and your sisters participate in philanthropic events on your campus, and in support of other organizations. 
When you align your efforts on our philanthropic focus of fighting hunger, and fundraise for the Alpha  
Gamma Delta Foundation, you are contributing to the world’s work. Donations to the Foundation support 
fighting hunger as well as many other programs. See below for the many ways you can make an impact with 
your support.


Whether you have been fundraising successfully for years or are looking for new ideas or ways to enhance 
your current events, we are here to help you! Planning and executing a successful event doesn’t happen 
by chance, it takes preparation. The resources provided in this document can help you be successful at 
fundraising properly for the Foundation. Even if you have a proven track record of fundraising success there 
are tools in this document that can help you be even more successful.


Please contact the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at 317.663.4242 or 
foundation@alphagammadeltafoundation.org for assistance. 


Already have a 
fundraising event?


Looking for a new 
fundraising event?


CLICK HERE CLICK HERE


Continuing 
Education Grants


Leadership 
Consultant Program


Convention and 
TLC Programming


Delta Experience


Disaster Relief LeaderShape


StrengthsFinder


UIFI


SIS Grants


GreekLifeEduGamma Experience


Fighting Hunger Service ImmersionScholarships
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Selecting a New Fundraiser
• How do I select a fundraising event for my chapter?



 · Take into consideration your chapter size, chapter house/suite/meeting room, geographical location, 
campus and opportunities, time of year, day of the week or other events taking place that same day



 · Capitalize on talents and skills of chapter sisters (collegiate or alumna)



 · Adapt existing local events and activities at your chapter house, on campus or in the community into 
a fundraiser



 · Who do you (your parents, professors, advisors) know?



 · What connections do you have on your campus or in your community?



 · Find a need and turn it into a fundraiser



 · Is there a need in the community that pays? (Work shifts, clean up, babysit, deliver meals, etc.)



• Fundraising categories to consider:



 · Athletics – volleyball, softball, soccer, buff bowl, etc.



 · Food-related – food fair/truck, mac n cheese, pancakes, late-night snacks, etc.



 · Competition – lip sync, pageant, baking/cooking, etc.



 · (Mar)-a-thon – teeter totter, rock-a-thon, bowl-a-thon, play-a-thon, dance-a-thon, etc.



 · Provide a Service – car wash, babysit, use members’ skills (e.g. yoga, self defense, dance, music, 
tutoring), etc.



 · Sample event names



 · Alpha Gam Lip Jam



 · Pearls and Poker



 · Squirrely Q



 · Alpha Gam Man



 · Alpha Gams Trick or Treat for Change



Chapter 
Education



Show Me 
The Money



Planning/
Logistics



Post Event
Wrap Up



Launching Your
Fundraiser



Marketing 
Your Fundraiser



CLICK HERE FOR CLICK HERE FOR



CLICK HERE FOR CLICK HERE FOR



CLICK HERE FOR



CLICK HERE FOR
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Planning/Logistics
There are many logistics that need to be worked out when planning a fundraising event. For example, 
when do you secure a venue for your event? Who will do what during the event? How do you create 
a budget? Use these resources to answer these questions and more to ensure your fundraiser goes off 
without a hitch.




• Recruiting and Utilizing Committees




• Event Timeline and Checklist




• Sample Budget
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/ubb2cxhs2akxxbd/Fundraising%20Budget%20Template.xlsx?dl=0
















Event Timeline and Checklist
6+ Months





 ○ Identify funding from chapter budget - contact your VP-Finance
 ○  Decide on theme of event
 ○  Recruit your committees to assist in planning 





•  Determine what committees need to handle each function of the event (food, entertainment, 
decorations, marketing, soliciting donations, set-up, clean-up, etc.)





•  Provide committee members with checklists of responsibilities and deadlines
 ○  Fundraising event litmus test:





•  Does your event represent the values and Purpose of Alpha Gamma Delta?
•  Is it safe? 
•  Does it support the Foundation’s mission? 
•  Is “Alpha Gamma Delta” in the event name?
•  Does it follow Fraternity Risk Management Policies?
• Does it follow all university-specific policies and procedures related to events?





 ○ Select date and time - add it to your chapter calendar
 ○  Select location for event - don’t forget about transportation and parking
 ○  Research what permits might be necessary (event space, zoning, gambling permit, etc.)





5 Months
 ○ Organize expenses for the event using this sample budget worksheet 
 ○  Get price quotes from vendors (DJ, catering, tables, etc.)
 ○  Complete a fundraising strategy session and set a chapter fundraising goal 
 ○  Set a personal fundraising goal for your chapter members





4 Months
 ○ Complete an Event Planning Guide
 ○  Work with the VP-Chapter Wellness to ensure all risk management guidelines are followed and 





the event is low-risk
 ○  Select vendors and sign contracts - submit for approval
 ○  Create a marketing plan using marketing ideas and marketing guidelines
 ○  Select a menu 
 ○  Be sure the chapter is educated about the cause - complete chapter programming 





on the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation using this Foundation FAQ and their website at 
alphagammadeltafoundation.org





 ○  Send out a “Save the Date”
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/ubb2cxhs2akxxbd/Fundraising%20Budget%20Template.xlsx?dl=0














3 Months
 ○ Create event registration process
 ○  VP-Community Affairs to set up Chapter Fundraising Page on Team Raiser (pilot chapters only) 
 ○  Create a list of possible sponsors/alumnae/friends to solicit 
 ○  Secure sponsorships using the sponsorship resources in the “Show Me The Money” section
 ○  Order signage/decorations





2 Months
 ○ Kick off marketing campaign
 ○  Organize prizes, raffles, giveaways, etc.
 ○  Order T-shirts - Bulk ordering is available from Alpha Gam Boutique
 ○  Invite other fraternities/sororities
 ○  Send sisters info/a link to set up their Personal Fundraising Page on Team Raiser                   





(pilot chapters only)





1 Month
 ○ Set expectations and guidelines for members - emphasize that the use of alcohol before/





during the event is not permitted
 ○  Create “day-of” logistics checklist
 ○  Assign “day-of” roles





•  Greeters
• Food/program prep
• Servers/runners
• Trash monitors
• Social media
• Photographer





 ○ Promote on social media
 ○ Sell tickets, T-shirts, raffles - check with university and on state laws
 ○ Confirm all vendors/donations
 ○ Print waivers
 ○ Gather all supplies in one area
 ○ Print name tags/sign-in sheets
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Post Event
 ○ Publicize success on social media
 ○  Send press release to local media
 ○ Send Remittance Form and check to Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation or using OmegaFi Bill Pay
 ○ Share event information and photos with the Foundation/ email                                           





socialmedia@alphagammadelta.org/with alumnae
 ○ Return equipment
 ○ Pay outstanding invoices
 ○ Send committee evaluations with a deadline to have them returned
 ○ Complete the fundraiser evaluation for transitioning this event to future VP-Community Affairs
 ○ Send thank you notes or emails to sponsors and donors
 ○ Congratulate chapter and celebrate a job well done 





Day-Of Event
 ○ Conduct meeting with event staff
 ○ Event set-up:





• Tables and chairs
• Linens/floral arrangements/decorations
• A/V
• Signage
• Registration/welcome area
• Cash box with small bills





 ○ Event clean-up assignments - leave it better than you found it!
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/rdkmvs682d1fj97/Post%20Event-Press%20Release.docx?dl=0
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Participant Waiver/Release 
 TEMPLATE 






 
I, _________________(“Participant”) acknowledge that I have voluntarily applied to participate in the 
[INSERT NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF EVENTi] taking place on [DATE] at [ADDRESS OF EVENT].  I certify 
that I have not been advised to not participate in this or any other similar activity by a qualified medical 
professional. I further acknowledge and agree to, on my own behalf, and on behalf of my personal 
representatives, heirs, assigns, executors, administrators and next of kin, as follows. 
 
I AM AWARE THAT THESE ACTIVITES ARE HAZARDOUS ACTIVITIES AND THAT I COULD BE SERIOUSLY 
INJURED OR EVEN KILLED.  I AM VOLUNTARILY PARTICIPATING IN THESE ACTIVITES WITH KNOWLEDGE 
OF THE DANGER INVOLVED, AND AGREE TO ASSUME ANY AND ALL RISKS OF BODILY INJURY, DEATH OR 
PROPERTY DAMAGE, WHETHER THOSE RISKS ARE KNOWN OR UNKNOWN.  Risks include, but are not 
limited toii those caused by terrain, facilities, temperature, weather, equipment, vehicular traffic, lack of 
hydration and actions of other people, including but not limited to participants, volunteers, monitors 
and/or producers of the activity. 
 
Upon entering the premises and facilities of [EVENT NAME and FACILITY NAMEiii], I will inspect the same 
and my observation and use of said premises and facilities shall constitute an acknowledgement that I 
find and accept them to be safe and reasonably suited for their intended purpose. 
 
I hereby release [Sponsoring Fraternity/Sorority Nameiv] and its officers, members, advisors, 
volunteers, employees and Governing Board [and any lessor of the facility premises, if applicablev] from 
and against any and all liability for any loss, damage, injury, expense, demand or cause of action that I 
may suffer whether with respect to personal injury, death, damage to or destruction of personal 
property, theft or otherwise, which may arise as a result of my presence in, upon or about the 
premises and as a consequence of my participation in this event or use of the facilities and 
equipment.   
 
I acknowledge that [Sponsoring Fraternity/Sorority Name] is NOT responsible for the errors, omissions, 
acts or failures to act of any party or entity conducting a specific activity on their behalf. 
 
I understand that while participating in the activity, I may be photographed.  I agree to allow my photo, 
video or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by the activity holders, producers, sponsors 
and assigns. 
 
I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE READ THIS DOCUMENT AND I FULLY UNDERSTAND ITS CONTENT. I AM AWARE 
THAT THIS IS A RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND A CONTRACT AND I SIGN IT OF MY OWN FREE WILLvi. 






 
 
 
___________________________  _______  ___________________________  _____ 
Participant’s Signature   Date  Participant’s Name    Age 
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i
 Example: AAA Sorority’s Kids and Pigskins Flag Football Tournament to benefit the Children’s Miracle Network  
ii
 Insert other foreseeable risk, if applicable 






iii
 Include Facility Name, if applicable, or include a brief description such as “Student Union Front Lawn” 






iv
 Use the local chapter name and the Inter/National Fraternity/Sorority name.  For example: AA Chapter of AAA 






Sorority and AAA Inter/National Sorority 
v
 Include this ONLY if the chapter has signed an indemnification agreement with the facility 






vi
 Make sure you take out all of the endnotes before finalizing the printing /releasing the waivers to your 






participants! 




























Sample Sponsorship Thank You
(Include sample marketing, photos, T-shirt, event giveaways along with this letter.)






[MONTH, DAY YEAR]






[FULL NAME]
[BUSINESS NAME]
[STREET ADDRESS]
[CITY, STATE/PROVINCE ZIP/POSTAL]






Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Thank you so much for supporting the women of Alpha Gamma Delta at [SCHOOL] in our [EVENT NAME] 
event. With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] we were able to [REACH/EXCEED] 
our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].   






*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 






Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. Please know that we value 
partnerships with our sponsors. Your commitment helped make this event successful and that is not 
something we take for granted. Please accept our most sincere thanks for your generous support.






Best regards,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






P.S. We hope you will consider supporting Alpha Gamma Delta in future fundraising efforts!
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Post Event Transition Document
Gather evaluations and reports from committee members, using SurveyMonkey or Google Forms. Use 
their responses and your own thoughts to complete the following questions. Remember, the more details 
the better. When officer transitions occur, review the event in detail and share this evaluation to increase 
the likelihood of a more successful event next year.






1. What worked well for this fundraiser in terms of:






• Planning of the event






• Committee assignments and follow though 






• Chapter involvement






• Execution of the event






• Attendee participation






2. What could have worked better for this fundraiser?  






• Planning of the event






• Committee assignments and follow through 






• Chapter involvement






• Execution of the event






• Attendee participation






3. What would you do differently next time?






4. How was this event received by supporters (donors, sponsors, attendees, alumnae)?






5. Fundraiser strengths (things you want to keep for next year):  






6. Fundraiser weaknesses (things that you should consider changing/updating):  






7. What were some of the budget “surprises”? 






8. Where could you add another fundraising feature to the event to raise more money (penny wars, silent 
auction, bake/beverage sale, contest)? 






9. Other thoughts/comments to assist the next VP-Community Affairs in executing a successful event?
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Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation Office
8710 N Meridian Street - Indianapolis, IN 46260






Ph: 317.663.4242 - Fax: 317.663.4244
foundation@alphagammadeltafoundation.org






www.alphagammadeltafoundation.org
04/03/2015






Collegiate Remittance Form






Complete and return this form along with one chapter check (for event proceeds), made payable to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, 
within one month following any charitable fundraising event. Be sure to mail a copy of the completed form to your chapter’s Finance 
Specialist and file a copy for your chapter records.






All gifts received by May 31 and throughout the fiscal year (June 1-May 31) are recognized by the Foundation and count toward Jewel Society membership. 
For Good Standing with the Fraternity, a minimum annual contribution of $100 by May 1 is required. Please contact IHQ with questions regarding their 
minimum contribution amount and May 1 deadline.






 Name of Chapter: ___________________________________________________________________






 Fundraising Event Information






Fundraising Event Name: ___________________________________________________________    Date of Fundraiser: _____________






Details about fundraising event (registration/participation/admission fees, cost of sold item(s), contest/game details, items raffled/sold/
auctioned, when and where your fundraiser was held, etc.) (This information will be used for Convention recognition, chapter spotlights 
and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas. A brief overview is appreciated.)






 Designation of Contribution






Annual Fund*/Unrestricted $_________________________     AND/OR     Specific Program/Fund/Other $___________________________
                                                                                                               
                                                                                                              Program/Fund Name:  _________________________________






*Gifts to our Annual Fund benefit all Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation programs including scholarships, leadership initiatives, diabetes education 
and awareness and more. Fundraising events benefitting the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation should be  advertised as such and should clearly state 
that donations are NOT TAX DEDUCTIBLE. Designation of donations must be consistent with fundraising event advertising.






 Contact Information






Submitted By: ____________________________________________      Officer Title: ____________________________________________






Email Address: ____________________________________________     Phone: ________________________________________________






If you are using OmegaFi Bill Pay:
See page 2 of this document for simple, step by step instructions on how to send your 






Remittance Form with your donation to the Foundation.
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Submitting Foundation Remittance Form with Donation Using Vault Bill Pay:  






1. Complete a Remittance Form and save it as a PDF. 






2. In Vault, access the Bill Pay menu, then Registers; then select “Operating” or “Main Bill Pay” fund; then select the 






“Bills” tab, and click “Add” and select your “Bill.” 






3. Upload the Remittance Form (PDF only) as the Bill Image (like attaching an invoice when making a payment to a 






vendor.) 






4.    Add instructions in the Print Instructions text box.* 






For example: “Please include attached Remittance Form/Invoice with the check/payment.” 






5.   You may also add notes to the Foundation in the Notes text box (this is not required). 






 






*These instructions must be added to have the Foundation’s Remittance Form sent along with your donation! Information included 






in the Remittance From assist in Convention awards, Foundation recognition and chapter spotlights. 

















						CollegiateRemittanceForm_OmegaFi04315





						CollegiateRemittanceForm_OmegaFi04315





						Attach_Remit_Form_BillPay3-24-15





						Collegiate Remittance Form 2015-16 Fillable











						Foundation Remittance Form Instructions for Vault Bill Pay (2)











						Foundation Remittance Form Instructions for Vault Bill Pay











						Name of Chapter: 





						Fundraising Event Name: 





						Date of Fundraiser: 





						Fundraising Event Name Date of Fundraiser Details about fundraising event registrationparticipationadmission fees cost of sold items contestgame details items raffledsold auctioned when and where your fundraiser was held etc This information will be used for Convention recognition chapter spotlights and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas A brief overview is appreciated: 





						Annual FundUnrestricted: 





						Specific ProgramFundOther: 





						ProgramFund Name: 





						Submitted By: 





						Officer Title: 





						Email Address: 





						Phone: 




























Show Me The Money
An important piece of planning your fundraising event may include securing donations and sponsorships 
from individuals and businesses. These resources will help you create a plan for soliciting donations from 
friends and family and asking businesses to support your event with sponsorships or donations of goods 
and services.






• Who to Ask/Requesting Donors






• Sample Personal Donation Request Letter






• What is a Sponsorship?






• Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts






• Sample Sponsorship Letter






• Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
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Sample Personal Donation Request Letter
[NAME],







As a member of Alpha Gamma Delta, helping those less fortunate and improving our community is a part 
of our Purpose. Fundraising is a key component of fulfilling this promise as Alpha Gams. My sisters and I 
are hosting a philanthropy event on [DATE], at [LOCATION], called [EVENT NAME].







My personal goal for this event is to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] and our chapter goal is to raise $[DOLLAR 
AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for:







• Fighting hunger







• Education







• Leadership development







• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster







Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why I’m asking you to support me with a 
donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. Your donation will help me reach my goal but also makes a positive 
impact in our community.







I hope I can count on you!  







Making a donation is easy. Just mail a check made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to [CHAPTER ADDRESS].







Thank you in advance for your support.







Best/Love,







(Sign your name)







[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]







Note: Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), 
public charity, my collegiate chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta is not considered a public charity. 
Your donation is not tax-deductible. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at  
alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again, thank you.
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Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],







Thank you for your time the other day and for your sponsorship commitment for the Alpha Gamma Delta’s 
[EVENT NAME]. This event will be held on [DATE] at [TIME] at [LOCATION].







The women of Alpha Gamma Delta at the [SCHOOL] have a goal to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] for the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for: 







• Fighting hunger







• Education







• Leadership development







• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster







Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we thank you for committing to be a 
[SPONSORSHIP LEVEL] with a donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. 







Your support is important to the success of our event and in continuing these types of grant 
and scholarship programs. Please send your donation* made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to            
[CHAPTER ADDRESS]. 







If you have any additional questions please contact me at the number below. 







Thank you,







(Sign your name)







[NAME]
[TITLE]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]







Gold Sponsor -- $XXX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







• Invitation to the event







• Announced verbally at       
the event







• Included in post-event press







Silver Sponsor -- $XX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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*Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax- 
deductible. We ask you to consider making your donation out of your marketing/advertising budget. 
Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again,        
thank you.
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Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts
1) Utilize already established relationships 
Asking for money or sponsorships can be daunting, but before you go out and ask strangers for money, 
think through who you already know that has their own business? Is there a coffee shop where you 
already know all the baristas? Start there, since you already have a relationship with those people.







2) Think it through
If you’re going to ask for something, you need to know what you’re asking for and why. In addition 
to being knowledgeable about your event, you’ll want to be knowledgeable about the business or 
organization you are talking to. Look up their website in advance and be familiar with their products or 
services. This is a sign of respect that you care about their business and in turn they will hopefully care 
about your event!







3) Who to contact
Research who you need to contact at the business; who handles charitable donations. This is typically the 
store/business manager or person responsible for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).







4) Prepare your sponsorship request
Letter -- Use this sample sponsorship letter as a guide 
  OR
Call – Use the sample script below 







Hi Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. We 
have an upcoming event that raises money for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants 
for fighting hunger, education and leadership development. And we would love to promote/market    
your business! 







We are offering three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl







Pearl level sponsors provide an in-kind donation in exchange for their companies name on promotional 
materials and banners.







Silver level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT], receive benefits such as:







• Business logo on our event t-shirt







• Name/logo placed on promotional materials and banners







• And are included in social media efforts 







And, Gold level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] or above, receive the 
previously mentioned benefits in addition to:







• An invitation to the event







• Verbal introduction at the event and 







• Inclusion in post-event press
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 Which of these three sponsorship levels interests you?







 (WAIT! Don’t say anything and let them respond.)







If yes (to any level):
This is wonderful! Thank you so much. I will send you a follow up letter or email – whichever you prefer – 
confirming your commitment along with instructions for making your donation. 







Would you like your confirmation mailed or emailed?
 Mailed: Confirm the mailing address (that you have – you should not have to ask for the address)
 Emailed: Ask for a personal email address or confirm the one you believe is theirs 







Again, thank you so much on behalf of my Alpha Gamma Delta sisters. Have a great day!







If no (in general):
I understand, is there a smaller donation or any service/coupon/silent auction basket item you are able to 
contribute to our event? 







Thank you for your time. Have a great day!







(If they commit to anything of significance follow up with a letter or email confirming their commitment 
and how you will get or request obtaining the donation.)







If you call and get a voicemail:
Hello Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta 
sorority. We have an upcoming event that raises money for fighting hunger, education and
leadership development. 







We would love to promote/market your business in exchange for a sponsorship donation. We are offering 
three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl. I will mail you a letter with more information about the 
event, who we’re raising money for, our sponsorship level options and benefits, my contact information 
and a plan for following up.







If you need to reach me in the meantime, please call [PHONE NUMBER] and ask for [NAME]. 







Thank you for your time and consideration in supporting our [EVENT NAME]. 







5) Take the next step (based on your action above):







• Mail the sponsorship request letter and follow up with a call







• Send a confirmation of commitment letter OR







• Mail a sponsorship request letter







6) Once the event is complete, be sure to send a thank you letter







Remember: all of this sponsorship work is not meant to be done by one person alone. This is a great job 
for a committee or even challenge every member of the chapter to secure a sponsorship or donation. 
Utilize these tips to educate your sisters so they can go out into the community and secure donations for 
the chapter’s event. The more you work as a team, the more money you can raise!
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What is a Sponsorship?
Why: Sponsorships are an easy way to offset the costs of your event, which will in turn allow you to 
fundraise more for your cause!







How: Reach out to local businesses, organizations and vendors and asking for donations of product or 
money. In return you will provide some sort of public thank you in the form of advertising. This can be on 
your T-shirt, a banner that is displayed at your event, a mention on social media or another creative way 
to showcase their brand. 







Utilize your chapter to go out in the community to reach out to local businesses and find out if they       
are interested.







Create a strategy around sponsorships prior to delegating to committee members to ensure overlap does 
not occur. Create a plan for tracking sponsorships: who to ask, who will be making the ask, what you will 
be asking for, their response and follow up actions. 







What: Provide a letter or sponsorship packet explaining your event and why this business should support 
your cause. This should include all details about your event including an explanation of the demographic 
of your event attendees so that the sponsor knows their potential audience. Utilize our sponsorship 







that canpacket and letters  be customized for your event.







Be sure to define the various levels of involvement and what they will be provided in return for their 
investment of either a monetary donation to the cause or an in-kind donation of materials (free T-shirts, 
paper supplies, raffle items, etc.) 
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Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts
1) Utilize already established relationships 
Asking for money or sponsorships can be daunting, but before you go out and ask strangers for money, 
think through who you already know that has their own business? Is there a coffee shop where you 
already know all the baristas? Start there, since you already have a relationship with those people.








2) Think it through
If you’re going to ask for something, you need to know what you’re asking for and why. In addition 
to being knowledgeable about your event, you’ll want to be knowledgeable about the business or 
organization you are talking to. Look up their website in advance and be familiar with their products or 
services. This is a sign of respect that you care about their business and in turn they will hopefully care 
about your event!








3) Who to contact
Research who you need to contact at the business; who handles charitable donations. This is typically the 
store/business manager or person responsible for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).








4) Prepare your sponsorship request
Letter -- Use this sample sponsorship letter as a guide 
  OR
Call – Use the sample script below 








Hi Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. We 
have an upcoming event that raises money for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants 
for fighting hunger, education and leadership development. And we would love to promote/market    
your business! 








We are offering three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl








Pearl level sponsors provide an in-kind donation in exchange for their companies name on promotional 
materials and banners.








Silver level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT], receive benefits such as:








• Business logo on our event t-shirt








• Name/logo placed on promotional materials and banners








• And are included in social media efforts 








And, Gold level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] or above, receive the 
previously mentioned benefits in addition to:








• An invitation to the event








• Verbal introduction at the event and 








• Inclusion in post-event press
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 Which of these three sponsorship levels interests you?








 (WAIT! Don’t say anything and let them respond.)








If yes (to any level):
This is wonderful! Thank you so much. I will send you a follow up letter or email – whichever you prefer – 
confirming your commitment along with instructions for making your donation. 








Would you like your confirmation mailed or emailed?
 Mailed: Confirm the mailing address (that you have – you should not have to ask for the address)
 Emailed: Ask for a personal email address or confirm the one you believe is theirs 








Again, thank you so much on behalf of my Alpha Gamma Delta sisters. Have a great day!








If no (in general):
I understand, is there a smaller donation or any service/coupon/silent auction basket item you are able to 
contribute to our event? 








Thank you for your time. Have a great day!








(If they commit to anything of significance follow up with a letter or email confirming their commitment 
and how you will get or request obtaining the donation.)








If you call and get a voicemail:
Hello Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta 
sorority. We have an upcoming event that raises money for fighting hunger, education and
leadership development. 








We would love to promote/market your business in exchange for a sponsorship donation. We are offering 
three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl. I will mail you a letter with more information about the 
event, who we’re raising money for, our sponsorship level options and benefits, my contact information 
and a plan for following up.








If you need to reach me in the meantime, please call [PHONE NUMBER] and ask for [NAME]. 








Thank you for your time and consideration in supporting our [EVENT NAME]. 








5) Take the next step (based on your action above):








• Mail the sponsorship request letter and follow up with a call








• Send a confirmation of commitment letter OR








• Mail a sponsorship request letter








6) Once the event is complete, be sure to send a thank you letter








Remember: all of this sponsorship work is not meant to be done by one person alone. This is a great job 
for a committee or even challenge every member of the chapter to secure a sponsorship or donation. 
Utilize these tips to educate your sisters so they can go out into the community and secure donations for 
the chapter’s event. The more you work as a team, the more money you can raise!
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Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],









Thank you for your time the other day and for your sponsorship commitment for the Alpha Gamma Delta’s 
[EVENT NAME]. This event will be held on [DATE] at [TIME] at [LOCATION].









The women of Alpha Gamma Delta at the [SCHOOL] have a goal to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] for the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for: 









• Fighting hunger









• Education









• Leadership development









• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster









Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we thank you for committing to be a 
[SPONSORSHIP LEVEL] with a donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. 









Your support is important to the success of our event and in continuing these types of grant 
and scholarship programs. Please send your donation* made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to            
[CHAPTER ADDRESS]. 









If you have any additional questions please contact me at the number below. 









Thank you,









(Sign your name)









[NAME]
[TITLE]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]









Gold Sponsor -- $XXX









• Company logo on          
event T-shirt









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners









• Included in social          
media efforts









• Invitation to the event









• Announced verbally at       
the event









• Included in post-event press









Silver Sponsor -- $XX









• Company logo on          
event T-shirt









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners









• Included in social          
media efforts









Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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*Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax- 
deductible. We ask you to consider making your donation out of your marketing/advertising budget. 
Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again,        
thank you.
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Sample Sponsorship Thank You
(Include sample marketing, photos, T-shirt, event giveaways along with this letter.)









[MONTH, DAY YEAR]









[FULL NAME]
[BUSINESS NAME]
[STREET ADDRESS]
[CITY, STATE/PROVINCE ZIP/POSTAL]









Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],









Thank you so much for supporting the women of Alpha Gamma Delta at [SCHOOL] in our [EVENT NAME] 
event. With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] we were able to [REACH/EXCEED] 
our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].   









*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 









Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. Please know that we value 
partnerships with our sponsors. Your commitment helped make this event successful and that is not 
something we take for granted. Please accept our most sincere thanks for your generous support.









Best regards,









(Sign your name)









[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]









P.S. We hope you will consider supporting Alpha Gamma Delta in future fundraising efforts!
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],









Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].









Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 









• Fighting hunger









• Education









• Leadership development









• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster









Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.









We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 









Thanks in advance for your consideration!









Sincerely,









(Sign your name)









[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]









Gold Sponsor -- $XXX









• Company logo on          
event T-shirt









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners









• Included in social          
media efforts









• Invitation to the event









• Announced verbally at       
the event









• Included in post-event press









Silver Sponsor -- $XX









• Company logo on          
event T-shirt









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners









• Included in social          
media efforts









Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.









Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],








Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].








Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 








• Fighting hunger








• Education








• Leadership development








• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster








Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.








We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 








Thanks in advance for your consideration!








Sincerely,








(Sign your name)








[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]








Gold Sponsor -- $XXX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








• Invitation to the event








• Announced verbally at       
the event








• Included in post-event press








Silver Sponsor -- $XX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.








Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Who to Ask/Requesting Donations
Sisters need to know who the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation is so they can explain what we do and why a 
donor should support their event.







• Who are you fundraising for? / Why should someone support this cause?







 Fundraising for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation provides (detailed version):







 · Grants to fight hunger in our communities







 · Financial assistance to those in emergency need (SIS Grants and Disaster Relief Grants)







 · Scholarships







 · Leadership opportunities (UIFI, LeaderShape, Leadership Consultant program)







 · Service Immersion Trips







 · Professional development programming (at Convention and TLC)







 · Education on staying safe (GreekLifeEdu)







       Choose one or two of these to discuss with donors. Think of who you’re soliciting and what Foundation   
       causes they might connect with best.







• Who should we consider requesting donations from?







 · Chapter sisters – consider having every sister be required to raise a certain amount (personally 
donated) or required to sell so many tickets, T-shirts, buttons. 







 · Other Greek organizations – make it a contest! (Be sure to think through recognition/prizes/
incentives, etc.)







 · Campus peers, professionals, professors – share information about your event and encourage them to 
get involved.







 · Alumnae – reach out to your local alumnae chapter/club and inform them of your event. Ask for 
volunteers (if needed) or for their ($) support. 







 · Your community – explain why you are fundraising for the Foundation (e.g. your chapter scholarship, 
to help fight hunger, for women’s education and leadership, to help those in need, etc).







 · Businesses – request a sponsorship (monetary or in-kind donation).
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],








Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].








Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 








• Fighting hunger








• Education








• Leadership development








• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster








Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.








We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 








Thanks in advance for your consideration!








Sincerely,








(Sign your name)








[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]








Gold Sponsor -- $XXX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








• Invitation to the event








• Announced verbally at       
the event








• Included in post-event press








Silver Sponsor -- $XX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.








Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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W
he
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you








 and your sisters give,








these  g rea t  th ings happ
en








.








Over $13 million given!








Continuing 
Education Grants








Leadership 
Consultant Program








Convention and 
TLC Programming








Delta Experience








Gamma Experience








Disaster Relief








Scholarships








LeaderShape








StrengthsFinder








UIFI








SIS Grants








GreekLifeEdu








Fighting Hunger








Service Immersion




































Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],







Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].







Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 







• Fighting hunger







• Education







• Leadership development







• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster







Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.







We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 







Thanks in advance for your consideration!







Sincerely,







(Sign your name)







[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]







Gold Sponsor -- $XXX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







• Invitation to the event







• Announced verbally at       
the event







• Included in post-event press







Silver Sponsor -- $XX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.







Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Foundation FAQ






• Why should my chapter fundraise for the Foundation?






 · Because it feels good to help others give back! Your donations help our communities and their 
fight against hunger, helps sisters experiencing emergency need, provides leadership training and 
programs and supports academic success.






• What does the Foundation do with our chapter’s donations?






 · If the Remittance Form notes that the donation is for the Annual Fund, your gift supports the 
mission and work of the Foundation and is directed to the area of the greatest need. Many of the 
Foundation’s Annual Fund programs are listed below:






 · Fighting Hunger Grants – Provided to organizations that serve some of our most vulnerable 
populations.






 · Scholarships – Awarded each year to full-time undergraduate and graduate students.






 · Continuing Education Grants – For part-time graduate students and alumnae of Alpha Gam 
pursuing professional development. 






 · SIS Grant – Confidential support to sisters experiencing urgent financial need, such as,    
medical or meeting basic needs for food or shelter. This program does not assist in paying 
Fraternity dues.






 · Disaster Relief Grants – Provide assistance to sisters faced with immediate emergency needs 
due to a disaster, such as, hurricanes, tornadoes, floods and other natural disasters.






 · Service Immersion Trips -- Provide experiences to collegians and alumnae to learn about servant 
leadership and giving back in the community.






 · LeaderShape and UIFI Scholarships – Scholarships to premiere leadership academies that equip 
young adults to lead with integrity.






 · GreekLifeEdu – Education on staying safe. 






 · Scholastic Achievement Awards – Awarded annually to the senior in each Alpha Gamma Delta 
chapter who maintains the highest cumulative grade point average during her college career.  






 · Leadership Training – For collegiate/alumnae members and officers at The Leadership 
Conference (TLC) and International Convention.






 · Leadership Training – Equipping collegiate chapter leaders to lead with success at the Alpha 
Gamma Delta Academy for Chapter Presidents and Chapter Advisors






 · Leadership Consultant (LC) Program – On-site training for collegians in areas of leadership, 
academic achievement, group dynamics and personal development.






The Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation’s mission is to provide support for education, philanthropy and 
leadership, and thanks to supporters like you, there are many ways we fulfill this mission.






Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org.
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http://alphagammadeltafoundation.org/
























Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation Office
8710 N Meridian Street - Indianapolis, IN 46260







Ph: 317.663.4242 - Fax: 317.663.4244
foundation@alphagammadeltafoundation.org







www.alphagammadeltafoundation.org
04/03/2015







Collegiate Remittance Form







Complete and return this form along with one chapter check (for event proceeds), made payable to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, 
within one month following any charitable fundraising event. Be sure to mail a copy of the completed form to your chapter’s Finance 
Specialist and file a copy for your chapter records.







All gifts received by May 31 and throughout the fiscal year (June 1-May 31) are recognized by the Foundation and count toward Jewel Society membership. 
For Good Standing with the Fraternity, a minimum annual contribution of $100 by May 1 is required. Please contact IHQ with questions regarding their 
minimum contribution amount and May 1 deadline.







 Name of Chapter: ___________________________________________________________________







 Fundraising Event Information







Fundraising Event Name: ___________________________________________________________    Date of Fundraiser: _____________







Details about fundraising event (registration/participation/admission fees, cost of sold item(s), contest/game details, items raffled/sold/
auctioned, when and where your fundraiser was held, etc.) (This information will be used for Convention recognition, chapter spotlights 
and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas. A brief overview is appreciated.)







 Designation of Contribution







Annual Fund*/Unrestricted $_________________________     AND/OR     Specific Program/Fund/Other $___________________________
                                                                                                               
                                                                                                              Program/Fund Name:  _________________________________







*Gifts to our Annual Fund benefit all Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation programs including scholarships, leadership initiatives, diabetes education 
and awareness and more. Fundraising events benefitting the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation should be  advertised as such and should clearly state 
that donations are NOT TAX DEDUCTIBLE. Designation of donations must be consistent with fundraising event advertising.







 Contact Information







Submitted By: ____________________________________________      Officer Title: ____________________________________________







Email Address: ____________________________________________     Phone: ________________________________________________







If you are using OmegaFi Bill Pay:
See page 2 of this document for simple, step by step instructions on how to send your 







Remittance Form with your donation to the Foundation.
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Submitting Foundation Remittance Form with Donation Using Vault Bill Pay:  







1. Complete a Remittance Form and save it as a PDF. 







2. In Vault, access the Bill Pay menu, then Registers; then select “Operating” or “Main Bill Pay” fund; then select the 







“Bills” tab, and click “Add” and select your “Bill.” 







3. Upload the Remittance Form (PDF only) as the Bill Image (like attaching an invoice when making a payment to a 







vendor.) 







4.    Add instructions in the Print Instructions text box.* 







For example: “Please include attached Remittance Form/Invoice with the check/payment.” 







5.   You may also add notes to the Foundation in the Notes text box (this is not required). 







 







*These instructions must be added to have the Foundation’s Remittance Form sent along with your donation! Information included 







in the Remittance From assist in Convention awards, Foundation recognition and chapter spotlights. 




















							CollegiateRemittanceForm_OmegaFi04315






							CollegiateRemittanceForm_OmegaFi04315






							Attach_Remit_Form_BillPay3-24-15






							Collegiate Remittance Form 2015-16 Fillable













							Foundation Remittance Form Instructions for Vault Bill Pay (2)













							Foundation Remittance Form Instructions for Vault Bill Pay













							Name of Chapter: 






							Fundraising Event Name: 






							Date of Fundraiser: 






							Fundraising Event Name Date of Fundraiser Details about fundraising event registrationparticipationadmission fees cost of sold items contestgame details items raffledsold auctioned when and where your fundraiser was held etc This information will be used for Convention recognition chapter spotlights and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas A brief overview is appreciated: 






							Annual FundUnrestricted: 






							Specific ProgramFundOther: 






							ProgramFund Name: 






							Submitted By: 






							Officer Title: 






							Email Address: 






							Phone: 































Sample Personal Thank You
[NAME], 
 
Thank you so much for supporting me in raising money for [ALPHA GAMMA DELTA FOUNDATION/EVENT]! 
With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] I was able to [ACHIEVE/EXCEED] my 
personal fundraising goal and it allowed my chapter to [ACHIEVE/EXCEED] our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].    
 
*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 
 
Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. You helped make this event 
successful for me and my chapter – thank you! Please accept my most sincere thanks for your generous 
support. 
 
Best/Love, 
 
 
(Sign your name) 
 
 
[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]
 
 
P.S. I hope you will consider supporting me again in the future!
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Marketing Ideas
To help you make your Alpha Gamma Delta fundraising event the best it can be, we’ve included a list of 
marketing ideas to help boost your efforts.






• “Save the Date” – As soon as you’ve confirmed the date, time and place of your event, send 
a ‘Save the Date’ to anyone you want to invite. Blast it out through social media and on your                
chapter website!






• Create a Hashtag – As soon as you know the name or theme of your event, create a corresponding 
hashtag and use it EVERY TIME you promote the event across all marketing channels.






• Create a Competition – Challenge your chapter sisters to see who can raise the most/sell the most 
tickets; invite a fraternity to join in your efforts and have a boys vs. girls fundraising competition. 
Make it fun and light-hearted and remember what’s most important – what you’re raising money for. 






• Email your Family and Friends – Use the personal donation request letter to send an email to your 
grandma, aunt, 11th grade history teacher, former coach or other person who loves you. Provide an 
update about school and life and – oh, by the way, you’re raising money for a great cause, would 
they please support.






• Word of Mouth – Tell everyone you know about the fundraiser. Tell your classmates, tell your advisor, 
tell people you pass on the sidewalk – talk up how great this event will be and why they should 
attend/participate.






• Share Stories – Connect the fundraiser to a personal story. If you don’t have one, find someone 
in your chapter or community who has been positively impacted by the Foundation. Has a sister 
in need received a SIS Grant? Is someone a scholarship recipient? Has your community partner 
received a Foundation fighting hunger grant? 






• Ask a Local Celebrity / Person of Power or Leadership to Attend – Maybe they can serve as your 
emcee? Perhaps they can take photos with participants for an extra donation? Make sure you involve 
the person and tell everyone they will be part of your event. What constitutes a ‘local celebrity’? 
Anyone of influence on your campus or in your community – the Mayor, the star player of the football 
or basketball team, the student body president, a local newscaster, etc. Be sure they receive the 
best customer service prior to and during the event, and a thank you after.






• Call your Local Radio Station – Find out if they will do a live remote from your event. Radio stations 
are always looking to be involved with community events. It will be a great way for you to promote 
your fundraiser and a great way for the station to attract new listeners.






• Send a Press Release to your Local Newspaper and Television Station – News outlets are always 
looking for feel-good stories to report on, why not yours? You never know, you might get someone 
to attend the event and do a story on it, bringing more awareness of the good work Alpha Gams are 
doing in their communities, your chapter and the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation as a whole.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/rdkmvs682d1fj97/Post%20Event-Press%20Release.docx?dl=0

















• Community Calendars – Publicize your event on local community calendars. This may be on local 
news websites or in your campus newspaper – just give the general public a heads up that there is a 
great event happening and how they can get involved.






• Advertise in Campus Newspaper – This may cost some money, but it’s a great way to get your event 
out there for the entire university to see. Also ask about banner ads and other digital advertisements 
for those who get their news online.






• Post Fliers – Make sure every bulletin board on campus features your event flier. Post in dorms, 
coffee shops, buildings where you have class and outside of your academic advisor’s office. Invest in 
some push pins and hit the pavement.






• Thank Your Sponsors, Donors, etc. – Be sure you’re publicly thanking those supporting your event on 
social media. If it’s a business, link to their website so your followers can learn more about them. Be 
sure you tag them so they see it, too.






Think outside the box as to how you can market your fundraiser to achieve your goals. No matter what 
you do, always remember you are representing Alpha Gamma Delta and your activity is a reflection of the 
Fraternity. Keeping that in mind, have fun promoting your event to the masses!
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Sample Personal Donation Request Letter
[NAME],







As a member of Alpha Gamma Delta, helping those less fortunate and improving our community is a part 
of our Purpose. Fundraising is a key component of fulfilling this promise as Alpha Gams. My sisters and I 
are hosting a philanthropy event on [DATE], at [LOCATION], called [EVENT NAME].







My personal goal for this event is to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] and our chapter goal is to raise $[DOLLAR 
AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for:







• Fighting hunger







• Education







• Leadership development







• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster







Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why I’m asking you to support me with a 
donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. Your donation will help me reach my goal but also makes a positive 
impact in our community.







I hope I can count on you!  







Making a donation is easy. Just mail a check made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to [CHAPTER ADDRESS].







Thank you in advance for your support.







Best/Love,







(Sign your name)







[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]







Note: Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), 
public charity, my collegiate chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta is not considered a public charity. 
Your donation is not tax-deductible. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at  
alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again, thank you.
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Recruiting and Utilizing a Committee
As you plan your philanthropy event, keep in mind you are not solely responsible for its success; this 
is a chapter event. Use committees; think through the various talents of your sisters and assign them 
responsibilities related to the event. Some topics they could be responsible for are:






• Logistics/Operations






• Marketing






• Sponsorships






• Ticket distribution






• Entertainment






• Set-up/Clean-up






• Check in table






• Campus, community, fraternal involvement






• Food






• Decor/Signage






• Photography






While it may be nerve-wracking handing over projects to others, this will free up your time to manage the 
overall success of the event. Host monthly or weekly committee meetings where they can report on their 
progress. This way, you can know what is going on but not feel responsible for having to do it all. The 
more you can delegate, the more time you will have when last-minute projects come up or any logistics 
need managing. Teamwork will make this event more successful and will help you feel less stressed!
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Alpha Gamma Delta sponsored events should be fun and meaningful 
experiences. This guide is provided as a tool to help plan safe 
and appropriate activities that follow Fraternity policies.






PLANNING AN EVENT 






1






7






2






3






4






5






6






8






Review and understand the Alpha Gamma Delta 
policies regarding hosting events.






Plan event using this planning guide and FIPG as 
resources.






Review and complete any contracts and certifi cates 
of insurance needed for the event. 






Review EPG with Risk Management Coordinator for 
compliance and Vice President Finance for budget 
management. 






Present EPG to Executive Council OR Executive 
Council Sub-Committee for review. 






Present EPG to Chapter for approval. 
2/3 affi rmative vote needed for alcohol-free events.






3/4 affi rmative vote needed for events where alcohol is 






present.






Register event with appropriate campus 
administration.






Distribute EPGs appropriately. 






STEPS TO PLANNING A SUCCESSFUL EVENT 






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED
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UTILIZE THE TOUCHSTONES AS YOU PLAN FOR THIS EVENT






The Event Planning Guide is a useful tool for navigating the steps necessary 
to plan your event. As you continue with the event planning process, keep 
the Alpha Gamma Delta Touchstones in mind.






1 HERE for Each Other: Does this choice demonstrate a commitment 
to our members and our Fraternity?






   Yes      No






2 HERE to Inspire: Will this choice encourage our members to be the 
best versions of themselves?






   Yes      No






3 HERE for the Whole Person: Could this choice cause harm 
(physical, emotional, etc.)?






   Yes      No






4 HERE to Impact: Will this choice result in intended or unintended 
consequences that have negative impact?






   Yes      No






5 HERE to Stand for Something: Does this choice demonstrate value 
for our individual and collective self-worth?






   Yes      No






Additional questions to consider as you are planning are:






1






2






The choices I make will inspire and impact others. 






I will prioritize the health and dignity of my sisters, my chapter, myself and the 
Fraternity.
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EVENT PLANNING GUIDE - EPG






Complete this guide and follow the review and approval procedures for your 
event.






Chapter Name: Date of Event:






Name of Event: Start Time:






End Time:






Location of Event:
Name:






Address:






Phone:






*Events held on or near water must be alcohol-free.






Purpose of Event: 
(i.e sisterhood, social, philanthropic)






Additional Host Organizations: 






Their President’s Name:
Phone:






Their Social Coordinator’s Name:
Phone: 






Attendance Details:






Is chapter member attendance required? __________ Is chapter new member attendance required? __________






Total number of members/new members expected to attend? __________






Total number of guests expected to attend? __________






Total number of alumnae/parents/others expected to attend? __________






Combined total number of attendees expected? __________






Capacity of venue? __________






Contacts/Emergency Information: 






Collegiate Member Coordinating the Event:
Phone: 






Police Department: 
Phone: 






Fire Department: 
Phone: 






Medical Care:
Phone: 
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ALCOHOL MANAGEMENT: WILL THERE BE ALCOHOL AT THE EVENT?






____ No
Continue completing this guide for 
the review and approval process.






____ Yes 
Complete the Event Planning Guide: 
Event with Alcohol and also be sure 
to complete the BYOB or 3rd Party 






Vendor form for the review and 
approval process.






Distance of Event from Chapter/Campus: 






Method of Transportation:
___ Walking






___ Chartered Transportation (See right )






___ Local Public Transportation 






___ Personal Vehicle 






Regardless of the method of transportation, Alpha Gamma 






Delta members should have a safe plan for themselves and 






their guests for getting to and from the event safely.






TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION
Chartered Transportation: 
If this event is out-of-town and non-members and/or alcohol 
are involved, chartered transportation must be provided. 






Charter Company Name: 






Contact Name:






Phone Number: 






Date of Contract: 






A certifi cate of automobile insurance from the insured’s 






provider must be attached.






The attendee list should include all members attending, their guests and attendees’ birth dates.






Name of Collegian Preparing Attendee List:
Phone:






ATTENDEE LIST






EVENT PLANNING GUIDE - EPG
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Who will be providing security at the event? 
 ___ No contracted security.
       (Security is not required at events  






       without alcohol, but the chapter can  






                   choose to hire security if a 






       need is determined.)






Name:
Phone: 






A Certifi cate of General Liability and Worker’s 






Compensation Insurance from the insured’s provider 






must be attached.






How will the attendee list be managed? 






 ___ IDs checked at the door 






 ___ Matching IDs to attendee list 






 ___ Sign in/out by members 






SECURITY
What types of refreshments will be served, and how 
much will be provided?






Food: 






Non-Salty Snacks:






Non-Alcoholic Beverages:






Event Finances






Total Cost of Event: 
 $________
 If expenses exceed $250, attach detailed listing.






Amount Budgeted for Event:
 $________






Amount Financed by Additional Host Group(s):
 $________






REFRESHMENTS & COSTS
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Name of Event:






Date of Event:






ORIGINAL SIGNATURES REQUIRED ON 4 COPIES OF EPG






Collegian Responsible for Planning the Event: 






Name:         Date:






Vice President Finance’s signature indicates the chapter has suffi cient funds to cover the expenses for this event.






Name:         Date:






Vice President Operation’s signature indicates the chapter voted in favor of participating in this event. 






Date Approved by Chapter: _________________






 Total Number Chapter Membership: _____






  Number Votes in Favor: _____






  Number Votes Opposed: _____






  2/3 affi rmative chapter vote required for event without alcohol. 






  3/4 affi rmative chapter vote required for event with alcohol. 






Name:         Date:






DISTRIBUTION OF SIGNED EPG






1 Collegian responsible for planning the event 
(to be taken to the event) 






2 Vice President Operations (attach to chapter meeting minutes)






3 Risk Management Coordinator (to be taken to the event) 






4 Chapter Advisor 






Be sure to attach any required contracts for service, and insurance verifi cation 






documents to this EPG, as needed.






DATE OF COMPLETED REVIEW 
BY EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
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						Is chapter member attendance required: 





						Is chapter new member attendance required: 





						Total number of membersnew members expected to attend: 





						Total number of guests expected to attend: 





						Total number of alumnaeparentsothers expected to attend: 





						Combined total number of attendees expected: 





						Capacity of venue: 





						undefined: 





						undefined_2: 





						undefined_3: 





						Date Approved by Chapter: 





						Total Number Chapter Membership: 





						Number Votes in Favor: 





						Number Votes Opposed: 





						DATE OF COMPLETED REVIEW: 





						DATE COMPLETED: 





						DATE COMPLETED1: 





						DATE COMPLETED2: 





						DATE COMPLETED3: 





						DATE COMPLETED4: 





						DATE COMPLETED5: 





						DATE COMPLETED6: 





						DATE COMPLETED7: 





						Text1: 





						Radio Button2: Off





						Radio Button3: Off





						Radio Button4: Off





						Radio Button5: Off





						Radio Button6: Off





						Chapter name: 





						Date of event: 





						Name of event: 





						start time: 





						end time: 





						location of event name: 





						location address: 





						location phone: 





						host organizations: 





						other org presidents name: 





						other org phone: 





						other social: 





						other social form: 





						collegiate member: 





						collegiate member phone: 





						police: 





						police phone: 





						fire: 





						fine phone: 





						medical: 





						medical phone: 





						distance event: 





						charter company: 





						charter phone number: 





						charter date of contract: 





						charter contact name: 





						collegian preparing attendee list: 





						Check Box6: Off





						Check Box7: Off





						Check Box8: Off





						Check Box9: Off





						phone of collegian attendee list: 





						security name: 





						food: 





						non-salty snacks: 





						non-alcoholic beverages: 





						name of event 2: 





						date of event 2: 





						security phone: 





						Radio Button8: Off





						Radio Button100: Off




























Post Event Evaluation and Report
Each committee should turn in a report outlining the following information to the VP-Community Affairs. 
Consider using SurveyMonkey or Google Forms for ease.






• Job description and responsibilities






• Number of people on the committee






• Timeline and delegation of duties






• Final budget






• Evaluation






1. What was easy and worked well?






2. What should be handled differently?






3. What suggestions do you have for the next committee?






4. Was the committee too large or too small?






5. Approximately how many hours did the committee spend on tasks?






6. What money was well spent and what could be reevaluated?






7. What publicity items worked well and which didn’t?






8. Would you volunteer to serve on this committee again?






9. Additional feedback from you or your committee members?






• Set a report submission deadline approximately one week after the event ends, while the event is 
still fresh
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Marketing Guidelines
As you plan your fundraising event, you’re going to need to be sure you have a solid marketing plan 
in place to promote the event and its purpose. To get the most out of marketing for your Alpha Gam 
fundraiser, follow these guidelines.






Printed and Digital Materials
When creating fliers to post around campus or emails to other organizations, you want to keep some 
guidelines in mind so your marketing looks consistent and aligned with our brand. 






Alpha Gamma Delta Logo
When using the Alpha Gam logo, do not alter or customize the logo in any way. All three elements (the 
words, rose and tagline) must be included when using the logo. Keep it isolated from other text or logos 
to ensure it stands out and clearly identifies that the event is hosted by Alpha Gamma Delta. The standard 
size for the logo is 2.5 inches wide and should never be reduced to smaller than 1 inch wide.






For additional variations of the logo, including reversed alternatives, contact 
mdisselkamp@alphagammadelta.org.
 
Alpha Gamma Delta Colors
While it may seem like a good idea to promote your fundraiser with fun colors that will grab the attention 
of others, it’s best to keep it simple and easily identifiable as an Alpha Gam event. Using the official colors 
of the Fraternity will ensure no matter what event you are promoting, your friends and supporters will 
always know they are supporting Alpha Gamma Delta!






The primary color of Alpha Gamma Delta is red (PMS 187) with a secondary color of light green (PMS 576) 
and a dark green color (PMS 343). These colors are complementary colors and are similar in tone. The   
buff (PMS 5875) and gray are soft colors that can be used as subtle accents or background to the other 
bolder colors.






PANTONE 187
CMYK: C5 M100 Y71 K22 
RGB: R184 G18 B55
#ab162b






PANTONE 576
CMYK: C50 M4 Y92 K20 
RGB: R105 G145 B59
#7a9b49






PANTONE 343
CMYK: C91 M15 Y80 K70 
RGB: R0 G52 B29
#0d553f






PANTONE 5875
CMYK: C6 M3 Y33 K6 
RGB: R217 G214 B158
#d5cd9e






GRAY
CMYK: C58 M49 Y46 K15 
RGB: R109 G110 B113
#6d6e71
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Alpha Gamma Delta Fonts
When creating promotional fliers, use the official fonts of Alpha Gamma Delta whenever possible. The 
official text font is Franklin Gothic Book. For headers or larger blocks of text, use Narrative.
 
When using the Greek letters ΑΓΔ utilize the Symbol font to create these letters. It is recommended you 
use the logo and Fraternity name spelled out on marketing whenever possible. Please remember using 
the English letters “AGD” is not preferred. 






Information to Include
When you are creating marketing materials for your fundraising event, you want to be sure to include 
enough information to entice your reader to attend or donate, but not too much information that they 
gloss over it or stop reading. Be sure to include the following on your marketing materials:






• Event Title – Make this large so people know exactly what the event is






• Imagery – A photo or image that grabs attention. Be sure it is appropriate and tells the story of the 
message you’re trying to convey






• Date/Time/Location – Be sure this information is front and center so people know when and where 
to find your fundraising event






• Cost – If there is a registration cost to attend, be sure that is clearly printed on your materials






• Hashtag – Create a fun and catchy hashtag for your event and use it in marketing materials






• Event Purpose – Event proceeds help in the Foundation’s work to fight hunger and provide 
education, leadership and philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation






Social Media Promotion
The easiest way to promote your fundraising event is through social media. Following the guidelines 
below will help your event look its best. For more information about appropriate use of social media, 
contact socialmedia@alphagammadelta.org. 






Facebook
Creating a Facebook Event to promote your fundraiser is easy and allows you to share it with friends, 
family and supporters who may be interested in participating and/or donating. Here are a few tips to 
remember when you’re creating your Facebook Event:






• Be sure the event gets created from your chapter’s Facebook page and not your personal page. This 
will help it reach the largest possible audience and be more easily shared by all your sisters.






• If you’re creating a header graphic for your event using Photoshop or another editing software, the 
dimensions for your graphic need to be 1920 by 1080 pixels. This will ensure your image will not be 
blurry and that people will see all the information you include.






• Include all of the same information on the event page that you included on your printed flier. Directly 
link to any registration pages so people can easily sign up to attend.






• Once your event is created, make sure you invite all your sisters and family/friends. Encourage them 
to share the event page on social media. Consider making it a contest!
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Twitter
Twitter can be used to quickly engage others and publicize your fundraiser. Tweets should come from the 
chapter’s account, and then be retweeted from individual members. 






• Include links in your tweets so your audience can easily access necessary information. You can link to 
the Facebook Event, event registration or Team Raiser fundraising page.






• Create a hashtag for your event and use it every time you tweet. This hashtag can be tracked to see 
how others are interacting with the event.






• Remember tweets can only be 140 characters.






Instagram
Instagram is a great platform to show photos and videos of your chapter. Posts should come from the 
chapter’s account, and encourage chapter members to like and comment on your post.






• Include the link to your Team Raiser fundraising page or Facebook Event in your Instagram bio. 
Please note, links aren’t clickable in Instagram captions.






• Create a hashtag for your event and use it every time you post about your event. This hashtag can 
be tracked to see how others are interacting with the event.






• Keep your captions short (1–2 lines) and include emojis in captions when applicable. 






• Tag other organizations or relevant accounts in both the caption and in the photo.






• Utilize the Instagram Stories feature to show behind-the-scenes posts and additional messages. 
Have fun with your posts by using the Instagram stickers, location, hashtag and tagging options. See 
below for Snapchat guidelines for additional tips to keep in mind.






*Depending on the scale of your event, consider making a separate Instagram account strictly for your 
philanthropy event. If you have a separate account, be sure to share some posts from your chapter’s 
regular Instagram account.






Snapchat






Snapchat is the least formal social media platform, and highly used for behind-the-scenes posts and 
quick, short-term messages. Snaps should come from the chapter’s account.






• Promote your chapter’s Snapchat username and Snapcode on your other social media platforms to 
gain followers.






• Always post your snaps to your story, and save your story after you’re done snapping.






• Visit snapchat.com to design or upload a Snapchat Geofilter for your event. 






• Be aware of your surroundings before uploading a video. Ensure that you can clearly hear the audio, 
and no background music or voices are included. 






• Include local geofilters, text and the drawing tool in your snaps.






Other Notes
Be mindful of your audience for each platform and that the content you’re sharing is relevant                 
and appropriate. 






Remember, your event marketing is a reflection of your chapter and Alpha Gamma Delta as a whole. You 
want to be sure you are presenting all information accurately and you abide by the Alpha Gamma Delta 
Policy Regarding Media which can be found in the Collegiate Leadership Manual.
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Looking to order t-shirts for your chapters’ next philanthropy event?
Be sure to reach out at least 2 months prior to your event.






Email orders@alphagamboutique.org






Please include in your email: 
1. When you need the shirts






2. How many shirts you will need






3. How many of each shirt size
(If you don’t know, at least include desired size run from XS - 3X etc.)






4. Version of Philanthropy logo






5. Style and color of shirt






Custom and Bulk Order Discounts
10-25 = 10%






26-50 = 15%






51-100 = 20%






100+ = 25%






*Discount not valid on Bid Day Packs, 
Banners and Name Tags











https://www.alphagamboutique.org/






























Recruiting and Utilizing a Committee
As you plan your philanthropy event, keep in mind you are not solely responsible for its success; this 
is a chapter event. Use committees; think through the various talents of your sisters and assign them 
responsibilities related to the event. Some topics they could be responsible for are:





• Logistics/Operations





• Marketing





• Sponsorships





• Ticket distribution





• Entertainment





• Set-up/Clean-up





• Check in table





• Campus, community, fraternal involvement





• Food





• Decor/Signage





• Photography





While it may be nerve-wracking handing over projects to others, this will free up your time to manage the 
overall success of the event. Host monthly or weekly committee meetings where they can report on their 
progress. This way, you can know what is going on but not feel responsible for having to do it all. The 
more you can delegate, the more time you will have when last-minute projects come up or any logistics 
need managing. Teamwork will make this event more successful and will help you feel less stressed!
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Marketing Your Fundraiser
When promoting your event, you want to be creative and ensure that you clearly communicate why 
and what you’re fundraising for. Don’t forget that you are representing the Alpha Gam brand, so you 
need to follow the marketing guidelines set forth by the Fraternity when marketing your fundraiser. Use 
these resources to create professional and appropriate marketing materials for your Alpha Gamma Delta 
Foundation fundraising event.




• Marketing Ideas




• Marketing Guidelines
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Marketing Ideas
To help you make your Alpha Gamma Delta fundraising event the best it can be, we’ve included a list of 
marketing ideas to help boost your efforts.





• “Save the Date” – As soon as you’ve confirmed the date, time and place of your event, send 
a ‘Save the Date’ to anyone you want to invite. Blast it out through social media and on your                
chapter website!





• Create a Hashtag – As soon as you know the name or theme of your event, create a corresponding 
hashtag and use it EVERY TIME you promote the event across all marketing channels.





• Create a Competition – Challenge your chapter sisters to see who can raise the most/sell the most 
tickets; invite a fraternity to join in your efforts and have a boys vs. girls fundraising competition. 
Make it fun and light-hearted and remember what’s most important – what you’re raising money for. 





• Email your Family and Friends – Use the personal donation request letter to send an email to your 
grandma, aunt, 11th grade history teacher, former coach or other person who loves you. Provide an 
update about school and life and – oh, by the way, you’re raising money for a great cause, would 
they please support.





• Word of Mouth – Tell everyone you know about the fundraiser. Tell your classmates, tell your advisor, 
tell people you pass on the sidewalk – talk up how great this event will be and why they should 
attend/participate.





• Share Stories – Connect the fundraiser to a personal story. If you don’t have one, find someone 
in your chapter or community who has been positively impacted by the Foundation. Has a sister 
in need received a SIS Grant? Is someone a scholarship recipient? Has your community partner 
received a Foundation fighting hunger grant? 





• Ask a Local Celebrity / Person of Power or Leadership to Attend – Maybe they can serve as your 
emcee? Perhaps they can take photos with participants for an extra donation? Make sure you involve 
the person and tell everyone they will be part of your event. What constitutes a ‘local celebrity’? 
Anyone of influence on your campus or in your community – the Mayor, the star player of the football 
or basketball team, the student body president, a local newscaster, etc. Be sure they receive the 
best customer service prior to and during the event, and a thank you after.





• Call your Local Radio Station – Find out if they will do a live remote from your event. Radio stations 
are always looking to be involved with community events. It will be a great way for you to promote 
your fundraiser and a great way for the station to attract new listeners.





• Send a Press Release to your Local Newspaper and Television Station – News outlets are always 
looking for feel-good stories to report on, why not yours? You never know, you might get someone 
to attend the event and do a story on it, bringing more awareness of the good work Alpha Gams are 
doing in their communities, your chapter and the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation as a whole.
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• Community Calendars – Publicize your event on local community calendars. This may be on local 
news websites or in your campus newspaper – just give the general public a heads up that there is a 
great event happening and how they can get involved.





• Advertise in Campus Newspaper – This may cost some money, but it’s a great way to get your event 
out there for the entire university to see. Also ask about banner ads and other digital advertisements 
for those who get their news online.





• Post Fliers – Make sure every bulletin board on campus features your event flier. Post in dorms, 
coffee shops, buildings where you have class and outside of your academic advisor’s office. Invest in 
some push pins and hit the pavement.





• Thank Your Sponsors, Donors, etc. – Be sure you’re publicly thanking those supporting your event on 
social media. If it’s a business, link to their website so your followers can learn more about them. Be 
sure you tag them so they see it, too.





Think outside the box as to how you can market your fundraiser to achieve your goals. No matter what 
you do, always remember you are representing Alpha Gamma Delta and your activity is a reflection of the 
Fraternity. Keeping that in mind, have fun promoting your event to the masses!
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Sample Personal Donation Request Letter
[NAME],






As a member of Alpha Gamma Delta, helping those less fortunate and improving our community is a part 
of our Purpose. Fundraising is a key component of fulfilling this promise as Alpha Gams. My sisters and I 
are hosting a philanthropy event on [DATE], at [LOCATION], called [EVENT NAME].






My personal goal for this event is to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] and our chapter goal is to raise $[DOLLAR 
AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for:






• Fighting hunger






• Education






• Leadership development






• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster






Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why I’m asking you to support me with a 
donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. Your donation will help me reach my goal but also makes a positive 
impact in our community.






I hope I can count on you!  






Making a donation is easy. Just mail a check made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to [CHAPTER ADDRESS].






Thank you in advance for your support.






Best/Love,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






Note: Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), 
public charity, my collegiate chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta is not considered a public charity. 
Your donation is not tax-deductible. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at  
alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again, thank you.
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Marketing Guidelines
As you plan your fundraising event, you’re going to need to be sure you have a solid marketing plan 
in place to promote the event and its purpose. To get the most out of marketing for your Alpha Gam 
fundraiser, follow these guidelines.





Printed and Digital Materials
When creating fliers to post around campus or emails to other organizations, you want to keep some 
guidelines in mind so your marketing looks consistent and aligned with our brand. 





Alpha Gamma Delta Logo
When using the Alpha Gam logo, do not alter or customize the logo in any way. All three elements (the 
words, rose and tagline) must be included when using the logo. Keep it isolated from other text or logos 
to ensure it stands out and clearly identifies that the event is hosted by Alpha Gamma Delta. The standard 
size for the logo is 2.5 inches wide and should never be reduced to smaller than 1 inch wide.





For additional variations of the logo, including reversed alternatives, contact 
mdisselkamp@alphagammadelta.org.
 
Alpha Gamma Delta Colors
While it may seem like a good idea to promote your fundraiser with fun colors that will grab the attention 
of others, it’s best to keep it simple and easily identifiable as an Alpha Gam event. Using the official colors 
of the Fraternity will ensure no matter what event you are promoting, your friends and supporters will 
always know they are supporting Alpha Gamma Delta!





The primary color of Alpha Gamma Delta is red (PMS 187) with a secondary color of light green (PMS 576) 
and a dark green color (PMS 343). These colors are complementary colors and are similar in tone. The   
buff (PMS 5875) and gray are soft colors that can be used as subtle accents or background to the other 
bolder colors.





PANTONE 187
CMYK: C5 M100 Y71 K22 
RGB: R184 G18 B55
#ab162b





PANTONE 576
CMYK: C50 M4 Y92 K20 
RGB: R105 G145 B59
#7a9b49





PANTONE 343
CMYK: C91 M15 Y80 K70 
RGB: R0 G52 B29
#0d553f





PANTONE 5875
CMYK: C6 M3 Y33 K6 
RGB: R217 G214 B158
#d5cd9e





GRAY
CMYK: C58 M49 Y46 K15 
RGB: R109 G110 B113
#6d6e71
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Alpha Gamma Delta Fonts
When creating promotional fliers, use the official fonts of Alpha Gamma Delta whenever possible. The 
official text font is Franklin Gothic Book. For headers or larger blocks of text, use Narrative.
 
When using the Greek letters ΑΓΔ utilize the Symbol font to create these letters. It is recommended you 
use the logo and Fraternity name spelled out on marketing whenever possible. Please remember using 
the English letters “AGD” is not preferred. 





Information to Include
When you are creating marketing materials for your fundraising event, you want to be sure to include 
enough information to entice your reader to attend or donate, but not too much information that they 
gloss over it or stop reading. Be sure to include the following on your marketing materials:





• Event Title – Make this large so people know exactly what the event is





• Imagery – A photo or image that grabs attention. Be sure it is appropriate and tells the story of the 
message you’re trying to convey





• Date/Time/Location – Be sure this information is front and center so people know when and where 
to find your fundraising event





• Cost – If there is a registration cost to attend, be sure that is clearly printed on your materials





• Hashtag – Create a fun and catchy hashtag for your event and use it in marketing materials





• Event Purpose – Event proceeds help in the Foundation’s work to fight hunger and provide 
education, leadership and philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation





Social Media Promotion
The easiest way to promote your fundraising event is through social media. Following the guidelines 
below will help your event look its best. For more information about appropriate use of social media, 
contact socialmedia@alphagammadelta.org. 





Facebook
Creating a Facebook Event to promote your fundraiser is easy and allows you to share it with friends, 
family and supporters who may be interested in participating and/or donating. Here are a few tips to 
remember when you’re creating your Facebook Event:





• Be sure the event gets created from your chapter’s Facebook page and not your personal page. This 
will help it reach the largest possible audience and be more easily shared by all your sisters.





• If you’re creating a header graphic for your event using Photoshop or another editing software, the 
dimensions for your graphic need to be 1920 by 1080 pixels. This will ensure your image will not be 
blurry and that people will see all the information you include.





• Include all of the same information on the event page that you included on your printed flier. Directly 
link to any registration pages so people can easily sign up to attend.





• Once your event is created, make sure you invite all your sisters and family/friends. Encourage them 
to share the event page on social media. Consider making it a contest!
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Twitter
Twitter can be used to quickly engage others and publicize your fundraiser. Tweets should come from the 
chapter’s account, and then be retweeted from individual members. 





• Include links in your tweets so your audience can easily access necessary information. You can link to 
the Facebook Event, event registration or Team Raiser fundraising page.





• Create a hashtag for your event and use it every time you tweet. This hashtag can be tracked to see 
how others are interacting with the event.





• Remember tweets can only be 140 characters.





Instagram
Instagram is a great platform to show photos and videos of your chapter. Posts should come from the 
chapter’s account, and encourage chapter members to like and comment on your post.





• Include the link to your Team Raiser fundraising page or Facebook Event in your Instagram bio. 
Please note, links aren’t clickable in Instagram captions.





• Create a hashtag for your event and use it every time you post about your event. This hashtag can 
be tracked to see how others are interacting with the event.





• Keep your captions short (1–2 lines) and include emojis in captions when applicable. 





• Tag other organizations or relevant accounts in both the caption and in the photo.





• Utilize the Instagram Stories feature to show behind-the-scenes posts and additional messages. 
Have fun with your posts by using the Instagram stickers, location, hashtag and tagging options. See 
below for Snapchat guidelines for additional tips to keep in mind.





*Depending on the scale of your event, consider making a separate Instagram account strictly for your 
philanthropy event. If you have a separate account, be sure to share some posts from your chapter’s 
regular Instagram account.





Snapchat





Snapchat is the least formal social media platform, and highly used for behind-the-scenes posts and 
quick, short-term messages. Snaps should come from the chapter’s account.





• Promote your chapter’s Snapchat username and Snapcode on your other social media platforms to 
gain followers.





• Always post your snaps to your story, and save your story after you’re done snapping.





• Visit snapchat.com to design or upload a Snapchat Geofilter for your event. 





• Be aware of your surroundings before uploading a video. Ensure that you can clearly hear the audio, 
and no background music or voices are included. 





• Include local geofilters, text and the drawing tool in your snaps.





Other Notes
Be mindful of your audience for each platform and that the content you’re sharing is relevant                 
and appropriate. 





Remember, your event marketing is a reflection of your chapter and Alpha Gamma Delta as a whole. You 
want to be sure you are presenting all information accurately and you abide by the Alpha Gamma Delta 
Policy Regarding Media which can be found in the Collegiate Leadership Manual.
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Post Event Wrap-Up
Once your event has concluded, there is still work to be done. You’ll want to be sure you fully evaluate 
the success of your event and make sure you’ve wrapped up any remaining details. It’s also a good idea 
to create a transition document to help next year’s event kick off smoothly. These resources will help you 
effectively wrap-up the fundraiser.




• Evaluation and Report -- Committees




• Transition Document -- VP-Community Affairs




• Sample Press Release




• Personal Donation Thank You Letter




• Sponsorship Donation Thank You Letter
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Sample Sponsorship Thank You
(Include sample marketing, photos, T-shirt, event giveaways along with this letter.)





[MONTH, DAY YEAR]





[FULL NAME]
[BUSINESS NAME]
[STREET ADDRESS]
[CITY, STATE/PROVINCE ZIP/POSTAL]





Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],





Thank you so much for supporting the women of Alpha Gamma Delta at [SCHOOL] in our [EVENT NAME] 
event. With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] we were able to [REACH/EXCEED] 
our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].   





*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 





Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. Please know that we value 
partnerships with our sponsors. Your commitment helped make this event successful and that is not 
something we take for granted. Please accept our most sincere thanks for your generous support.





Best regards,





(Sign your name)





[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]





P.S. We hope you will consider supporting Alpha Gamma Delta in future fundraising efforts!
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Post Event Transition Document
Gather evaluations and reports from committee members, using SurveyMonkey or Google Forms. Use 
their responses and your own thoughts to complete the following questions. Remember, the more details 
the better. When officer transitions occur, review the event in detail and share this evaluation to increase 
the likelihood of a more successful event next year.





1. What worked well for this fundraiser in terms of:





• Planning of the event





• Committee assignments and follow though 





• Chapter involvement





• Execution of the event





• Attendee participation





2. What could have worked better for this fundraiser?  





• Planning of the event





• Committee assignments and follow through 





• Chapter involvement





• Execution of the event





• Attendee participation





3. What would you do differently next time?





4. How was this event received by supporters (donors, sponsors, attendees, alumnae)?





5. Fundraiser strengths (things you want to keep for next year):  





6. Fundraiser weaknesses (things that you should consider changing/updating):  





7. What were some of the budget “surprises”? 





8. Where could you add another fundraising feature to the event to raise more money (penny wars, silent 
auction, bake/beverage sale, contest)? 





9. Other thoughts/comments to assist the next VP-Community Affairs in executing a successful event?
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Post Event Evaluation and Report
Each committee should turn in a report outlining the following information to the VP-Community Affairs. 
Consider using SurveyMonkey or Google Forms for ease.





• Job description and responsibilities





• Number of people on the committee





• Timeline and delegation of duties





• Final budget





• Evaluation





1. What was easy and worked well?





2. What should be handled differently?





3. What suggestions do you have for the next committee?





4. Was the committee too large or too small?





5. Approximately how many hours did the committee spend on tasks?





6. What money was well spent and what could be reevaluated?





7. What publicity items worked well and which didn’t?





8. Would you volunteer to serve on this committee again?





9. Additional feedback from you or your committee members?





• Set a report submission deadline approximately one week after the event ends, while the event is 
still fresh
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Sample Personal Thank You
[NAME], 
 
Thank you so much for supporting me in raising money for [ALPHA GAMMA DELTA FOUNDATION/EVENT]! 
With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] I was able to [ACHIEVE/EXCEED] my 
personal fundraising goal and it allowed my chapter to [ACHIEVE/EXCEED] our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].    
 
*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 
 
Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. You helped make this event 
successful for me and my chapter – thank you! Please accept my most sincere thanks for your generous 
support. 
 
Best/Love, 
 
 
(Sign your name) 
 
 
[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]
 
 
P.S. I hope you will consider supporting me again in the future!
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Launching Your Fundraiser
Once you’ve decided on what type of fundraiser you plan to have, answer these questions to help you 
successfully launch your fundraiser:




• Does your event fall in line with the mission of the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation?




 · The mission of Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation is to impact and enrich our communities by providing 
essential support for education, philanthropy and leadership.




• Is the name/event appropriate?




 · Make sure that your event doesn’t reflect negatively on your chapter or our organization. Is there a 
potential for harm to anyone attending the event? If so, reconsider your event.




• Does the name include Alpha Gam or Alpha Gamma Delta?




 · Branding begins with the use of our name and it should be used consistently in all advertising 
(posters, social media, tabling etc).




• Am I marketing our event correctly when fundraising for the Foundation?




 · Use language such as “Proceeds from XX event support fighting hunger, education, leadership 
development and more, through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation.” In your advertising, you must 
clearly state that the donation, admission, participation or purchase price is NOT TAX-DEDUCTIBLE.




• How do I solicit sponsorships/gifts etc?




 · Utilize the sponsorship letter and ask them to consider a donation out of their marketing/advertising 
budget or an in-kind gift (e.g. gift certificates, goods or services).*




 · When soliciting for donations, you are never permitted to give out the Foundation’s Tax ID number.




• How do I make sure proceeds from our event are directed to a certain Foundation program or fund?




 · When sending proceeds (proceeds = total raised – expenses) from your event to the           
Foundation, please designate them in one of three ways, listed below. Doing so requires you to 
market the event accordingly.




 · Annual Fund/Unrestricted – This benefits all Foundation programs and should be listed on your 
marketing materials (see bullet above).




 · Chapter Endowment – This will benefit your chapter’s specific endowment and the endowment 
name should be listed on your marketing materials and Remittance Form.




 · Specific Foundation Program – This will benefit one or more specific programs identified by your 
chapter (e.g., fighting hunger, sisters in need, scholarships, etc.) and those programs should be 
listed in your marketing materials and Remittance Form. If you choose to fundraise specifically 
for the cause of fighting hunger through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, be sure to use 
the broader phrase “fighting hunger” in your marketing materials as opposed to the name of a 
specific, separate charity (i.e., XYZ Food Pantry, Meals on Wheels, Feeding America, etc.). The 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has rules that affect how gifts are made and received. Raising funds 
under the broader cause of fighting hunger allows the Foundation to grant those funds to local, 
regional and national organizations who we join in the fight against hunger and also ensures your 
gift can be recognized towards your chapter’s Jewel Society goal, for Convention awards and 
Fraternity Good Standing. 
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• How do I handle donations?




 · Collect donations before, during, and/or after your event:




 · Be sure all checks are made payable to your chapter




 · Send ONE check made payable to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation for the proceeds, along with 
the Remittance Form or using OmegaFi Bill Pay—this should be done within one month following    
your event.




• How can I enhance my chapter’s fundraising?




 · Explore and capitalize on talents and skills of sisters (collegiate or alumna).




 · Who do you (your parents, professors, advisors) know?




 · What connections do you have on your campus or in your community?




• Does my chapter receive recognition for its donations to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation?




 · Yes! Chapters are recognized in the Jewel Society, as Top 10 donating chapters, at Convention, in 
Foundation and Fraternity publications and on our website for their fundraising work and support.




*While proceeds will benefit the Foundation, since collegiate chapters are not public charities by the IRS, donations from 
businesses/individuals are not tax-deductible and must be stated as such.
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Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation Office
8710 N Meridian Street - Indianapolis, IN 46260





Ph: 317.663.4242 - Fax: 317.663.4244
foundation@alphagammadeltafoundation.org





www.alphagammadeltafoundation.org
04/03/2015





Collegiate Remittance Form





Complete and return this form along with one chapter check (for event proceeds), made payable to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, 
within one month following any charitable fundraising event. Be sure to mail a copy of the completed form to your chapter’s Finance 
Specialist and file a copy for your chapter records.





All gifts received by May 31 and throughout the fiscal year (June 1-May 31) are recognized by the Foundation and count toward Jewel Society membership. 
For Good Standing with the Fraternity, a minimum annual contribution of $100 by May 1 is required. Please contact IHQ with questions regarding their 
minimum contribution amount and May 1 deadline.





 Name of Chapter: ___________________________________________________________________





 Fundraising Event Information





Fundraising Event Name: ___________________________________________________________    Date of Fundraiser: _____________





Details about fundraising event (registration/participation/admission fees, cost of sold item(s), contest/game details, items raffled/sold/
auctioned, when and where your fundraiser was held, etc.) (This information will be used for Convention recognition, chapter spotlights 
and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas. A brief overview is appreciated.)





 Designation of Contribution





Annual Fund*/Unrestricted $_________________________     AND/OR     Specific Program/Fund/Other $___________________________
                                                                                                               
                                                                                                              Program/Fund Name:  _________________________________





*Gifts to our Annual Fund benefit all Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation programs including scholarships, leadership initiatives, diabetes education 
and awareness and more. Fundraising events benefitting the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation should be  advertised as such and should clearly state 
that donations are NOT TAX DEDUCTIBLE. Designation of donations must be consistent with fundraising event advertising.





 Contact Information





Submitted By: ____________________________________________      Officer Title: ____________________________________________





Email Address: ____________________________________________     Phone: ________________________________________________





If you are using OmegaFi Bill Pay:
See page 2 of this document for simple, step by step instructions on how to send your 





Remittance Form with your donation to the Foundation.
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Submitting Foundation Remittance Form with Donation Using Vault Bill Pay:  





1. Complete a Remittance Form and save it as a PDF. 





2. In Vault, access the Bill Pay menu, then Registers; then select “Operating” or “Main Bill Pay” fund; then select the 





“Bills” tab, and click “Add” and select your “Bill.” 





3. Upload the Remittance Form (PDF only) as the Bill Image (like attaching an invoice when making a payment to a 





vendor.) 





4.    Add instructions in the Print Instructions text box.* 





For example: “Please include attached Remittance Form/Invoice with the check/payment.” 





5.   You may also add notes to the Foundation in the Notes text box (this is not required). 





 





*These instructions must be added to have the Foundation’s Remittance Form sent along with your donation! Information included 





in the Remittance From assist in Convention awards, Foundation recognition and chapter spotlights. 
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],





Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].





Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 





• Fighting hunger





• Education





• Leadership development





• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster





Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.





We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 





Thanks in advance for your consideration!





Sincerely,





(Sign your name)





[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]





Gold Sponsor -- $XXX





• Company logo on          
event T-shirt





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners





• Included in social          
media efforts





• Invitation to the event





• Announced verbally at       
the event





• Included in post-event press





Silver Sponsor -- $XX





• Company logo on          
event T-shirt





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners





• Included in social          
media efforts





Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.





Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Chapter Education
Fundraising for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation is a great way to contribute to the world’s work, 
whether it is through grants to community organizations dedicated to fighting hunger or financial 
assistance to sisters in need. It is important that everyone in the chapter understands what the 
Foundation does. These resources will allow you the opportunity to educate your sisters on why we 
fundraise and provide best practices for doing so confidently.




• Foundation FAQ




• Fundraising with Confidence




• Foundation Infographic
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Fundraising With Confidence





Know your stuff





• It is important you know exactly what you’re talking about when you ask for donations. Be sure you 
know everything about your event, including the time, date, expected attendance, etc. 





• Be sure that you can explain what Alpha Gam means to you and the opportunities that have been 
made available to you because of your membership in Alpha Gam.





• Convey that your event will be a huge success and their donation will go a long way in making it so. 
Make sure you include how they will be recognized for their sponsorship or any special donor ‘perks’ 
they may receive. Because you are fundraising for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, make sure you 
know the basics of the Foundation and the many programs that are possible through donations. Use 
the Foundation FAQ to better understand the Foundation’s role in fighting hunger, supporting those 
in need and its mission to provide scholarships and grants.  





Pump yourself up





• If you’re nervous about calling to ask for donations, meeting face-to-face to secure a sponsorship or 
asking for donations at your event, take some time to pump yourself up and put yourself in a great 
frame of mind. There are many ways to do this, but you need to find what works best for you; below 
are a few easy ways we suggest to prepare.





• Power Pose – Want to feel like Wonder Woman? Then stand like her for two minutes. Studies 
show this can change hormone levels, making you feel more dominant and powerful. Take two 
minutes alone before you ask for a donation and practice a power pose, it will make you appear 
more competent and capable.





• Rock Out – If you need help pumping yourself up, put together a list of high-energy songs that 
can help put you in a positive state of mind and make you more confident. Whatever your 
music tastes are, find songs that speak to you and make you feel excited and powerful, and 
then listen to them before you make your ask.





• Practice in the mirror/with a sister – The more your practice, the more comfortable you’ll be in 
the moment. 





Look the part





• Finally, be sure you convey confidence through your appearance and body language when you are 
asking for money. This will help you look professional and polished and represent your chapter and 
Fraternity with grace. Tips for looking the part include:





• Dress for Success – always wear clean, neat clothing when asking for money. 





• Stand Up Straight – when meeting with potential donors or sponsors, be sure you stand          
up straight.





• Shake Hands Firmly – make sure you shake the hand of the person you are asking for money, 
and that you do it with a firm grip. 





Asking for donations can be intimidating. If you have never done it before, you may be scared of what to 
say and how to ask. This toolkit is filled with excellent information to help you learn how to fundraise for 
your chapter. We want you to be confident in your fundraising skills. Here are a few tips for fundraising 
with confidence.
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• Look Them in the Eye – When making your fundraising ask, be sure to look the donor in the eye. 





• Speak Clearly – Be sure you speak slowly, clearly and loudly enough to be heard.





Why Does This Matter?
Why do you need to be confident when you’re fundraising? You are representing yourself and Alpha Gamma 
Delta, and you want to do it well. Being confident shows that you believe in yourself, in the mission of the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation and in Alpha Gam.





Remember, when you ask others for support, you are offering them an opportunity to make a difference: 





• You’re asking for help for the one in seven people who struggle with hunger. 





• You’re asking for a donation to provide leadership development opportunities to the next generation   
of leaders. 





• You’re asking for a sister in desperate need of funds due to domestic violence.





After all, what’s the worst that can happen? Even if they say no, thank them and move on to the next donor.
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Foundation FAQ





• Why should my chapter fundraise for the Foundation?





 · Because it feels good to help others give back! Your donations help our communities and their 
fight against hunger, helps sisters experiencing emergency need, provides leadership training and 
programs and supports academic success.





• What does the Foundation do with our chapter’s donations?





 · If the Remittance Form notes that the donation is for the Annual Fund, your gift supports the 
mission and work of the Foundation and is directed to the area of the greatest need. Many of the 
Foundation’s Annual Fund programs are listed below:





 · Fighting Hunger Grants – Provided to organizations that serve some of our most vulnerable 
populations.





 · Scholarships – Awarded each year to full-time undergraduate and graduate students.





 · Continuing Education Grants – For part-time graduate students and alumnae of Alpha Gam 
pursuing professional development. 





 · SIS Grant – Confidential support to sisters experiencing urgent financial need, such as,    
medical or meeting basic needs for food or shelter. This program does not assist in paying 
Fraternity dues.





 · Disaster Relief Grants – Provide assistance to sisters faced with immediate emergency needs 
due to a disaster, such as, hurricanes, tornadoes, floods and other natural disasters.





 · Service Immersion Trips -- Provide experiences to collegians and alumnae to learn about servant 
leadership and giving back in the community.





 · LeaderShape and UIFI Scholarships – Scholarships to premiere leadership academies that equip 
young adults to lead with integrity.





 · GreekLifeEdu – Education on staying safe. 





 · Scholastic Achievement Awards – Awarded annually to the senior in each Alpha Gamma Delta 
chapter who maintains the highest cumulative grade point average during her college career.  





 · Leadership Training – For collegiate/alumnae members and officers at The Leadership 
Conference (TLC) and International Convention.





 · Leadership Training – Equipping collegiate chapter leaders to lead with success at the Alpha 
Gamma Delta Academy for Chapter Presidents and Chapter Advisors





 · Leadership Consultant (LC) Program – On-site training for collegians in areas of leadership, 
academic achievement, group dynamics and personal development.





The Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation’s mission is to provide support for education, philanthropy and 
leadership, and thanks to supporters like you, there are many ways we fulfill this mission.





Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org.
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8710 N Meridian Street - Indianapolis, IN 46260






Ph: 317.663.4242 - Fax: 317.663.4244
foundation@alphagammadeltafoundation.org
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Collegiate Remittance Form






Complete and return this form along with one chapter check (for event proceeds), made payable to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, 
within one month following any charitable fundraising event. Be sure to mail a copy of the completed form to your chapter’s Finance 
Specialist and file a copy for your chapter records.






All gifts received by May 31 and throughout the fiscal year (June 1-May 31) are recognized by the Foundation and count toward Jewel Society membership. 
For Good Standing with the Fraternity, a minimum annual contribution of $100 by May 1 is required. Please contact IHQ with questions regarding their 
minimum contribution amount and May 1 deadline.






 Name of Chapter: ___________________________________________________________________






 Fundraising Event Information






Fundraising Event Name: ___________________________________________________________    Date of Fundraiser: _____________






Details about fundraising event (registration/participation/admission fees, cost of sold item(s), contest/game details, items raffled/sold/
auctioned, when and where your fundraiser was held, etc.) (This information will be used for Convention recognition, chapter spotlights 
and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas. A brief overview is appreciated.)






 Designation of Contribution






Annual Fund*/Unrestricted $_________________________     AND/OR     Specific Program/Fund/Other $___________________________
                                                                                                               
                                                                                                              Program/Fund Name:  _________________________________






*Gifts to our Annual Fund benefit all Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation programs including scholarships, leadership initiatives, diabetes education 
and awareness and more. Fundraising events benefitting the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation should be  advertised as such and should clearly state 
that donations are NOT TAX DEDUCTIBLE. Designation of donations must be consistent with fundraising event advertising.






 Contact Information






Submitted By: ____________________________________________      Officer Title: ____________________________________________






Email Address: ____________________________________________     Phone: ________________________________________________






If you are using OmegaFi Bill Pay:
See page 2 of this document for simple, step by step instructions on how to send your 






Remittance Form with your donation to the Foundation.
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Submitting Foundation Remittance Form with Donation Using Vault Bill Pay:  






1. Complete a Remittance Form and save it as a PDF. 






2. In Vault, access the Bill Pay menu, then Registers; then select “Operating” or “Main Bill Pay” fund; then select the 






“Bills” tab, and click “Add” and select your “Bill.” 






3. Upload the Remittance Form (PDF only) as the Bill Image (like attaching an invoice when making a payment to a 






vendor.) 






4.    Add instructions in the Print Instructions text box.* 






For example: “Please include attached Remittance Form/Invoice with the check/payment.” 






5.   You may also add notes to the Foundation in the Notes text box (this is not required). 






 






*These instructions must be added to have the Foundation’s Remittance Form sent along with your donation! Information included 






in the Remittance From assist in Convention awards, Foundation recognition and chapter spotlights. 
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Show Me The Money
An important piece of planning your fundraising event may include securing donations and sponsorships 
from individuals and businesses. These resources will help you create a plan for soliciting donations from 
friends and family and asking businesses to support your event with sponsorships or donations of goods 
and services.




• Who to Ask/Requesting Donors




• Sample Personal Donation Request Letter




• What is a Sponsorship?




• Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts




• Sample Sponsorship Letter




• Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
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Sample Personal Donation Request Letter
[NAME],





As a member of Alpha Gamma Delta, helping those less fortunate and improving our community is a part 
of our Purpose. Fundraising is a key component of fulfilling this promise as Alpha Gams. My sisters and I 
are hosting a philanthropy event on [DATE], at [LOCATION], called [EVENT NAME].





My personal goal for this event is to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] and our chapter goal is to raise $[DOLLAR 
AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for:





• Fighting hunger





• Education





• Leadership development





• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster





Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why I’m asking you to support me with a 
donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. Your donation will help me reach my goal but also makes a positive 
impact in our community.





I hope I can count on you!  





Making a donation is easy. Just mail a check made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to [CHAPTER ADDRESS].





Thank you in advance for your support.





Best/Love,





(Sign your name)





[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]





Note: Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), 
public charity, my collegiate chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta is not considered a public charity. 
Your donation is not tax-deductible. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at  
alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again, thank you.
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Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],





Thank you for your time the other day and for your sponsorship commitment for the Alpha Gamma Delta’s 
[EVENT NAME]. This event will be held on [DATE] at [TIME] at [LOCATION].





The women of Alpha Gamma Delta at the [SCHOOL] have a goal to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] for the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for: 





• Fighting hunger





• Education





• Leadership development





• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster





Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we thank you for committing to be a 
[SPONSORSHIP LEVEL] with a donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. 





Your support is important to the success of our event and in continuing these types of grant 
and scholarship programs. Please send your donation* made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to            
[CHAPTER ADDRESS]. 





If you have any additional questions please contact me at the number below. 





Thank you,





(Sign your name)





[NAME]
[TITLE]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]





Gold Sponsor -- $XXX





• Company logo on          
event T-shirt





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners





• Included in social          
media efforts





• Invitation to the event





• Announced verbally at       
the event





• Included in post-event press





Silver Sponsor -- $XX





• Company logo on          
event T-shirt





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners





• Included in social          
media efforts





Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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*Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax- 
deductible. We ask you to consider making your donation out of your marketing/advertising budget. 
Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again,        
thank you.
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Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts
1) Utilize already established relationships 
Asking for money or sponsorships can be daunting, but before you go out and ask strangers for money, 
think through who you already know that has their own business? Is there a coffee shop where you 
already know all the baristas? Start there, since you already have a relationship with those people.





2) Think it through
If you’re going to ask for something, you need to know what you’re asking for and why. In addition 
to being knowledgeable about your event, you’ll want to be knowledgeable about the business or 
organization you are talking to. Look up their website in advance and be familiar with their products or 
services. This is a sign of respect that you care about their business and in turn they will hopefully care 
about your event!





3) Who to contact
Research who you need to contact at the business; who handles charitable donations. This is typically the 
store/business manager or person responsible for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).





4) Prepare your sponsorship request
Letter -- Use this sample sponsorship letter as a guide 
  OR
Call – Use the sample script below 





Hi Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. We 
have an upcoming event that raises money for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants 
for fighting hunger, education and leadership development. And we would love to promote/market    
your business! 





We are offering three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl





Pearl level sponsors provide an in-kind donation in exchange for their companies name on promotional 
materials and banners.





Silver level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT], receive benefits such as:





• Business logo on our event t-shirt





• Name/logo placed on promotional materials and banners





• And are included in social media efforts 





And, Gold level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] or above, receive the 
previously mentioned benefits in addition to:





• An invitation to the event





• Verbal introduction at the event and 





• Inclusion in post-event press
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 Which of these three sponsorship levels interests you?





 (WAIT! Don’t say anything and let them respond.)





If yes (to any level):
This is wonderful! Thank you so much. I will send you a follow up letter or email – whichever you prefer – 
confirming your commitment along with instructions for making your donation. 





Would you like your confirmation mailed or emailed?
 Mailed: Confirm the mailing address (that you have – you should not have to ask for the address)
 Emailed: Ask for a personal email address or confirm the one you believe is theirs 





Again, thank you so much on behalf of my Alpha Gamma Delta sisters. Have a great day!





If no (in general):
I understand, is there a smaller donation or any service/coupon/silent auction basket item you are able to 
contribute to our event? 





Thank you for your time. Have a great day!





(If they commit to anything of significance follow up with a letter or email confirming their commitment 
and how you will get or request obtaining the donation.)





If you call and get a voicemail:
Hello Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta 
sorority. We have an upcoming event that raises money for fighting hunger, education and
leadership development. 





We would love to promote/market your business in exchange for a sponsorship donation. We are offering 
three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl. I will mail you a letter with more information about the 
event, who we’re raising money for, our sponsorship level options and benefits, my contact information 
and a plan for following up.





If you need to reach me in the meantime, please call [PHONE NUMBER] and ask for [NAME]. 





Thank you for your time and consideration in supporting our [EVENT NAME]. 





5) Take the next step (based on your action above):





• Mail the sponsorship request letter and follow up with a call





• Send a confirmation of commitment letter OR





• Mail a sponsorship request letter





6) Once the event is complete, be sure to send a thank you letter





Remember: all of this sponsorship work is not meant to be done by one person alone. This is a great job 
for a committee or even challenge every member of the chapter to secure a sponsorship or donation. 
Utilize these tips to educate your sisters so they can go out into the community and secure donations for 
the chapter’s event. The more you work as a team, the more money you can raise!
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Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Thank you for your time the other day and for your sponsorship commitment for the Alpha Gamma Delta’s 
[EVENT NAME]. This event will be held on [DATE] at [TIME] at [LOCATION].






The women of Alpha Gamma Delta at the [SCHOOL] have a goal to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] for the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for: 






• Fighting hunger






• Education






• Leadership development






• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster






Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we thank you for committing to be a 
[SPONSORSHIP LEVEL] with a donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. 






Your support is important to the success of our event and in continuing these types of grant 
and scholarship programs. Please send your donation* made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to            
[CHAPTER ADDRESS]. 






If you have any additional questions please contact me at the number below. 






Thank you,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[TITLE]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






Gold Sponsor -- $XXX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






• Invitation to the event






• Announced verbally at       
the event






• Included in post-event press






Silver Sponsor -- $XX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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*Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax- 
deductible. We ask you to consider making your donation out of your marketing/advertising budget. 
Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again,        
thank you.
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Sample Sponsorship Thank You
(Include sample marketing, photos, T-shirt, event giveaways along with this letter.)






[MONTH, DAY YEAR]






[FULL NAME]
[BUSINESS NAME]
[STREET ADDRESS]
[CITY, STATE/PROVINCE ZIP/POSTAL]






Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Thank you so much for supporting the women of Alpha Gamma Delta at [SCHOOL] in our [EVENT NAME] 
event. With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] we were able to [REACH/EXCEED] 
our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].   






*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 






Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. Please know that we value 
partnerships with our sponsors. Your commitment helped make this event successful and that is not 
something we take for granted. Please accept our most sincere thanks for your generous support.






Best regards,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






P.S. We hope you will consider supporting Alpha Gamma Delta in future fundraising efforts!
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].






Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 






• Fighting hunger






• Education






• Leadership development






• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster






Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.






We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 






Thanks in advance for your consideration!






Sincerely,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






Gold Sponsor -- $XXX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






• Invitation to the event






• Announced verbally at       
the event






• Included in post-event press






Silver Sponsor -- $XX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.






Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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What is a Sponsorship?
Why: Sponsorships are an easy way to offset the costs of your event, which will in turn allow you to 
fundraise more for your cause!





How: Reach out to local businesses, organizations and vendors and asking for donations of product or 
money. In return you will provide some sort of public thank you in the form of advertising. This can be on 
your T-shirt, a banner that is displayed at your event, a mention on social media or another creative way 
to showcase their brand. 





Utilize your chapter to go out in the community to reach out to local businesses and find out if they       
are interested.





Create a strategy around sponsorships prior to delegating to committee members to ensure overlap does 
not occur. Create a plan for tracking sponsorships: who to ask, who will be making the ask, what you will 
be asking for, their response and follow up actions. 





What: Provide a letter or sponsorship packet explaining your event and why this business should support 
your cause. This should include all details about your event including an explanation of the demographic 
of your event attendees so that the sponsor knows their potential audience. Utilize our sponsorship 





that canpacket and letters  be customized for your event.





Be sure to define the various levels of involvement and what they will be provided in return for their 
investment of either a monetary donation to the cause or an in-kind donation of materials (free T-shirts, 
paper supplies, raffle items, etc.) 
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Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts
1) Utilize already established relationships 
Asking for money or sponsorships can be daunting, but before you go out and ask strangers for money, 
think through who you already know that has their own business? Is there a coffee shop where you 
already know all the baristas? Start there, since you already have a relationship with those people.






2) Think it through
If you’re going to ask for something, you need to know what you’re asking for and why. In addition 
to being knowledgeable about your event, you’ll want to be knowledgeable about the business or 
organization you are talking to. Look up their website in advance and be familiar with their products or 
services. This is a sign of respect that you care about their business and in turn they will hopefully care 
about your event!






3) Who to contact
Research who you need to contact at the business; who handles charitable donations. This is typically the 
store/business manager or person responsible for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).






4) Prepare your sponsorship request
Letter -- Use this sample sponsorship letter as a guide 
  OR
Call – Use the sample script below 






Hi Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. We 
have an upcoming event that raises money for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants 
for fighting hunger, education and leadership development. And we would love to promote/market    
your business! 






We are offering three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl






Pearl level sponsors provide an in-kind donation in exchange for their companies name on promotional 
materials and banners.






Silver level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT], receive benefits such as:






• Business logo on our event t-shirt






• Name/logo placed on promotional materials and banners






• And are included in social media efforts 






And, Gold level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] or above, receive the 
previously mentioned benefits in addition to:






• An invitation to the event






• Verbal introduction at the event and 






• Inclusion in post-event press
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 Which of these three sponsorship levels interests you?






 (WAIT! Don’t say anything and let them respond.)






If yes (to any level):
This is wonderful! Thank you so much. I will send you a follow up letter or email – whichever you prefer – 
confirming your commitment along with instructions for making your donation. 






Would you like your confirmation mailed or emailed?
 Mailed: Confirm the mailing address (that you have – you should not have to ask for the address)
 Emailed: Ask for a personal email address or confirm the one you believe is theirs 






Again, thank you so much on behalf of my Alpha Gamma Delta sisters. Have a great day!






If no (in general):
I understand, is there a smaller donation or any service/coupon/silent auction basket item you are able to 
contribute to our event? 






Thank you for your time. Have a great day!






(If they commit to anything of significance follow up with a letter or email confirming their commitment 
and how you will get or request obtaining the donation.)






If you call and get a voicemail:
Hello Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta 
sorority. We have an upcoming event that raises money for fighting hunger, education and
leadership development. 






We would love to promote/market your business in exchange for a sponsorship donation. We are offering 
three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl. I will mail you a letter with more information about the 
event, who we’re raising money for, our sponsorship level options and benefits, my contact information 
and a plan for following up.






If you need to reach me in the meantime, please call [PHONE NUMBER] and ask for [NAME]. 






Thank you for your time and consideration in supporting our [EVENT NAME]. 






5) Take the next step (based on your action above):






• Mail the sponsorship request letter and follow up with a call






• Send a confirmation of commitment letter OR






• Mail a sponsorship request letter






6) Once the event is complete, be sure to send a thank you letter






Remember: all of this sponsorship work is not meant to be done by one person alone. This is a great job 
for a committee or even challenge every member of the chapter to secure a sponsorship or donation. 
Utilize these tips to educate your sisters so they can go out into the community and secure donations for 
the chapter’s event. The more you work as a team, the more money you can raise!
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Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],







Thank you for your time the other day and for your sponsorship commitment for the Alpha Gamma Delta’s 
[EVENT NAME]. This event will be held on [DATE] at [TIME] at [LOCATION].







The women of Alpha Gamma Delta at the [SCHOOL] have a goal to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] for the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for: 







• Fighting hunger







• Education







• Leadership development







• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster







Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we thank you for committing to be a 
[SPONSORSHIP LEVEL] with a donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. 







Your support is important to the success of our event and in continuing these types of grant 
and scholarship programs. Please send your donation* made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to            
[CHAPTER ADDRESS]. 







If you have any additional questions please contact me at the number below. 







Thank you,







(Sign your name)







[NAME]
[TITLE]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]







Gold Sponsor -- $XXX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







• Invitation to the event







• Announced verbally at       
the event







• Included in post-event press







Silver Sponsor -- $XX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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*Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax- 
deductible. We ask you to consider making your donation out of your marketing/advertising budget. 
Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again,        
thank you.
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Sample Sponsorship Thank You
(Include sample marketing, photos, T-shirt, event giveaways along with this letter.)







[MONTH, DAY YEAR]







[FULL NAME]
[BUSINESS NAME]
[STREET ADDRESS]
[CITY, STATE/PROVINCE ZIP/POSTAL]







Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],







Thank you so much for supporting the women of Alpha Gamma Delta at [SCHOOL] in our [EVENT NAME] 
event. With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] we were able to [REACH/EXCEED] 
our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].   







*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 







Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. Please know that we value 
partnerships with our sponsors. Your commitment helped make this event successful and that is not 
something we take for granted. Please accept our most sincere thanks for your generous support.







Best regards,







(Sign your name)







[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]







P.S. We hope you will consider supporting Alpha Gamma Delta in future fundraising efforts!
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],







Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].







Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 







• Fighting hunger







• Education







• Leadership development







• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster







Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.







We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 







Thanks in advance for your consideration!







Sincerely,







(Sign your name)







[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]







Gold Sponsor -- $XXX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







• Invitation to the event







• Announced verbally at       
the event







• Included in post-event press







Silver Sponsor -- $XX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.







Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].






Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 






• Fighting hunger






• Education






• Leadership development






• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster






Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.






We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 






Thanks in advance for your consideration!






Sincerely,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






Gold Sponsor -- $XXX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






• Invitation to the event






• Announced verbally at       
the event






• Included in post-event press






Silver Sponsor -- $XX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.






Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Who to Ask/Requesting Donations
Sisters need to know who the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation is so they can explain what we do and why a 
donor should support their event.





• Who are you fundraising for? / Why should someone support this cause?





 Fundraising for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation provides (detailed version):





 · Grants to fight hunger in our communities





 · Financial assistance to those in emergency need (SIS Grants and Disaster Relief Grants)





 · Scholarships





 · Leadership opportunities (UIFI, LeaderShape, Leadership Consultant program)





 · Service Immersion Trips





 · Professional development programming (at Convention and TLC)





 · Education on staying safe (GreekLifeEdu)





       Choose one or two of these to discuss with donors. Think of who you’re soliciting and what Foundation   
       causes they might connect with best.





• Who should we consider requesting donations from?





 · Chapter sisters – consider having every sister be required to raise a certain amount (personally 
donated) or required to sell so many tickets, T-shirts, buttons. 





 · Other Greek organizations – make it a contest! (Be sure to think through recognition/prizes/
incentives, etc.)





 · Campus peers, professionals, professors – share information about your event and encourage them to 
get involved.





 · Alumnae – reach out to your local alumnae chapter/club and inform them of your event. Ask for 
volunteers (if needed) or for their ($) support. 





 · Your community – explain why you are fundraising for the Foundation (e.g. your chapter scholarship, 
to help fight hunger, for women’s education and leadership, to help those in need, etc).





 · Businesses – request a sponsorship (monetary or in-kind donation).
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].






Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 






• Fighting hunger






• Education






• Leadership development






• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster






Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.






We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 






Thanks in advance for your consideration!






Sincerely,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






Gold Sponsor -- $XXX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






• Invitation to the event






• Announced verbally at       
the event






• Included in post-event press






Silver Sponsor -- $XX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.






Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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.






Over $13 million given!






Continuing 
Education Grants






Leadership 
Consultant Program






Convention and 
TLC Programming






Delta Experience






Gamma Experience






Disaster Relief






Scholarships






LeaderShape






StrengthsFinder






UIFI






SIS Grants






GreekLifeEdu






Fighting Hunger






Service Immersion


























Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],





Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].





Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 





• Fighting hunger





• Education





• Leadership development





• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster





Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.





We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 





Thanks in advance for your consideration!





Sincerely,





(Sign your name)





[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]





Gold Sponsor -- $XXX





• Company logo on          
event T-shirt





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners





• Included in social          
media efforts





• Invitation to the event





• Announced verbally at       
the event





• Included in post-event press





Silver Sponsor -- $XX





• Company logo on          
event T-shirt





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners





• Included in social          
media efforts





Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.





Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Continue with Current Fundraiser
As you plan your recurring event, ask yourself these questions:



• Does your event fall in line with the mission of the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation?



 · The mission of Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation is to impact and enrich our communities by providing 



essential support for education, philanthropy and leadership.



• Is the name/event appropriate?



 · Make sure that your event doesn’t reflect negatively on your chapter or our organization. Is there a 
potential for harm to anyone attending the event? If so, reconsider your event.



• Does the name include Alpha Gam or Alpha Gamma Delta?



 · Branding begins with the use of our name and it should be used consistently in all advertising 
(posters, social media, tabling etc).



• Am I marketing our event correctly when fundraising for the Foundation?



 · Use language such as “Proceeds from XX event support fighting hunger, education, leadership 
development and more, through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation.” In your advertising, you must 
clearly state that the donation, admission, participation or purchase price is NOT TAX-DEDUCTIBLE.



• How do I solicit sponsorships/gifts etc?



 · Utilize the sponsorship letter and ask them to consider a donation out of their marketing/advertising 
budget or an in-kind gift (e.g. gift certificates, goods or services).*



 · When soliciting for donations, you are never permitted to give out the Foundation’s Tax ID number.



• How do I make sure proceeds from our event are directed to a certain Foundation program or fund?



 · When sending proceeds (proceeds = total raised – expenses) from your event to the           
Foundation, please designate them in one of three ways, listed below. Doing so requires you to 
market accordingly.



 · Annual Fund/Unrestricted – This benefits all Foundation programs and should be listed on your 
marketing materials (see bullet above).



 · Chapter Endowment – This will benefit your chapter’s specific endowment and the endowment 
name should be listed on your marketing materials and Remittance Form.



 · Specific Foundation Program – This will benefit one or more specific programs identified by your 
chapter (e.g., fighting hunger, sisters in need, scholarships, etc.) and those programs should be 
listed in your marketing materials and Remittance Form. If you choose to fundraise specifically 
for the cause of fighting hunger through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, be sure to use 
the broader phrase “fighting hunger” in your marketing materials as opposed to the name of a 
specific, separate charity (i.e., XYZ Food Pantry, Meals on Wheels, Feeding America, etc.). The 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has rules that affect how gifts are made and received. Raising funds 
under the broader cause of fighting hunger allows the Foundation to grant those funds to local, 
regional and national organizations who we join in the fight against hunger and also ensures your 
gift can be recognized towards your chapter’s Jewel Society goal, for Convention awards and 
Fraternity Good Standing. 
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• How do I handle donations?



 · Collect donations before, during, and/or after your event:



 · Be sure all checks are made payable to your chapter



 · Send ONE check made payable to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation for the proceeds, along with 
the Remittance Form or using OmegaFi Bill Pay—this should be done within one month following    
your event.



• How can I enhance my chapter’s fundraising?



 · Explore and capitalize on talents and skills of sisters (collegiate or alumna).



 · Who do you (your parents, professors, advisors) know?



 · What connections do you have on your campus or in your community?



• Does my chapter receive recognition for its donations to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation?



 · Yes! Chapters are recognized in the Jewel Society, as Top 10 donating Chapters, at Convention, in 
Foundation and Fraternity publications and on our website for their fundraising work and support.



Show Me 
The Money



CLICK HERE FOR



Planning/
Logistics



CLICK HERE FOR



Post Event
 Wrap Up



CLICK HERE FOR



Chapter 
Education



CLICK HERE FOR



Marketing 
Your Fundraiser



CLICK HERE FOR



*While proceeds will benefit the Foundation, since collegiate chapters are not public charities by the IRS, donations from 
businesses/individuals are not tax-deductible and must be stated as such.
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Planning/Logistics
There are many logistics that need to be worked out when planning a fundraising event. For example, 
when do you secure a venue for your event? Who will do what during the event? How do you create 
a budget? Use these resources to answer these questions and more to ensure your fundraiser goes off 
without a hitch.




• Recruiting and Utilizing Committees




• Event Timeline and Checklist




• Sample Budget
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/ubb2cxhs2akxxbd/Fundraising%20Budget%20Template.xlsx?dl=0
















Event Timeline and Checklist
6+ Months





 ○ Identify funding from chapter budget - contact your VP-Finance
 ○  Decide on theme of event
 ○  Recruit your committees to assist in planning 





•  Determine what committees need to handle each function of the event (food, entertainment, 
decorations, marketing, soliciting donations, set-up, clean-up, etc.)





•  Provide committee members with checklists of responsibilities and deadlines
 ○  Fundraising event litmus test:





•  Does your event represent the values and Purpose of Alpha Gamma Delta?
•  Is it safe? 
•  Does it support the Foundation’s mission? 
•  Is “Alpha Gamma Delta” in the event name?
•  Does it follow Fraternity Risk Management Policies?
• Does it follow all university-specific policies and procedures related to events?





 ○ Select date and time - add it to your chapter calendar
 ○  Select location for event - don’t forget about transportation and parking
 ○  Research what permits might be necessary (event space, zoning, gambling permit, etc.)





5 Months
 ○ Organize expenses for the event using this sample budget worksheet 
 ○  Get price quotes from vendors (DJ, catering, tables, etc.)
 ○  Complete a fundraising strategy session and set a chapter fundraising goal 
 ○  Set a personal fundraising goal for your chapter members





4 Months
 ○ Complete an Event Planning Guide
 ○  Work with the VP-Chapter Wellness to ensure all risk management guidelines are followed and 





the event is low-risk
 ○  Select vendors and sign contracts - submit for approval
 ○  Create a marketing plan using marketing ideas and marketing guidelines
 ○  Select a menu 
 ○  Be sure the chapter is educated about the cause - complete chapter programming 





on the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation using this Foundation FAQ and their website at 
alphagammadeltafoundation.org





 ○  Send out a “Save the Date”
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/ubb2cxhs2akxxbd/Fundraising%20Budget%20Template.xlsx?dl=0














3 Months
 ○ Create event registration process
 ○  VP-Community Affairs to set up Chapter Fundraising Page on Team Raiser (pilot chapters only) 
 ○  Create a list of possible sponsors/alumnae/friends to solicit 
 ○  Secure sponsorships using the sponsorship resources in the “Show Me The Money” section
 ○  Order signage/decorations





2 Months
 ○ Kick off marketing campaign
 ○  Organize prizes, raffles, giveaways, etc.
 ○  Order T-shirts - Bulk ordering is available from Alpha Gam Boutique
 ○  Invite other fraternities/sororities
 ○  Send sisters info/a link to set up their Personal Fundraising Page on Team Raiser                   





(pilot chapters only)





1 Month
 ○ Set expectations and guidelines for members - emphasize that the use of alcohol before/





during the event is not permitted
 ○  Create “day-of” logistics checklist
 ○  Assign “day-of” roles





•  Greeters
• Food/program prep
• Servers/runners
• Trash monitors
• Social media
• Photographer





 ○ Promote on social media
 ○ Sell tickets, T-shirts, raffles - check with university and on state laws
 ○ Confirm all vendors/donations
 ○ Print waivers
 ○ Gather all supplies in one area
 ○ Print name tags/sign-in sheets
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Post Event
 ○ Publicize success on social media
 ○  Send press release to local media
 ○ Send Remittance Form and check to Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation or using OmegaFi Bill Pay
 ○ Share event information and photos with the Foundation/ email                                           





socialmedia@alphagammadelta.org/with alumnae
 ○ Return equipment
 ○ Pay outstanding invoices
 ○ Send committee evaluations with a deadline to have them returned
 ○ Complete the fundraiser evaluation for transitioning this event to future VP-Community Affairs
 ○ Send thank you notes or emails to sponsors and donors
 ○ Congratulate chapter and celebrate a job well done 





Day-Of Event
 ○ Conduct meeting with event staff
 ○ Event set-up:





• Tables and chairs
• Linens/floral arrangements/decorations
• A/V
• Signage
• Registration/welcome area
• Cash box with small bills





 ○ Event clean-up assignments - leave it better than you found it!
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/rdkmvs682d1fj97/Post%20Event-Press%20Release.docx?dl=0
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Participant Waiver/Release 
 TEMPLATE 






 
I, _________________(“Participant”) acknowledge that I have voluntarily applied to participate in the 
[INSERT NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF EVENTi] taking place on [DATE] at [ADDRESS OF EVENT].  I certify 
that I have not been advised to not participate in this or any other similar activity by a qualified medical 
professional. I further acknowledge and agree to, on my own behalf, and on behalf of my personal 
representatives, heirs, assigns, executors, administrators and next of kin, as follows. 
 
I AM AWARE THAT THESE ACTIVITES ARE HAZARDOUS ACTIVITIES AND THAT I COULD BE SERIOUSLY 
INJURED OR EVEN KILLED.  I AM VOLUNTARILY PARTICIPATING IN THESE ACTIVITES WITH KNOWLEDGE 
OF THE DANGER INVOLVED, AND AGREE TO ASSUME ANY AND ALL RISKS OF BODILY INJURY, DEATH OR 
PROPERTY DAMAGE, WHETHER THOSE RISKS ARE KNOWN OR UNKNOWN.  Risks include, but are not 
limited toii those caused by terrain, facilities, temperature, weather, equipment, vehicular traffic, lack of 
hydration and actions of other people, including but not limited to participants, volunteers, monitors 
and/or producers of the activity. 
 
Upon entering the premises and facilities of [EVENT NAME and FACILITY NAMEiii], I will inspect the same 
and my observation and use of said premises and facilities shall constitute an acknowledgement that I 
find and accept them to be safe and reasonably suited for their intended purpose. 
 
I hereby release [Sponsoring Fraternity/Sorority Nameiv] and its officers, members, advisors, 
volunteers, employees and Governing Board [and any lessor of the facility premises, if applicablev] from 
and against any and all liability for any loss, damage, injury, expense, demand or cause of action that I 
may suffer whether with respect to personal injury, death, damage to or destruction of personal 
property, theft or otherwise, which may arise as a result of my presence in, upon or about the 
premises and as a consequence of my participation in this event or use of the facilities and 
equipment.   
 
I acknowledge that [Sponsoring Fraternity/Sorority Name] is NOT responsible for the errors, omissions, 
acts or failures to act of any party or entity conducting a specific activity on their behalf. 
 
I understand that while participating in the activity, I may be photographed.  I agree to allow my photo, 
video or film likeness to be used for any legitimate purpose by the activity holders, producers, sponsors 
and assigns. 
 
I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE READ THIS DOCUMENT AND I FULLY UNDERSTAND ITS CONTENT. I AM AWARE 
THAT THIS IS A RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND A CONTRACT AND I SIGN IT OF MY OWN FREE WILLvi. 






 
 
 
___________________________  _______  ___________________________  _____ 
Participant’s Signature   Date  Participant’s Name    Age 
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i
 Example: AAA Sorority’s Kids and Pigskins Flag Football Tournament to benefit the Children’s Miracle Network  
ii
 Insert other foreseeable risk, if applicable 






iii
 Include Facility Name, if applicable, or include a brief description such as “Student Union Front Lawn” 






iv
 Use the local chapter name and the Inter/National Fraternity/Sorority name.  For example: AA Chapter of AAA 






Sorority and AAA Inter/National Sorority 
v
 Include this ONLY if the chapter has signed an indemnification agreement with the facility 






vi
 Make sure you take out all of the endnotes before finalizing the printing /releasing the waivers to your 






participants! 




























Sample Sponsorship Thank You
(Include sample marketing, photos, T-shirt, event giveaways along with this letter.)






[MONTH, DAY YEAR]






[FULL NAME]
[BUSINESS NAME]
[STREET ADDRESS]
[CITY, STATE/PROVINCE ZIP/POSTAL]






Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Thank you so much for supporting the women of Alpha Gamma Delta at [SCHOOL] in our [EVENT NAME] 
event. With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] we were able to [REACH/EXCEED] 
our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].   






*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 






Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. Please know that we value 
partnerships with our sponsors. Your commitment helped make this event successful and that is not 
something we take for granted. Please accept our most sincere thanks for your generous support.






Best regards,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






P.S. We hope you will consider supporting Alpha Gamma Delta in future fundraising efforts!
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Post Event Transition Document
Gather evaluations and reports from committee members, using SurveyMonkey or Google Forms. Use 
their responses and your own thoughts to complete the following questions. Remember, the more details 
the better. When officer transitions occur, review the event in detail and share this evaluation to increase 
the likelihood of a more successful event next year.






1. What worked well for this fundraiser in terms of:






• Planning of the event






• Committee assignments and follow though 






• Chapter involvement






• Execution of the event






• Attendee participation






2. What could have worked better for this fundraiser?  






• Planning of the event






• Committee assignments and follow through 






• Chapter involvement






• Execution of the event






• Attendee participation






3. What would you do differently next time?






4. How was this event received by supporters (donors, sponsors, attendees, alumnae)?






5. Fundraiser strengths (things you want to keep for next year):  






6. Fundraiser weaknesses (things that you should consider changing/updating):  






7. What were some of the budget “surprises”? 






8. Where could you add another fundraising feature to the event to raise more money (penny wars, silent 
auction, bake/beverage sale, contest)? 






9. Other thoughts/comments to assist the next VP-Community Affairs in executing a successful event?
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Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation Office
8710 N Meridian Street - Indianapolis, IN 46260






Ph: 317.663.4242 - Fax: 317.663.4244
foundation@alphagammadeltafoundation.org






www.alphagammadeltafoundation.org
04/03/2015






Collegiate Remittance Form






Complete and return this form along with one chapter check (for event proceeds), made payable to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, 
within one month following any charitable fundraising event. Be sure to mail a copy of the completed form to your chapter’s Finance 
Specialist and file a copy for your chapter records.






All gifts received by May 31 and throughout the fiscal year (June 1-May 31) are recognized by the Foundation and count toward Jewel Society membership. 
For Good Standing with the Fraternity, a minimum annual contribution of $100 by May 1 is required. Please contact IHQ with questions regarding their 
minimum contribution amount and May 1 deadline.






 Name of Chapter: ___________________________________________________________________






 Fundraising Event Information






Fundraising Event Name: ___________________________________________________________    Date of Fundraiser: _____________






Details about fundraising event (registration/participation/admission fees, cost of sold item(s), contest/game details, items raffled/sold/
auctioned, when and where your fundraiser was held, etc.) (This information will be used for Convention recognition, chapter spotlights 
and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas. A brief overview is appreciated.)






 Designation of Contribution






Annual Fund*/Unrestricted $_________________________     AND/OR     Specific Program/Fund/Other $___________________________
                                                                                                               
                                                                                                              Program/Fund Name:  _________________________________






*Gifts to our Annual Fund benefit all Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation programs including scholarships, leadership initiatives, diabetes education 
and awareness and more. Fundraising events benefitting the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation should be  advertised as such and should clearly state 
that donations are NOT TAX DEDUCTIBLE. Designation of donations must be consistent with fundraising event advertising.






 Contact Information






Submitted By: ____________________________________________      Officer Title: ____________________________________________






Email Address: ____________________________________________     Phone: ________________________________________________






If you are using OmegaFi Bill Pay:
See page 2 of this document for simple, step by step instructions on how to send your 






Remittance Form with your donation to the Foundation.
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Submitting Foundation Remittance Form with Donation Using Vault Bill Pay:  






1. Complete a Remittance Form and save it as a PDF. 






2. In Vault, access the Bill Pay menu, then Registers; then select “Operating” or “Main Bill Pay” fund; then select the 






“Bills” tab, and click “Add” and select your “Bill.” 






3. Upload the Remittance Form (PDF only) as the Bill Image (like attaching an invoice when making a payment to a 






vendor.) 






4.    Add instructions in the Print Instructions text box.* 






For example: “Please include attached Remittance Form/Invoice with the check/payment.” 






5.   You may also add notes to the Foundation in the Notes text box (this is not required). 






 






*These instructions must be added to have the Foundation’s Remittance Form sent along with your donation! Information included 






in the Remittance From assist in Convention awards, Foundation recognition and chapter spotlights. 

















						CollegiateRemittanceForm_OmegaFi04315





						CollegiateRemittanceForm_OmegaFi04315





						Attach_Remit_Form_BillPay3-24-15





						Collegiate Remittance Form 2015-16 Fillable











						Foundation Remittance Form Instructions for Vault Bill Pay (2)











						Foundation Remittance Form Instructions for Vault Bill Pay











						Name of Chapter: 





						Fundraising Event Name: 





						Date of Fundraiser: 





						Fundraising Event Name Date of Fundraiser Details about fundraising event registrationparticipationadmission fees cost of sold items contestgame details items raffledsold auctioned when and where your fundraiser was held etc This information will be used for Convention recognition chapter spotlights and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas A brief overview is appreciated: 





						Annual FundUnrestricted: 





						Specific ProgramFundOther: 





						ProgramFund Name: 





						Submitted By: 





						Officer Title: 





						Email Address: 





						Phone: 




























Show Me The Money
An important piece of planning your fundraising event may include securing donations and sponsorships 
from individuals and businesses. These resources will help you create a plan for soliciting donations from 
friends and family and asking businesses to support your event with sponsorships or donations of goods 
and services.






• Who to Ask/Requesting Donors






• Sample Personal Donation Request Letter






• What is a Sponsorship?






• Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts






• Sample Sponsorship Letter






• Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
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Sample Personal Donation Request Letter
[NAME],







As a member of Alpha Gamma Delta, helping those less fortunate and improving our community is a part 
of our Purpose. Fundraising is a key component of fulfilling this promise as Alpha Gams. My sisters and I 
are hosting a philanthropy event on [DATE], at [LOCATION], called [EVENT NAME].







My personal goal for this event is to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] and our chapter goal is to raise $[DOLLAR 
AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for:







• Fighting hunger







• Education







• Leadership development







• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster







Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why I’m asking you to support me with a 
donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. Your donation will help me reach my goal but also makes a positive 
impact in our community.







I hope I can count on you!  







Making a donation is easy. Just mail a check made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to [CHAPTER ADDRESS].







Thank you in advance for your support.







Best/Love,







(Sign your name)







[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]







Note: Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), 
public charity, my collegiate chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta is not considered a public charity. 
Your donation is not tax-deductible. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at  
alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again, thank you.
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Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],







Thank you for your time the other day and for your sponsorship commitment for the Alpha Gamma Delta’s 
[EVENT NAME]. This event will be held on [DATE] at [TIME] at [LOCATION].







The women of Alpha Gamma Delta at the [SCHOOL] have a goal to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] for the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for: 







• Fighting hunger







• Education







• Leadership development







• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster







Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we thank you for committing to be a 
[SPONSORSHIP LEVEL] with a donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. 







Your support is important to the success of our event and in continuing these types of grant 
and scholarship programs. Please send your donation* made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to            
[CHAPTER ADDRESS]. 







If you have any additional questions please contact me at the number below. 







Thank you,







(Sign your name)







[NAME]
[TITLE]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]







Gold Sponsor -- $XXX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







• Invitation to the event







• Announced verbally at       
the event







• Included in post-event press







Silver Sponsor -- $XX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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*Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax- 
deductible. We ask you to consider making your donation out of your marketing/advertising budget. 
Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again,        
thank you.
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Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts
1) Utilize already established relationships 
Asking for money or sponsorships can be daunting, but before you go out and ask strangers for money, 
think through who you already know that has their own business? Is there a coffee shop where you 
already know all the baristas? Start there, since you already have a relationship with those people.







2) Think it through
If you’re going to ask for something, you need to know what you’re asking for and why. In addition 
to being knowledgeable about your event, you’ll want to be knowledgeable about the business or 
organization you are talking to. Look up their website in advance and be familiar with their products or 
services. This is a sign of respect that you care about their business and in turn they will hopefully care 
about your event!







3) Who to contact
Research who you need to contact at the business; who handles charitable donations. This is typically the 
store/business manager or person responsible for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).







4) Prepare your sponsorship request
Letter -- Use this sample sponsorship letter as a guide 
  OR
Call – Use the sample script below 







Hi Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. We 
have an upcoming event that raises money for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants 
for fighting hunger, education and leadership development. And we would love to promote/market    
your business! 







We are offering three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl







Pearl level sponsors provide an in-kind donation in exchange for their companies name on promotional 
materials and banners.







Silver level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT], receive benefits such as:







• Business logo on our event t-shirt







• Name/logo placed on promotional materials and banners







• And are included in social media efforts 







And, Gold level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] or above, receive the 
previously mentioned benefits in addition to:







• An invitation to the event







• Verbal introduction at the event and 







• Inclusion in post-event press
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 Which of these three sponsorship levels interests you?







 (WAIT! Don’t say anything and let them respond.)







If yes (to any level):
This is wonderful! Thank you so much. I will send you a follow up letter or email – whichever you prefer – 
confirming your commitment along with instructions for making your donation. 







Would you like your confirmation mailed or emailed?
 Mailed: Confirm the mailing address (that you have – you should not have to ask for the address)
 Emailed: Ask for a personal email address or confirm the one you believe is theirs 







Again, thank you so much on behalf of my Alpha Gamma Delta sisters. Have a great day!







If no (in general):
I understand, is there a smaller donation or any service/coupon/silent auction basket item you are able to 
contribute to our event? 







Thank you for your time. Have a great day!







(If they commit to anything of significance follow up with a letter or email confirming their commitment 
and how you will get or request obtaining the donation.)







If you call and get a voicemail:
Hello Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta 
sorority. We have an upcoming event that raises money for fighting hunger, education and
leadership development. 







We would love to promote/market your business in exchange for a sponsorship donation. We are offering 
three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl. I will mail you a letter with more information about the 
event, who we’re raising money for, our sponsorship level options and benefits, my contact information 
and a plan for following up.







If you need to reach me in the meantime, please call [PHONE NUMBER] and ask for [NAME]. 







Thank you for your time and consideration in supporting our [EVENT NAME]. 







5) Take the next step (based on your action above):







• Mail the sponsorship request letter and follow up with a call







• Send a confirmation of commitment letter OR







• Mail a sponsorship request letter







6) Once the event is complete, be sure to send a thank you letter







Remember: all of this sponsorship work is not meant to be done by one person alone. This is a great job 
for a committee or even challenge every member of the chapter to secure a sponsorship or donation. 
Utilize these tips to educate your sisters so they can go out into the community and secure donations for 
the chapter’s event. The more you work as a team, the more money you can raise!
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Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],








Thank you for your time the other day and for your sponsorship commitment for the Alpha Gamma Delta’s 
[EVENT NAME]. This event will be held on [DATE] at [TIME] at [LOCATION].








The women of Alpha Gamma Delta at the [SCHOOL] have a goal to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] for the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for: 








• Fighting hunger








• Education








• Leadership development








• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster








Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we thank you for committing to be a 
[SPONSORSHIP LEVEL] with a donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. 








Your support is important to the success of our event and in continuing these types of grant 
and scholarship programs. Please send your donation* made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to            
[CHAPTER ADDRESS]. 








If you have any additional questions please contact me at the number below. 








Thank you,








(Sign your name)








[NAME]
[TITLE]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]








Gold Sponsor -- $XXX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








• Invitation to the event








• Announced verbally at       
the event








• Included in post-event press








Silver Sponsor -- $XX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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*Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax- 
deductible. We ask you to consider making your donation out of your marketing/advertising budget. 
Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again,        
thank you.
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Sample Sponsorship Thank You
(Include sample marketing, photos, T-shirt, event giveaways along with this letter.)








[MONTH, DAY YEAR]








[FULL NAME]
[BUSINESS NAME]
[STREET ADDRESS]
[CITY, STATE/PROVINCE ZIP/POSTAL]








Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],








Thank you so much for supporting the women of Alpha Gamma Delta at [SCHOOL] in our [EVENT NAME] 
event. With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] we were able to [REACH/EXCEED] 
our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].   








*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 








Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. Please know that we value 
partnerships with our sponsors. Your commitment helped make this event successful and that is not 
something we take for granted. Please accept our most sincere thanks for your generous support.








Best regards,








(Sign your name)








[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]








P.S. We hope you will consider supporting Alpha Gamma Delta in future fundraising efforts!
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],








Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].








Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 








• Fighting hunger








• Education








• Leadership development








• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster








Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.








We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 








Thanks in advance for your consideration!








Sincerely,








(Sign your name)








[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]








Gold Sponsor -- $XXX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








• Invitation to the event








• Announced verbally at       
the event








• Included in post-event press








Silver Sponsor -- $XX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.








Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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What is a Sponsorship?
Why: Sponsorships are an easy way to offset the costs of your event, which will in turn allow you to 
fundraise more for your cause!







How: Reach out to local businesses, organizations and vendors and asking for donations of product or 
money. In return you will provide some sort of public thank you in the form of advertising. This can be on 
your T-shirt, a banner that is displayed at your event, a mention on social media or another creative way 
to showcase their brand. 







Utilize your chapter to go out in the community to reach out to local businesses and find out if they       
are interested.







Create a strategy around sponsorships prior to delegating to committee members to ensure overlap does 
not occur. Create a plan for tracking sponsorships: who to ask, who will be making the ask, what you will 
be asking for, their response and follow up actions. 







What: Provide a letter or sponsorship packet explaining your event and why this business should support 
your cause. This should include all details about your event including an explanation of the demographic 
of your event attendees so that the sponsor knows their potential audience. Utilize our sponsorship 







that canpacket and letters  be customized for your event.







Be sure to define the various levels of involvement and what they will be provided in return for their 
investment of either a monetary donation to the cause or an in-kind donation of materials (free T-shirts, 
paper supplies, raffle items, etc.) 
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Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts
1) Utilize already established relationships 
Asking for money or sponsorships can be daunting, but before you go out and ask strangers for money, 
think through who you already know that has their own business? Is there a coffee shop where you 
already know all the baristas? Start there, since you already have a relationship with those people.








2) Think it through
If you’re going to ask for something, you need to know what you’re asking for and why. In addition 
to being knowledgeable about your event, you’ll want to be knowledgeable about the business or 
organization you are talking to. Look up their website in advance and be familiar with their products or 
services. This is a sign of respect that you care about their business and in turn they will hopefully care 
about your event!








3) Who to contact
Research who you need to contact at the business; who handles charitable donations. This is typically the 
store/business manager or person responsible for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).








4) Prepare your sponsorship request
Letter -- Use this sample sponsorship letter as a guide 
  OR
Call – Use the sample script below 








Hi Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. We 
have an upcoming event that raises money for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants 
for fighting hunger, education and leadership development. And we would love to promote/market    
your business! 








We are offering three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl








Pearl level sponsors provide an in-kind donation in exchange for their companies name on promotional 
materials and banners.








Silver level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT], receive benefits such as:








• Business logo on our event t-shirt








• Name/logo placed on promotional materials and banners








• And are included in social media efforts 








And, Gold level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] or above, receive the 
previously mentioned benefits in addition to:








• An invitation to the event








• Verbal introduction at the event and 








• Inclusion in post-event press
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 Which of these three sponsorship levels interests you?








 (WAIT! Don’t say anything and let them respond.)








If yes (to any level):
This is wonderful! Thank you so much. I will send you a follow up letter or email – whichever you prefer – 
confirming your commitment along with instructions for making your donation. 








Would you like your confirmation mailed or emailed?
 Mailed: Confirm the mailing address (that you have – you should not have to ask for the address)
 Emailed: Ask for a personal email address or confirm the one you believe is theirs 








Again, thank you so much on behalf of my Alpha Gamma Delta sisters. Have a great day!








If no (in general):
I understand, is there a smaller donation or any service/coupon/silent auction basket item you are able to 
contribute to our event? 








Thank you for your time. Have a great day!








(If they commit to anything of significance follow up with a letter or email confirming their commitment 
and how you will get or request obtaining the donation.)








If you call and get a voicemail:
Hello Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta 
sorority. We have an upcoming event that raises money for fighting hunger, education and
leadership development. 








We would love to promote/market your business in exchange for a sponsorship donation. We are offering 
three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl. I will mail you a letter with more information about the 
event, who we’re raising money for, our sponsorship level options and benefits, my contact information 
and a plan for following up.








If you need to reach me in the meantime, please call [PHONE NUMBER] and ask for [NAME]. 








Thank you for your time and consideration in supporting our [EVENT NAME]. 








5) Take the next step (based on your action above):








• Mail the sponsorship request letter and follow up with a call








• Send a confirmation of commitment letter OR








• Mail a sponsorship request letter








6) Once the event is complete, be sure to send a thank you letter








Remember: all of this sponsorship work is not meant to be done by one person alone. This is a great job 
for a committee or even challenge every member of the chapter to secure a sponsorship or donation. 
Utilize these tips to educate your sisters so they can go out into the community and secure donations for 
the chapter’s event. The more you work as a team, the more money you can raise!
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Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],









Thank you for your time the other day and for your sponsorship commitment for the Alpha Gamma Delta’s 
[EVENT NAME]. This event will be held on [DATE] at [TIME] at [LOCATION].









The women of Alpha Gamma Delta at the [SCHOOL] have a goal to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] for the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for: 









• Fighting hunger









• Education









• Leadership development









• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster









Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we thank you for committing to be a 
[SPONSORSHIP LEVEL] with a donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. 









Your support is important to the success of our event and in continuing these types of grant 
and scholarship programs. Please send your donation* made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to            
[CHAPTER ADDRESS]. 









If you have any additional questions please contact me at the number below. 









Thank you,









(Sign your name)









[NAME]
[TITLE]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]









Gold Sponsor -- $XXX









• Company logo on          
event T-shirt









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners









• Included in social          
media efforts









• Invitation to the event









• Announced verbally at       
the event









• Included in post-event press









Silver Sponsor -- $XX









• Company logo on          
event T-shirt









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners









• Included in social          
media efforts









Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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*Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax- 
deductible. We ask you to consider making your donation out of your marketing/advertising budget. 
Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again,        
thank you.
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Sample Sponsorship Thank You
(Include sample marketing, photos, T-shirt, event giveaways along with this letter.)









[MONTH, DAY YEAR]









[FULL NAME]
[BUSINESS NAME]
[STREET ADDRESS]
[CITY, STATE/PROVINCE ZIP/POSTAL]









Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],









Thank you so much for supporting the women of Alpha Gamma Delta at [SCHOOL] in our [EVENT NAME] 
event. With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] we were able to [REACH/EXCEED] 
our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].   









*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 









Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. Please know that we value 
partnerships with our sponsors. Your commitment helped make this event successful and that is not 
something we take for granted. Please accept our most sincere thanks for your generous support.









Best regards,









(Sign your name)









[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]









P.S. We hope you will consider supporting Alpha Gamma Delta in future fundraising efforts!
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],









Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].









Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 









• Fighting hunger









• Education









• Leadership development









• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster









Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.









We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 









Thanks in advance for your consideration!









Sincerely,









(Sign your name)









[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]









Gold Sponsor -- $XXX









• Company logo on          
event T-shirt









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners









• Included in social          
media efforts









• Invitation to the event









• Announced verbally at       
the event









• Included in post-event press









Silver Sponsor -- $XX









• Company logo on          
event T-shirt









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners









• Included in social          
media efforts









Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation









• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.









Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],








Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].








Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 








• Fighting hunger








• Education








• Leadership development








• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster








Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.








We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 








Thanks in advance for your consideration!








Sincerely,








(Sign your name)








[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]








Gold Sponsor -- $XXX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








• Invitation to the event








• Announced verbally at       
the event








• Included in post-event press








Silver Sponsor -- $XX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.








Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Who to Ask/Requesting Donations
Sisters need to know who the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation is so they can explain what we do and why a 
donor should support their event.







• Who are you fundraising for? / Why should someone support this cause?







 Fundraising for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation provides (detailed version):







 · Grants to fight hunger in our communities







 · Financial assistance to those in emergency need (SIS Grants and Disaster Relief Grants)







 · Scholarships







 · Leadership opportunities (UIFI, LeaderShape, Leadership Consultant program)







 · Service Immersion Trips







 · Professional development programming (at Convention and TLC)







 · Education on staying safe (GreekLifeEdu)







       Choose one or two of these to discuss with donors. Think of who you’re soliciting and what Foundation   
       causes they might connect with best.







• Who should we consider requesting donations from?







 · Chapter sisters – consider having every sister be required to raise a certain amount (personally 
donated) or required to sell so many tickets, T-shirts, buttons. 







 · Other Greek organizations – make it a contest! (Be sure to think through recognition/prizes/
incentives, etc.)







 · Campus peers, professionals, professors – share information about your event and encourage them to 
get involved.







 · Alumnae – reach out to your local alumnae chapter/club and inform them of your event. Ask for 
volunteers (if needed) or for their ($) support. 







 · Your community – explain why you are fundraising for the Foundation (e.g. your chapter scholarship, 
to help fight hunger, for women’s education and leadership, to help those in need, etc).







 · Businesses – request a sponsorship (monetary or in-kind donation).
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],








Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].








Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 








• Fighting hunger








• Education








• Leadership development








• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster








Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.








We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 








Thanks in advance for your consideration!








Sincerely,








(Sign your name)








[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]








Gold Sponsor -- $XXX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








• Invitation to the event








• Announced verbally at       
the event








• Included in post-event press








Silver Sponsor -- $XX








• Company logo on          
event T-shirt








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners








• Included in social          
media efforts








Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation








• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.








Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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 and your sisters give,
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.








Over $13 million given!








Continuing 
Education Grants








Leadership 
Consultant Program








Convention and 
TLC Programming








Delta Experience








Gamma Experience








Disaster Relief








Scholarships








LeaderShape








StrengthsFinder








UIFI








SIS Grants








GreekLifeEdu








Fighting Hunger








Service Immersion




































Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],







Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].







Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 







• Fighting hunger







• Education







• Leadership development







• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster







Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.







We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 







Thanks in advance for your consideration!







Sincerely,







(Sign your name)







[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]







Gold Sponsor -- $XXX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







• Invitation to the event







• Announced verbally at       
the event







• Included in post-event press







Silver Sponsor -- $XX







• Company logo on          
event T-shirt







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners







• Included in social          
media efforts







Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation







• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.







Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Foundation FAQ






• Why should my chapter fundraise for the Foundation?






 · Because it feels good to help others give back! Your donations help our communities and their 
fight against hunger, helps sisters experiencing emergency need, provides leadership training and 
programs and supports academic success.






• What does the Foundation do with our chapter’s donations?






 · If the Remittance Form notes that the donation is for the Annual Fund, your gift supports the 
mission and work of the Foundation and is directed to the area of the greatest need. Many of the 
Foundation’s Annual Fund programs are listed below:






 · Fighting Hunger Grants – Provided to organizations that serve some of our most vulnerable 
populations.






 · Scholarships – Awarded each year to full-time undergraduate and graduate students.






 · Continuing Education Grants – For part-time graduate students and alumnae of Alpha Gam 
pursuing professional development. 






 · SIS Grant – Confidential support to sisters experiencing urgent financial need, such as,    
medical or meeting basic needs for food or shelter. This program does not assist in paying 
Fraternity dues.






 · Disaster Relief Grants – Provide assistance to sisters faced with immediate emergency needs 
due to a disaster, such as, hurricanes, tornadoes, floods and other natural disasters.






 · Service Immersion Trips -- Provide experiences to collegians and alumnae to learn about servant 
leadership and giving back in the community.






 · LeaderShape and UIFI Scholarships – Scholarships to premiere leadership academies that equip 
young adults to lead with integrity.






 · GreekLifeEdu – Education on staying safe. 






 · Scholastic Achievement Awards – Awarded annually to the senior in each Alpha Gamma Delta 
chapter who maintains the highest cumulative grade point average during her college career.  






 · Leadership Training – For collegiate/alumnae members and officers at The Leadership 
Conference (TLC) and International Convention.






 · Leadership Training – Equipping collegiate chapter leaders to lead with success at the Alpha 
Gamma Delta Academy for Chapter Presidents and Chapter Advisors






 · Leadership Consultant (LC) Program – On-site training for collegians in areas of leadership, 
academic achievement, group dynamics and personal development.






The Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation’s mission is to provide support for education, philanthropy and 
leadership, and thanks to supporters like you, there are many ways we fulfill this mission.






Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org.
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Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation Office
8710 N Meridian Street - Indianapolis, IN 46260







Ph: 317.663.4242 - Fax: 317.663.4244
foundation@alphagammadeltafoundation.org







www.alphagammadeltafoundation.org
04/03/2015







Collegiate Remittance Form







Complete and return this form along with one chapter check (for event proceeds), made payable to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, 
within one month following any charitable fundraising event. Be sure to mail a copy of the completed form to your chapter’s Finance 
Specialist and file a copy for your chapter records.







All gifts received by May 31 and throughout the fiscal year (June 1-May 31) are recognized by the Foundation and count toward Jewel Society membership. 
For Good Standing with the Fraternity, a minimum annual contribution of $100 by May 1 is required. Please contact IHQ with questions regarding their 
minimum contribution amount and May 1 deadline.







 Name of Chapter: ___________________________________________________________________







 Fundraising Event Information







Fundraising Event Name: ___________________________________________________________    Date of Fundraiser: _____________







Details about fundraising event (registration/participation/admission fees, cost of sold item(s), contest/game details, items raffled/sold/
auctioned, when and where your fundraiser was held, etc.) (This information will be used for Convention recognition, chapter spotlights 
and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas. A brief overview is appreciated.)







 Designation of Contribution







Annual Fund*/Unrestricted $_________________________     AND/OR     Specific Program/Fund/Other $___________________________
                                                                                                               
                                                                                                              Program/Fund Name:  _________________________________







*Gifts to our Annual Fund benefit all Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation programs including scholarships, leadership initiatives, diabetes education 
and awareness and more. Fundraising events benefitting the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation should be  advertised as such and should clearly state 
that donations are NOT TAX DEDUCTIBLE. Designation of donations must be consistent with fundraising event advertising.







 Contact Information







Submitted By: ____________________________________________      Officer Title: ____________________________________________







Email Address: ____________________________________________     Phone: ________________________________________________







If you are using OmegaFi Bill Pay:
See page 2 of this document for simple, step by step instructions on how to send your 







Remittance Form with your donation to the Foundation.
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Submitting Foundation Remittance Form with Donation Using Vault Bill Pay:  







1. Complete a Remittance Form and save it as a PDF. 







2. In Vault, access the Bill Pay menu, then Registers; then select “Operating” or “Main Bill Pay” fund; then select the 







“Bills” tab, and click “Add” and select your “Bill.” 







3. Upload the Remittance Form (PDF only) as the Bill Image (like attaching an invoice when making a payment to a 







vendor.) 







4.    Add instructions in the Print Instructions text box.* 







For example: “Please include attached Remittance Form/Invoice with the check/payment.” 







5.   You may also add notes to the Foundation in the Notes text box (this is not required). 







 







*These instructions must be added to have the Foundation’s Remittance Form sent along with your donation! Information included 







in the Remittance From assist in Convention awards, Foundation recognition and chapter spotlights. 
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							Name of Chapter: 






							Fundraising Event Name: 






							Date of Fundraiser: 






							Fundraising Event Name Date of Fundraiser Details about fundraising event registrationparticipationadmission fees cost of sold items contestgame details items raffledsold auctioned when and where your fundraiser was held etc This information will be used for Convention recognition chapter spotlights and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas A brief overview is appreciated: 






							Annual FundUnrestricted: 






							Specific ProgramFundOther: 






							ProgramFund Name: 






							Submitted By: 






							Officer Title: 






							Email Address: 






							Phone: 































Sample Personal Thank You
[NAME], 
 
Thank you so much for supporting me in raising money for [ALPHA GAMMA DELTA FOUNDATION/EVENT]! 
With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] I was able to [ACHIEVE/EXCEED] my 
personal fundraising goal and it allowed my chapter to [ACHIEVE/EXCEED] our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].    
 
*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 
 
Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. You helped make this event 
successful for me and my chapter – thank you! Please accept my most sincere thanks for your generous 
support. 
 
Best/Love, 
 
 
(Sign your name) 
 
 
[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]
 
 
P.S. I hope you will consider supporting me again in the future!
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Marketing Ideas
To help you make your Alpha Gamma Delta fundraising event the best it can be, we’ve included a list of 
marketing ideas to help boost your efforts.






• “Save the Date” – As soon as you’ve confirmed the date, time and place of your event, send 
a ‘Save the Date’ to anyone you want to invite. Blast it out through social media and on your                
chapter website!






• Create a Hashtag – As soon as you know the name or theme of your event, create a corresponding 
hashtag and use it EVERY TIME you promote the event across all marketing channels.






• Create a Competition – Challenge your chapter sisters to see who can raise the most/sell the most 
tickets; invite a fraternity to join in your efforts and have a boys vs. girls fundraising competition. 
Make it fun and light-hearted and remember what’s most important – what you’re raising money for. 






• Email your Family and Friends – Use the personal donation request letter to send an email to your 
grandma, aunt, 11th grade history teacher, former coach or other person who loves you. Provide an 
update about school and life and – oh, by the way, you’re raising money for a great cause, would 
they please support.






• Word of Mouth – Tell everyone you know about the fundraiser. Tell your classmates, tell your advisor, 
tell people you pass on the sidewalk – talk up how great this event will be and why they should 
attend/participate.






• Share Stories – Connect the fundraiser to a personal story. If you don’t have one, find someone 
in your chapter or community who has been positively impacted by the Foundation. Has a sister 
in need received a SIS Grant? Is someone a scholarship recipient? Has your community partner 
received a Foundation fighting hunger grant? 






• Ask a Local Celebrity / Person of Power or Leadership to Attend – Maybe they can serve as your 
emcee? Perhaps they can take photos with participants for an extra donation? Make sure you involve 
the person and tell everyone they will be part of your event. What constitutes a ‘local celebrity’? 
Anyone of influence on your campus or in your community – the Mayor, the star player of the football 
or basketball team, the student body president, a local newscaster, etc. Be sure they receive the 
best customer service prior to and during the event, and a thank you after.






• Call your Local Radio Station – Find out if they will do a live remote from your event. Radio stations 
are always looking to be involved with community events. It will be a great way for you to promote 
your fundraiser and a great way for the station to attract new listeners.






• Send a Press Release to your Local Newspaper and Television Station – News outlets are always 
looking for feel-good stories to report on, why not yours? You never know, you might get someone 
to attend the event and do a story on it, bringing more awareness of the good work Alpha Gams are 
doing in their communities, your chapter and the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation as a whole.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/rdkmvs682d1fj97/Post%20Event-Press%20Release.docx?dl=0

















• Community Calendars – Publicize your event on local community calendars. This may be on local 
news websites or in your campus newspaper – just give the general public a heads up that there is a 
great event happening and how they can get involved.






• Advertise in Campus Newspaper – This may cost some money, but it’s a great way to get your event 
out there for the entire university to see. Also ask about banner ads and other digital advertisements 
for those who get their news online.






• Post Fliers – Make sure every bulletin board on campus features your event flier. Post in dorms, 
coffee shops, buildings where you have class and outside of your academic advisor’s office. Invest in 
some push pins and hit the pavement.






• Thank Your Sponsors, Donors, etc. – Be sure you’re publicly thanking those supporting your event on 
social media. If it’s a business, link to their website so your followers can learn more about them. Be 
sure you tag them so they see it, too.






Think outside the box as to how you can market your fundraiser to achieve your goals. No matter what 
you do, always remember you are representing Alpha Gamma Delta and your activity is a reflection of the 
Fraternity. Keeping that in mind, have fun promoting your event to the masses!
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Sample Personal Donation Request Letter
[NAME],







As a member of Alpha Gamma Delta, helping those less fortunate and improving our community is a part 
of our Purpose. Fundraising is a key component of fulfilling this promise as Alpha Gams. My sisters and I 
are hosting a philanthropy event on [DATE], at [LOCATION], called [EVENT NAME].







My personal goal for this event is to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] and our chapter goal is to raise $[DOLLAR 
AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for:







• Fighting hunger







• Education







• Leadership development







• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster







Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why I’m asking you to support me with a 
donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. Your donation will help me reach my goal but also makes a positive 
impact in our community.







I hope I can count on you!  







Making a donation is easy. Just mail a check made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to [CHAPTER ADDRESS].







Thank you in advance for your support.







Best/Love,







(Sign your name)







[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]







Note: Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), 
public charity, my collegiate chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta is not considered a public charity. 
Your donation is not tax-deductible. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at  
alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again, thank you.
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Recruiting and Utilizing a Committee
As you plan your philanthropy event, keep in mind you are not solely responsible for its success; this 
is a chapter event. Use committees; think through the various talents of your sisters and assign them 
responsibilities related to the event. Some topics they could be responsible for are:






• Logistics/Operations






• Marketing






• Sponsorships






• Ticket distribution






• Entertainment






• Set-up/Clean-up






• Check in table






• Campus, community, fraternal involvement






• Food






• Decor/Signage






• Photography






While it may be nerve-wracking handing over projects to others, this will free up your time to manage the 
overall success of the event. Host monthly or weekly committee meetings where they can report on their 
progress. This way, you can know what is going on but not feel responsible for having to do it all. The 
more you can delegate, the more time you will have when last-minute projects come up or any logistics 
need managing. Teamwork will make this event more successful and will help you feel less stressed!
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Alpha Gamma Delta sponsored events should be fun and meaningful 
experiences. This guide is provided as a tool to help plan safe 
and appropriate activities that follow Fraternity policies.






PLANNING AN EVENT 






1






7






2






3






4






5






6






8






Review and understand the Alpha Gamma Delta 
policies regarding hosting events.






Plan event using this planning guide and FIPG as 
resources.






Review and complete any contracts and certifi cates 
of insurance needed for the event. 






Review EPG with Risk Management Coordinator for 
compliance and Vice President Finance for budget 
management. 






Present EPG to Executive Council OR Executive 
Council Sub-Committee for review. 






Present EPG to Chapter for approval. 
2/3 affi rmative vote needed for alcohol-free events.






3/4 affi rmative vote needed for events where alcohol is 






present.






Register event with appropriate campus 
administration.






Distribute EPGs appropriately. 






STEPS TO PLANNING A SUCCESSFUL EVENT 






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED






DATE COMPLETED
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UTILIZE THE TOUCHSTONES AS YOU PLAN FOR THIS EVENT






The Event Planning Guide is a useful tool for navigating the steps necessary 
to plan your event. As you continue with the event planning process, keep 
the Alpha Gamma Delta Touchstones in mind.






1 HERE for Each Other: Does this choice demonstrate a commitment 
to our members and our Fraternity?






   Yes      No






2 HERE to Inspire: Will this choice encourage our members to be the 
best versions of themselves?






   Yes      No






3 HERE for the Whole Person: Could this choice cause harm 
(physical, emotional, etc.)?






   Yes      No






4 HERE to Impact: Will this choice result in intended or unintended 
consequences that have negative impact?






   Yes      No






5 HERE to Stand for Something: Does this choice demonstrate value 
for our individual and collective self-worth?






   Yes      No






Additional questions to consider as you are planning are:






1






2






The choices I make will inspire and impact others. 






I will prioritize the health and dignity of my sisters, my chapter, myself and the 
Fraternity.
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EVENT PLANNING GUIDE - EPG






Complete this guide and follow the review and approval procedures for your 
event.






Chapter Name: Date of Event:






Name of Event: Start Time:






End Time:






Location of Event:
Name:






Address:






Phone:






*Events held on or near water must be alcohol-free.






Purpose of Event: 
(i.e sisterhood, social, philanthropic)






Additional Host Organizations: 






Their President’s Name:
Phone:






Their Social Coordinator’s Name:
Phone: 






Attendance Details:






Is chapter member attendance required? __________ Is chapter new member attendance required? __________






Total number of members/new members expected to attend? __________






Total number of guests expected to attend? __________






Total number of alumnae/parents/others expected to attend? __________






Combined total number of attendees expected? __________






Capacity of venue? __________






Contacts/Emergency Information: 






Collegiate Member Coordinating the Event:
Phone: 






Police Department: 
Phone: 






Fire Department: 
Phone: 






Medical Care:
Phone: 
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ALCOHOL MANAGEMENT: WILL THERE BE ALCOHOL AT THE EVENT?






____ No
Continue completing this guide for 
the review and approval process.






____ Yes 
Complete the Event Planning Guide: 
Event with Alcohol and also be sure 
to complete the BYOB or 3rd Party 






Vendor form for the review and 
approval process.






Distance of Event from Chapter/Campus: 






Method of Transportation:
___ Walking






___ Chartered Transportation (See right )






___ Local Public Transportation 






___ Personal Vehicle 






Regardless of the method of transportation, Alpha Gamma 






Delta members should have a safe plan for themselves and 






their guests for getting to and from the event safely.






TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION
Chartered Transportation: 
If this event is out-of-town and non-members and/or alcohol 
are involved, chartered transportation must be provided. 






Charter Company Name: 






Contact Name:






Phone Number: 






Date of Contract: 






A certifi cate of automobile insurance from the insured’s 






provider must be attached.






The attendee list should include all members attending, their guests and attendees’ birth dates.






Name of Collegian Preparing Attendee List:
Phone:






ATTENDEE LIST






EVENT PLANNING GUIDE - EPG
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Who will be providing security at the event? 
 ___ No contracted security.
       (Security is not required at events  






       without alcohol, but the chapter can  






                   choose to hire security if a 






       need is determined.)






Name:
Phone: 






A Certifi cate of General Liability and Worker’s 






Compensation Insurance from the insured’s provider 






must be attached.






How will the attendee list be managed? 






 ___ IDs checked at the door 






 ___ Matching IDs to attendee list 






 ___ Sign in/out by members 






SECURITY
What types of refreshments will be served, and how 
much will be provided?






Food: 






Non-Salty Snacks:






Non-Alcoholic Beverages:






Event Finances






Total Cost of Event: 
 $________
 If expenses exceed $250, attach detailed listing.






Amount Budgeted for Event:
 $________






Amount Financed by Additional Host Group(s):
 $________






REFRESHMENTS & COSTS
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Name of Event:






Date of Event:






ORIGINAL SIGNATURES REQUIRED ON 4 COPIES OF EPG






Collegian Responsible for Planning the Event: 






Name:         Date:






Vice President Finance’s signature indicates the chapter has suffi cient funds to cover the expenses for this event.






Name:         Date:






Vice President Operation’s signature indicates the chapter voted in favor of participating in this event. 






Date Approved by Chapter: _________________






 Total Number Chapter Membership: _____






  Number Votes in Favor: _____






  Number Votes Opposed: _____






  2/3 affi rmative chapter vote required for event without alcohol. 






  3/4 affi rmative chapter vote required for event with alcohol. 






Name:         Date:






DISTRIBUTION OF SIGNED EPG






1 Collegian responsible for planning the event 
(to be taken to the event) 






2 Vice President Operations (attach to chapter meeting minutes)






3 Risk Management Coordinator (to be taken to the event) 






4 Chapter Advisor 






Be sure to attach any required contracts for service, and insurance verifi cation 






documents to this EPG, as needed.






DATE OF COMPLETED REVIEW 
BY EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
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						Is chapter member attendance required: 





						Is chapter new member attendance required: 





						Total number of membersnew members expected to attend: 





						Total number of guests expected to attend: 





						Total number of alumnaeparentsothers expected to attend: 





						Combined total number of attendees expected: 





						Capacity of venue: 





						undefined: 





						undefined_2: 





						undefined_3: 





						Date Approved by Chapter: 





						Total Number Chapter Membership: 





						Number Votes in Favor: 





						Number Votes Opposed: 





						DATE OF COMPLETED REVIEW: 





						DATE COMPLETED: 





						DATE COMPLETED1: 





						DATE COMPLETED2: 





						DATE COMPLETED3: 





						DATE COMPLETED4: 





						DATE COMPLETED5: 





						DATE COMPLETED6: 





						DATE COMPLETED7: 





						Text1: 





						Radio Button2: Off





						Radio Button3: Off





						Radio Button4: Off





						Radio Button5: Off





						Radio Button6: Off





						Chapter name: 





						Date of event: 





						Name of event: 





						start time: 





						end time: 





						location of event name: 





						location address: 





						location phone: 





						host organizations: 





						other org presidents name: 





						other org phone: 





						other social: 





						other social form: 





						collegiate member: 





						collegiate member phone: 





						police: 





						police phone: 





						fire: 





						fine phone: 





						medical: 





						medical phone: 





						distance event: 





						charter company: 





						charter phone number: 





						charter date of contract: 





						charter contact name: 





						collegian preparing attendee list: 





						Check Box6: Off





						Check Box7: Off





						Check Box8: Off





						Check Box9: Off





						phone of collegian attendee list: 





						security name: 





						food: 





						non-salty snacks: 





						non-alcoholic beverages: 





						name of event 2: 





						date of event 2: 





						security phone: 





						Radio Button8: Off





						Radio Button100: Off




























Post Event Evaluation and Report
Each committee should turn in a report outlining the following information to the VP-Community Affairs. 
Consider using SurveyMonkey or Google Forms for ease.






• Job description and responsibilities






• Number of people on the committee






• Timeline and delegation of duties






• Final budget






• Evaluation






1. What was easy and worked well?






2. What should be handled differently?






3. What suggestions do you have for the next committee?






4. Was the committee too large or too small?






5. Approximately how many hours did the committee spend on tasks?






6. What money was well spent and what could be reevaluated?






7. What publicity items worked well and which didn’t?






8. Would you volunteer to serve on this committee again?






9. Additional feedback from you or your committee members?






• Set a report submission deadline approximately one week after the event ends, while the event is 
still fresh
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Marketing Guidelines
As you plan your fundraising event, you’re going to need to be sure you have a solid marketing plan 
in place to promote the event and its purpose. To get the most out of marketing for your Alpha Gam 
fundraiser, follow these guidelines.






Printed and Digital Materials
When creating fliers to post around campus or emails to other organizations, you want to keep some 
guidelines in mind so your marketing looks consistent and aligned with our brand. 






Alpha Gamma Delta Logo
When using the Alpha Gam logo, do not alter or customize the logo in any way. All three elements (the 
words, rose and tagline) must be included when using the logo. Keep it isolated from other text or logos 
to ensure it stands out and clearly identifies that the event is hosted by Alpha Gamma Delta. The standard 
size for the logo is 2.5 inches wide and should never be reduced to smaller than 1 inch wide.






For additional variations of the logo, including reversed alternatives, contact 
mdisselkamp@alphagammadelta.org.
 
Alpha Gamma Delta Colors
While it may seem like a good idea to promote your fundraiser with fun colors that will grab the attention 
of others, it’s best to keep it simple and easily identifiable as an Alpha Gam event. Using the official colors 
of the Fraternity will ensure no matter what event you are promoting, your friends and supporters will 
always know they are supporting Alpha Gamma Delta!






The primary color of Alpha Gamma Delta is red (PMS 187) with a secondary color of light green (PMS 576) 
and a dark green color (PMS 343). These colors are complementary colors and are similar in tone. The   
buff (PMS 5875) and gray are soft colors that can be used as subtle accents or background to the other 
bolder colors.






PANTONE 187
CMYK: C5 M100 Y71 K22 
RGB: R184 G18 B55
#ab162b






PANTONE 576
CMYK: C50 M4 Y92 K20 
RGB: R105 G145 B59
#7a9b49






PANTONE 343
CMYK: C91 M15 Y80 K70 
RGB: R0 G52 B29
#0d553f






PANTONE 5875
CMYK: C6 M3 Y33 K6 
RGB: R217 G214 B158
#d5cd9e






GRAY
CMYK: C58 M49 Y46 K15 
RGB: R109 G110 B113
#6d6e71
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Alpha Gamma Delta Fonts
When creating promotional fliers, use the official fonts of Alpha Gamma Delta whenever possible. The 
official text font is Franklin Gothic Book. For headers or larger blocks of text, use Narrative.
 
When using the Greek letters ΑΓΔ utilize the Symbol font to create these letters. It is recommended you 
use the logo and Fraternity name spelled out on marketing whenever possible. Please remember using 
the English letters “AGD” is not preferred. 






Information to Include
When you are creating marketing materials for your fundraising event, you want to be sure to include 
enough information to entice your reader to attend or donate, but not too much information that they 
gloss over it or stop reading. Be sure to include the following on your marketing materials:






• Event Title – Make this large so people know exactly what the event is






• Imagery – A photo or image that grabs attention. Be sure it is appropriate and tells the story of the 
message you’re trying to convey






• Date/Time/Location – Be sure this information is front and center so people know when and where 
to find your fundraising event






• Cost – If there is a registration cost to attend, be sure that is clearly printed on your materials






• Hashtag – Create a fun and catchy hashtag for your event and use it in marketing materials






• Event Purpose – Event proceeds help in the Foundation’s work to fight hunger and provide 
education, leadership and philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation






Social Media Promotion
The easiest way to promote your fundraising event is through social media. Following the guidelines 
below will help your event look its best. For more information about appropriate use of social media, 
contact socialmedia@alphagammadelta.org. 






Facebook
Creating a Facebook Event to promote your fundraiser is easy and allows you to share it with friends, 
family and supporters who may be interested in participating and/or donating. Here are a few tips to 
remember when you’re creating your Facebook Event:






• Be sure the event gets created from your chapter’s Facebook page and not your personal page. This 
will help it reach the largest possible audience and be more easily shared by all your sisters.






• If you’re creating a header graphic for your event using Photoshop or another editing software, the 
dimensions for your graphic need to be 1920 by 1080 pixels. This will ensure your image will not be 
blurry and that people will see all the information you include.






• Include all of the same information on the event page that you included on your printed flier. Directly 
link to any registration pages so people can easily sign up to attend.






• Once your event is created, make sure you invite all your sisters and family/friends. Encourage them 
to share the event page on social media. Consider making it a contest!
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Twitter
Twitter can be used to quickly engage others and publicize your fundraiser. Tweets should come from the 
chapter’s account, and then be retweeted from individual members. 






• Include links in your tweets so your audience can easily access necessary information. You can link to 
the Facebook Event, event registration or Team Raiser fundraising page.






• Create a hashtag for your event and use it every time you tweet. This hashtag can be tracked to see 
how others are interacting with the event.






• Remember tweets can only be 140 characters.






Instagram
Instagram is a great platform to show photos and videos of your chapter. Posts should come from the 
chapter’s account, and encourage chapter members to like and comment on your post.






• Include the link to your Team Raiser fundraising page or Facebook Event in your Instagram bio. 
Please note, links aren’t clickable in Instagram captions.






• Create a hashtag for your event and use it every time you post about your event. This hashtag can 
be tracked to see how others are interacting with the event.






• Keep your captions short (1–2 lines) and include emojis in captions when applicable. 






• Tag other organizations or relevant accounts in both the caption and in the photo.






• Utilize the Instagram Stories feature to show behind-the-scenes posts and additional messages. 
Have fun with your posts by using the Instagram stickers, location, hashtag and tagging options. See 
below for Snapchat guidelines for additional tips to keep in mind.






*Depending on the scale of your event, consider making a separate Instagram account strictly for your 
philanthropy event. If you have a separate account, be sure to share some posts from your chapter’s 
regular Instagram account.






Snapchat






Snapchat is the least formal social media platform, and highly used for behind-the-scenes posts and 
quick, short-term messages. Snaps should come from the chapter’s account.






• Promote your chapter’s Snapchat username and Snapcode on your other social media platforms to 
gain followers.






• Always post your snaps to your story, and save your story after you’re done snapping.






• Visit snapchat.com to design or upload a Snapchat Geofilter for your event. 






• Be aware of your surroundings before uploading a video. Ensure that you can clearly hear the audio, 
and no background music or voices are included. 






• Include local geofilters, text and the drawing tool in your snaps.






Other Notes
Be mindful of your audience for each platform and that the content you’re sharing is relevant                 
and appropriate. 






Remember, your event marketing is a reflection of your chapter and Alpha Gamma Delta as a whole. You 
want to be sure you are presenting all information accurately and you abide by the Alpha Gamma Delta 
Policy Regarding Media which can be found in the Collegiate Leadership Manual.
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Looking to order t-shirts for your chapters’ next philanthropy event?
Be sure to reach out at least 2 months prior to your event.






Email orders@alphagamboutique.org






Please include in your email: 
1. When you need the shirts






2. How many shirts you will need






3. How many of each shirt size
(If you don’t know, at least include desired size run from XS - 3X etc.)






4. Version of Philanthropy logo






5. Style and color of shirt






Custom and Bulk Order Discounts
10-25 = 10%






26-50 = 15%






51-100 = 20%






100+ = 25%






*Discount not valid on Bid Day Packs, 
Banners and Name Tags











https://www.alphagamboutique.org/






























Recruiting and Utilizing a Committee
As you plan your philanthropy event, keep in mind you are not solely responsible for its success; this 
is a chapter event. Use committees; think through the various talents of your sisters and assign them 
responsibilities related to the event. Some topics they could be responsible for are:





• Logistics/Operations





• Marketing





• Sponsorships





• Ticket distribution





• Entertainment





• Set-up/Clean-up





• Check in table





• Campus, community, fraternal involvement





• Food





• Decor/Signage





• Photography





While it may be nerve-wracking handing over projects to others, this will free up your time to manage the 
overall success of the event. Host monthly or weekly committee meetings where they can report on their 
progress. This way, you can know what is going on but not feel responsible for having to do it all. The 
more you can delegate, the more time you will have when last-minute projects come up or any logistics 
need managing. Teamwork will make this event more successful and will help you feel less stressed!
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Marketing Your Fundraiser
When promoting your event, you want to be creative and ensure that you clearly communicate why 
and what you’re fundraising for. Don’t forget that you are representing the Alpha Gam brand, so you 
need to follow the marketing guidelines set forth by the Fraternity when marketing your fundraiser. Use 
these resources to create professional and appropriate marketing materials for your Alpha Gamma Delta 
Foundation fundraising event.




• Marketing Ideas




• Marketing Guidelines
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Marketing Ideas
To help you make your Alpha Gamma Delta fundraising event the best it can be, we’ve included a list of 
marketing ideas to help boost your efforts.





• “Save the Date” – As soon as you’ve confirmed the date, time and place of your event, send 
a ‘Save the Date’ to anyone you want to invite. Blast it out through social media and on your                
chapter website!





• Create a Hashtag – As soon as you know the name or theme of your event, create a corresponding 
hashtag and use it EVERY TIME you promote the event across all marketing channels.





• Create a Competition – Challenge your chapter sisters to see who can raise the most/sell the most 
tickets; invite a fraternity to join in your efforts and have a boys vs. girls fundraising competition. 
Make it fun and light-hearted and remember what’s most important – what you’re raising money for. 





• Email your Family and Friends – Use the personal donation request letter to send an email to your 
grandma, aunt, 11th grade history teacher, former coach or other person who loves you. Provide an 
update about school and life and – oh, by the way, you’re raising money for a great cause, would 
they please support.





• Word of Mouth – Tell everyone you know about the fundraiser. Tell your classmates, tell your advisor, 
tell people you pass on the sidewalk – talk up how great this event will be and why they should 
attend/participate.





• Share Stories – Connect the fundraiser to a personal story. If you don’t have one, find someone 
in your chapter or community who has been positively impacted by the Foundation. Has a sister 
in need received a SIS Grant? Is someone a scholarship recipient? Has your community partner 
received a Foundation fighting hunger grant? 





• Ask a Local Celebrity / Person of Power or Leadership to Attend – Maybe they can serve as your 
emcee? Perhaps they can take photos with participants for an extra donation? Make sure you involve 
the person and tell everyone they will be part of your event. What constitutes a ‘local celebrity’? 
Anyone of influence on your campus or in your community – the Mayor, the star player of the football 
or basketball team, the student body president, a local newscaster, etc. Be sure they receive the 
best customer service prior to and during the event, and a thank you after.





• Call your Local Radio Station – Find out if they will do a live remote from your event. Radio stations 
are always looking to be involved with community events. It will be a great way for you to promote 
your fundraiser and a great way for the station to attract new listeners.





• Send a Press Release to your Local Newspaper and Television Station – News outlets are always 
looking for feel-good stories to report on, why not yours? You never know, you might get someone 
to attend the event and do a story on it, bringing more awareness of the good work Alpha Gams are 
doing in their communities, your chapter and the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation as a whole.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/rdkmvs682d1fj97/Post%20Event-Press%20Release.docx?dl=0














• Community Calendars – Publicize your event on local community calendars. This may be on local 
news websites or in your campus newspaper – just give the general public a heads up that there is a 
great event happening and how they can get involved.





• Advertise in Campus Newspaper – This may cost some money, but it’s a great way to get your event 
out there for the entire university to see. Also ask about banner ads and other digital advertisements 
for those who get their news online.





• Post Fliers – Make sure every bulletin board on campus features your event flier. Post in dorms, 
coffee shops, buildings where you have class and outside of your academic advisor’s office. Invest in 
some push pins and hit the pavement.





• Thank Your Sponsors, Donors, etc. – Be sure you’re publicly thanking those supporting your event on 
social media. If it’s a business, link to their website so your followers can learn more about them. Be 
sure you tag them so they see it, too.





Think outside the box as to how you can market your fundraiser to achieve your goals. No matter what 
you do, always remember you are representing Alpha Gamma Delta and your activity is a reflection of the 
Fraternity. Keeping that in mind, have fun promoting your event to the masses!
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Sample Personal Donation Request Letter
[NAME],






As a member of Alpha Gamma Delta, helping those less fortunate and improving our community is a part 
of our Purpose. Fundraising is a key component of fulfilling this promise as Alpha Gams. My sisters and I 
are hosting a philanthropy event on [DATE], at [LOCATION], called [EVENT NAME].






My personal goal for this event is to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] and our chapter goal is to raise $[DOLLAR 
AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for:






• Fighting hunger






• Education






• Leadership development






• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster






Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why I’m asking you to support me with a 
donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. Your donation will help me reach my goal but also makes a positive 
impact in our community.






I hope I can count on you!  






Making a donation is easy. Just mail a check made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to [CHAPTER ADDRESS].






Thank you in advance for your support.






Best/Love,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






Note: Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), 
public charity, my collegiate chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta is not considered a public charity. 
Your donation is not tax-deductible. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at  
alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again, thank you.
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Marketing Guidelines
As you plan your fundraising event, you’re going to need to be sure you have a solid marketing plan 
in place to promote the event and its purpose. To get the most out of marketing for your Alpha Gam 
fundraiser, follow these guidelines.





Printed and Digital Materials
When creating fliers to post around campus or emails to other organizations, you want to keep some 
guidelines in mind so your marketing looks consistent and aligned with our brand. 





Alpha Gamma Delta Logo
When using the Alpha Gam logo, do not alter or customize the logo in any way. All three elements (the 
words, rose and tagline) must be included when using the logo. Keep it isolated from other text or logos 
to ensure it stands out and clearly identifies that the event is hosted by Alpha Gamma Delta. The standard 
size for the logo is 2.5 inches wide and should never be reduced to smaller than 1 inch wide.





For additional variations of the logo, including reversed alternatives, contact 
mdisselkamp@alphagammadelta.org.
 
Alpha Gamma Delta Colors
While it may seem like a good idea to promote your fundraiser with fun colors that will grab the attention 
of others, it’s best to keep it simple and easily identifiable as an Alpha Gam event. Using the official colors 
of the Fraternity will ensure no matter what event you are promoting, your friends and supporters will 
always know they are supporting Alpha Gamma Delta!





The primary color of Alpha Gamma Delta is red (PMS 187) with a secondary color of light green (PMS 576) 
and a dark green color (PMS 343). These colors are complementary colors and are similar in tone. The   
buff (PMS 5875) and gray are soft colors that can be used as subtle accents or background to the other 
bolder colors.





PANTONE 187
CMYK: C5 M100 Y71 K22 
RGB: R184 G18 B55
#ab162b





PANTONE 576
CMYK: C50 M4 Y92 K20 
RGB: R105 G145 B59
#7a9b49





PANTONE 343
CMYK: C91 M15 Y80 K70 
RGB: R0 G52 B29
#0d553f





PANTONE 5875
CMYK: C6 M3 Y33 K6 
RGB: R217 G214 B158
#d5cd9e





GRAY
CMYK: C58 M49 Y46 K15 
RGB: R109 G110 B113
#6d6e71
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Alpha Gamma Delta Fonts
When creating promotional fliers, use the official fonts of Alpha Gamma Delta whenever possible. The 
official text font is Franklin Gothic Book. For headers or larger blocks of text, use Narrative.
 
When using the Greek letters ΑΓΔ utilize the Symbol font to create these letters. It is recommended you 
use the logo and Fraternity name spelled out on marketing whenever possible. Please remember using 
the English letters “AGD” is not preferred. 





Information to Include
When you are creating marketing materials for your fundraising event, you want to be sure to include 
enough information to entice your reader to attend or donate, but not too much information that they 
gloss over it or stop reading. Be sure to include the following on your marketing materials:





• Event Title – Make this large so people know exactly what the event is





• Imagery – A photo or image that grabs attention. Be sure it is appropriate and tells the story of the 
message you’re trying to convey





• Date/Time/Location – Be sure this information is front and center so people know when and where 
to find your fundraising event





• Cost – If there is a registration cost to attend, be sure that is clearly printed on your materials





• Hashtag – Create a fun and catchy hashtag for your event and use it in marketing materials





• Event Purpose – Event proceeds help in the Foundation’s work to fight hunger and provide 
education, leadership and philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation





Social Media Promotion
The easiest way to promote your fundraising event is through social media. Following the guidelines 
below will help your event look its best. For more information about appropriate use of social media, 
contact socialmedia@alphagammadelta.org. 





Facebook
Creating a Facebook Event to promote your fundraiser is easy and allows you to share it with friends, 
family and supporters who may be interested in participating and/or donating. Here are a few tips to 
remember when you’re creating your Facebook Event:





• Be sure the event gets created from your chapter’s Facebook page and not your personal page. This 
will help it reach the largest possible audience and be more easily shared by all your sisters.





• If you’re creating a header graphic for your event using Photoshop or another editing software, the 
dimensions for your graphic need to be 1920 by 1080 pixels. This will ensure your image will not be 
blurry and that people will see all the information you include.





• Include all of the same information on the event page that you included on your printed flier. Directly 
link to any registration pages so people can easily sign up to attend.





• Once your event is created, make sure you invite all your sisters and family/friends. Encourage them 
to share the event page on social media. Consider making it a contest!
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Twitter
Twitter can be used to quickly engage others and publicize your fundraiser. Tweets should come from the 
chapter’s account, and then be retweeted from individual members. 





• Include links in your tweets so your audience can easily access necessary information. You can link to 
the Facebook Event, event registration or Team Raiser fundraising page.





• Create a hashtag for your event and use it every time you tweet. This hashtag can be tracked to see 
how others are interacting with the event.





• Remember tweets can only be 140 characters.





Instagram
Instagram is a great platform to show photos and videos of your chapter. Posts should come from the 
chapter’s account, and encourage chapter members to like and comment on your post.





• Include the link to your Team Raiser fundraising page or Facebook Event in your Instagram bio. 
Please note, links aren’t clickable in Instagram captions.





• Create a hashtag for your event and use it every time you post about your event. This hashtag can 
be tracked to see how others are interacting with the event.





• Keep your captions short (1–2 lines) and include emojis in captions when applicable. 





• Tag other organizations or relevant accounts in both the caption and in the photo.





• Utilize the Instagram Stories feature to show behind-the-scenes posts and additional messages. 
Have fun with your posts by using the Instagram stickers, location, hashtag and tagging options. See 
below for Snapchat guidelines for additional tips to keep in mind.





*Depending on the scale of your event, consider making a separate Instagram account strictly for your 
philanthropy event. If you have a separate account, be sure to share some posts from your chapter’s 
regular Instagram account.





Snapchat





Snapchat is the least formal social media platform, and highly used for behind-the-scenes posts and 
quick, short-term messages. Snaps should come from the chapter’s account.





• Promote your chapter’s Snapchat username and Snapcode on your other social media platforms to 
gain followers.





• Always post your snaps to your story, and save your story after you’re done snapping.





• Visit snapchat.com to design or upload a Snapchat Geofilter for your event. 





• Be aware of your surroundings before uploading a video. Ensure that you can clearly hear the audio, 
and no background music or voices are included. 





• Include local geofilters, text and the drawing tool in your snaps.





Other Notes
Be mindful of your audience for each platform and that the content you’re sharing is relevant                 
and appropriate. 





Remember, your event marketing is a reflection of your chapter and Alpha Gamma Delta as a whole. You 
want to be sure you are presenting all information accurately and you abide by the Alpha Gamma Delta 
Policy Regarding Media which can be found in the Collegiate Leadership Manual.
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Post Event Wrap-Up
Once your event has concluded, there is still work to be done. You’ll want to be sure you fully evaluate 
the success of your event and make sure you’ve wrapped up any remaining details. It’s also a good idea 
to create a transition document to help next year’s event kick off smoothly. These resources will help you 
effectively wrap-up the fundraiser.




• Evaluation and Report -- Committees




• Transition Document -- VP-Community Affairs




• Sample Press Release




• Personal Donation Thank You Letter




• Sponsorship Donation Thank You Letter
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Sample Sponsorship Thank You
(Include sample marketing, photos, T-shirt, event giveaways along with this letter.)





[MONTH, DAY YEAR]





[FULL NAME]
[BUSINESS NAME]
[STREET ADDRESS]
[CITY, STATE/PROVINCE ZIP/POSTAL]





Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],





Thank you so much for supporting the women of Alpha Gamma Delta at [SCHOOL] in our [EVENT NAME] 
event. With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] we were able to [REACH/EXCEED] 
our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].   





*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 





Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. Please know that we value 
partnerships with our sponsors. Your commitment helped make this event successful and that is not 
something we take for granted. Please accept our most sincere thanks for your generous support.





Best regards,





(Sign your name)





[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]





P.S. We hope you will consider supporting Alpha Gamma Delta in future fundraising efforts!
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Post Event Transition Document
Gather evaluations and reports from committee members, using SurveyMonkey or Google Forms. Use 
their responses and your own thoughts to complete the following questions. Remember, the more details 
the better. When officer transitions occur, review the event in detail and share this evaluation to increase 
the likelihood of a more successful event next year.





1. What worked well for this fundraiser in terms of:





• Planning of the event





• Committee assignments and follow though 





• Chapter involvement





• Execution of the event





• Attendee participation





2. What could have worked better for this fundraiser?  





• Planning of the event





• Committee assignments and follow through 





• Chapter involvement





• Execution of the event





• Attendee participation





3. What would you do differently next time?





4. How was this event received by supporters (donors, sponsors, attendees, alumnae)?





5. Fundraiser strengths (things you want to keep for next year):  





6. Fundraiser weaknesses (things that you should consider changing/updating):  





7. What were some of the budget “surprises”? 





8. Where could you add another fundraising feature to the event to raise more money (penny wars, silent 
auction, bake/beverage sale, contest)? 





9. Other thoughts/comments to assist the next VP-Community Affairs in executing a successful event?
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Post Event Evaluation and Report
Each committee should turn in a report outlining the following information to the VP-Community Affairs. 
Consider using SurveyMonkey or Google Forms for ease.





• Job description and responsibilities





• Number of people on the committee





• Timeline and delegation of duties





• Final budget





• Evaluation





1. What was easy and worked well?





2. What should be handled differently?





3. What suggestions do you have for the next committee?





4. Was the committee too large or too small?





5. Approximately how many hours did the committee spend on tasks?





6. What money was well spent and what could be reevaluated?





7. What publicity items worked well and which didn’t?





8. Would you volunteer to serve on this committee again?





9. Additional feedback from you or your committee members?





• Set a report submission deadline approximately one week after the event ends, while the event is 
still fresh
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Sample Personal Thank You
[NAME], 
 
Thank you so much for supporting me in raising money for [ALPHA GAMMA DELTA FOUNDATION/EVENT]! 
With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] I was able to [ACHIEVE/EXCEED] my 
personal fundraising goal and it allowed my chapter to [ACHIEVE/EXCEED] our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].    
 
*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 
 
Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. You helped make this event 
successful for me and my chapter – thank you! Please accept my most sincere thanks for your generous 
support. 
 
Best/Love, 
 
 
(Sign your name) 
 
 
[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]
 
 
P.S. I hope you will consider supporting me again in the future!
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Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation Office
8710 N Meridian Street - Indianapolis, IN 46260




Ph: 317.663.4242 - Fax: 317.663.4244
foundation@alphagammadeltafoundation.org




www.alphagammadeltafoundation.org
04/03/2015




Collegiate Remittance Form




Complete and return this form along with one chapter check (for event proceeds), made payable to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, 
within one month following any charitable fundraising event. Be sure to mail a copy of the completed form to your chapter’s Finance 
Specialist and file a copy for your chapter records.




All gifts received by May 31 and throughout the fiscal year (June 1-May 31) are recognized by the Foundation and count toward Jewel Society membership. 
For Good Standing with the Fraternity, a minimum annual contribution of $100 by May 1 is required. Please contact IHQ with questions regarding their 
minimum contribution amount and May 1 deadline.




 Name of Chapter: ___________________________________________________________________




 Fundraising Event Information




Fundraising Event Name: ___________________________________________________________    Date of Fundraiser: _____________




Details about fundraising event (registration/participation/admission fees, cost of sold item(s), contest/game details, items raffled/sold/
auctioned, when and where your fundraiser was held, etc.) (This information will be used for Convention recognition, chapter spotlights 
and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas. A brief overview is appreciated.)




 Designation of Contribution




Annual Fund*/Unrestricted $_________________________     AND/OR     Specific Program/Fund/Other $___________________________
                                                                                                               
                                                                                                              Program/Fund Name:  _________________________________




*Gifts to our Annual Fund benefit all Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation programs including scholarships, leadership initiatives, diabetes education 
and awareness and more. Fundraising events benefitting the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation should be  advertised as such and should clearly state 
that donations are NOT TAX DEDUCTIBLE. Designation of donations must be consistent with fundraising event advertising.




 Contact Information




Submitted By: ____________________________________________      Officer Title: ____________________________________________




Email Address: ____________________________________________     Phone: ________________________________________________




If you are using OmegaFi Bill Pay:
See page 2 of this document for simple, step by step instructions on how to send your 




Remittance Form with your donation to the Foundation.
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Submitting Foundation Remittance Form with Donation Using Vault Bill Pay:  




1. Complete a Remittance Form and save it as a PDF. 




2. In Vault, access the Bill Pay menu, then Registers; then select “Operating” or “Main Bill Pay” fund; then select the 




“Bills” tab, and click “Add” and select your “Bill.” 




3. Upload the Remittance Form (PDF only) as the Bill Image (like attaching an invoice when making a payment to a 




vendor.) 




4.    Add instructions in the Print Instructions text box.* 




For example: “Please include attached Remittance Form/Invoice with the check/payment.” 




5.   You may also add notes to the Foundation in the Notes text box (this is not required). 




 




*These instructions must be added to have the Foundation’s Remittance Form sent along with your donation! Information included 




in the Remittance From assist in Convention awards, Foundation recognition and chapter spotlights. 











				CollegiateRemittanceForm_OmegaFi04315



				CollegiateRemittanceForm_OmegaFi04315



				Attach_Remit_Form_BillPay3-24-15



				Collegiate Remittance Form 2015-16 Fillable







				Foundation Remittance Form Instructions for Vault Bill Pay (2)







				Foundation Remittance Form Instructions for Vault Bill Pay







				Name of Chapter: 



				Fundraising Event Name: 



				Date of Fundraiser: 



				Fundraising Event Name Date of Fundraiser Details about fundraising event registrationparticipationadmission fees cost of sold items contestgame details items raffledsold auctioned when and where your fundraiser was held etc This information will be used for Convention recognition chapter spotlights and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas A brief overview is appreciated: 



				Annual FundUnrestricted: 



				Specific ProgramFundOther: 



				ProgramFund Name: 



				Submitted By: 



				Officer Title: 



				Email Address: 



				Phone: 


















Chapter Education
Fundraising for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation is a great way to contribute to the world’s work, 
whether it is through grants to community organizations dedicated to fighting hunger or financial 
assistance to sisters in need. It is important that everyone in the chapter understands what the 
Foundation does. These resources will allow you the opportunity to educate your sisters on why we 
fundraise and provide best practices for doing so confidently.




• Foundation FAQ




• Fundraising with Confidence




• Foundation Infographic
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Fundraising With Confidence





Know your stuff





• It is important you know exactly what you’re talking about when you ask for donations. Be sure you 
know everything about your event, including the time, date, expected attendance, etc. 





• Be sure that you can explain what Alpha Gam means to you and the opportunities that have been 
made available to you because of your membership in Alpha Gam.





• Convey that your event will be a huge success and their donation will go a long way in making it so. 
Make sure you include how they will be recognized for their sponsorship or any special donor ‘perks’ 
they may receive. Because you are fundraising for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, make sure you 
know the basics of the Foundation and the many programs that are possible through donations. Use 
the Foundation FAQ to better understand the Foundation’s role in fighting hunger, supporting those 
in need and its mission to provide scholarships and grants.  





Pump yourself up





• If you’re nervous about calling to ask for donations, meeting face-to-face to secure a sponsorship or 
asking for donations at your event, take some time to pump yourself up and put yourself in a great 
frame of mind. There are many ways to do this, but you need to find what works best for you; below 
are a few easy ways we suggest to prepare.





• Power Pose – Want to feel like Wonder Woman? Then stand like her for two minutes. Studies 
show this can change hormone levels, making you feel more dominant and powerful. Take two 
minutes alone before you ask for a donation and practice a power pose, it will make you appear 
more competent and capable.





• Rock Out – If you need help pumping yourself up, put together a list of high-energy songs that 
can help put you in a positive state of mind and make you more confident. Whatever your 
music tastes are, find songs that speak to you and make you feel excited and powerful, and 
then listen to them before you make your ask.





• Practice in the mirror/with a sister – The more your practice, the more comfortable you’ll be in 
the moment. 





Look the part





• Finally, be sure you convey confidence through your appearance and body language when you are 
asking for money. This will help you look professional and polished and represent your chapter and 
Fraternity with grace. Tips for looking the part include:





• Dress for Success – always wear clean, neat clothing when asking for money. 





• Stand Up Straight – when meeting with potential donors or sponsors, be sure you stand          
up straight.





• Shake Hands Firmly – make sure you shake the hand of the person you are asking for money, 
and that you do it with a firm grip. 





Asking for donations can be intimidating. If you have never done it before, you may be scared of what to 
say and how to ask. This toolkit is filled with excellent information to help you learn how to fundraise for 
your chapter. We want you to be confident in your fundraising skills. Here are a few tips for fundraising 
with confidence.
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• Look Them in the Eye – When making your fundraising ask, be sure to look the donor in the eye. 





• Speak Clearly – Be sure you speak slowly, clearly and loudly enough to be heard.





Why Does This Matter?
Why do you need to be confident when you’re fundraising? You are representing yourself and Alpha Gamma 
Delta, and you want to do it well. Being confident shows that you believe in yourself, in the mission of the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation and in Alpha Gam.





Remember, when you ask others for support, you are offering them an opportunity to make a difference: 





• You’re asking for help for the one in seven people who struggle with hunger. 





• You’re asking for a donation to provide leadership development opportunities to the next generation   
of leaders. 





• You’re asking for a sister in desperate need of funds due to domestic violence.





After all, what’s the worst that can happen? Even if they say no, thank them and move on to the next donor.
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Foundation FAQ





• Why should my chapter fundraise for the Foundation?





 · Because it feels good to help others give back! Your donations help our communities and their 
fight against hunger, helps sisters experiencing emergency need, provides leadership training and 
programs and supports academic success.





• What does the Foundation do with our chapter’s donations?





 · If the Remittance Form notes that the donation is for the Annual Fund, your gift supports the 
mission and work of the Foundation and is directed to the area of the greatest need. Many of the 
Foundation’s Annual Fund programs are listed below:





 · Fighting Hunger Grants – Provided to organizations that serve some of our most vulnerable 
populations.





 · Scholarships – Awarded each year to full-time undergraduate and graduate students.





 · Continuing Education Grants – For part-time graduate students and alumnae of Alpha Gam 
pursuing professional development. 





 · SIS Grant – Confidential support to sisters experiencing urgent financial need, such as, 
medical or meeting basic needs for food or shelter. This program does not assist in paying 
Fraternity dues.





 · Disaster Relief Grants – Provide assistance to sisters faced with immediate emergency needs 
due to a disaster, such as, hurricanes, tornadoes, floods and other natural disasters.





 · Service Immersion Trips -- Provide experiences to collegians and alumnae to learn about servant 
leadership and giving back in the community.





 · LeaderShape and UIFI Scholarships – Scholarships to premiere leadership academies that equip 
young adults to lead with integrity.





 · GreekLifeEdu – Education on staying safe. 





 · Scholastic Achievement Awards – Awarded annually to the senior in each Alpha Gamma Delta 
chapter who maintains the highest cumulative grade point average during her college career. 





 · Leadership Training – For collegiate/alumnae members and officers at The Leadership 
Conference (TLC) and International Convention.





 · Leadership Training – Equipping collegiate chapter leaders to lead with success at the Alpha 
Gamma Delta Academy for Chapter Presidents and Chapter Advisors





 · Leadership Consultant (LC) Program – On-site training for collegians in areas of leadership, 
academic achievement, group dynamics and personal development.





The Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation’s mission is to provide support for education, philanthropy and 
leadership, and thanks to supporters like you, there are many ways we fulfill this mission.





Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org.
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Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation Office
8710 N Meridian Street - Indianapolis, IN 46260






Ph: 317.663.4242 - Fax: 317.663.4244
foundation@alphagammadeltafoundation.org






www.alphagammadeltafoundation.org
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Collegiate Remittance Form






Complete and return this form along with one chapter check (for event proceeds), made payable to the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, 
within one month following any charitable fundraising event. Be sure to mail a copy of the completed form to your chapter’s Finance 
Specialist and file a copy for your chapter records.






All gifts received by May 31 and throughout the fiscal year (June 1-May 31) are recognized by the Foundation and count toward Jewel Society membership. 
For Good Standing with the Fraternity, a minimum annual contribution of $100 by May 1 is required. Please contact IHQ with questions regarding their 
minimum contribution amount and May 1 deadline.






 Name of Chapter: ___________________________________________________________________






 Fundraising Event Information






Fundraising Event Name: ___________________________________________________________    Date of Fundraiser: _____________






Details about fundraising event (registration/participation/admission fees, cost of sold item(s), contest/game details, items raffled/sold/
auctioned, when and where your fundraiser was held, etc.) (This information will be used for Convention recognition, chapter spotlights 
and may be shared with other Alpha Gam chapters for fundraising ideas. A brief overview is appreciated.)






 Designation of Contribution






Annual Fund*/Unrestricted $_________________________     AND/OR     Specific Program/Fund/Other $___________________________
                                                                                                               
                                                                                                              Program/Fund Name:  _________________________________






*Gifts to our Annual Fund benefit all Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation programs including scholarships, leadership initiatives, diabetes education 
and awareness and more. Fundraising events benefitting the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation should be  advertised as such and should clearly state 
that donations are NOT TAX DEDUCTIBLE. Designation of donations must be consistent with fundraising event advertising.






 Contact Information






Submitted By: ____________________________________________      Officer Title: ____________________________________________






Email Address: ____________________________________________     Phone: ________________________________________________






If you are using OmegaFi Bill Pay:
See page 2 of this document for simple, step by step instructions on how to send your 






Remittance Form with your donation to the Foundation.
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Submitting Foundation Remittance Form with Donation Using Vault Bill Pay:  






1. Complete a Remittance Form and save it as a PDF. 






2. In Vault, access the Bill Pay menu, then Registers; then select “Operating” or “Main Bill Pay” fund; then select the 






“Bills” tab, and click “Add” and select your “Bill.” 






3. Upload the Remittance Form (PDF only) as the Bill Image (like attaching an invoice when making a payment to a 






vendor.) 






4.    Add instructions in the Print Instructions text box.* 






For example: “Please include attached Remittance Form/Invoice with the check/payment.” 






5.   You may also add notes to the Foundation in the Notes text box (this is not required). 






 






*These instructions must be added to have the Foundation’s Remittance Form sent along with your donation! Information included 






in the Remittance From assist in Convention awards, Foundation recognition and chapter spotlights. 
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Over $13 million given!
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],




Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].




Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 




• Fighting hunger




• Education




• Leadership development




• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster




Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.




We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 




Thanks in advance for your consideration!




Sincerely,




(Sign your name)




[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]




Gold Sponsor -- $XXX




• Company logo on          
event T-shirt




• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners




• Included in social          
media efforts




• Invitation to the event




• Announced verbally at       
the event




• Included in post-event press




Silver Sponsor -- $XX




• Company logo on          
event T-shirt




• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners




• Included in social          
media efforts




Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation




• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.




Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Show Me The Money
An important piece of planning your fundraising event may include securing donations and sponsorships 
from individuals and businesses. These resources will help you create a plan for soliciting donations from 
friends and family and asking businesses to support your event with sponsorships or donations of goods 
and services.




• Who to Ask/Requesting Donors




• Sample Personal Donation Request Letter




• What is a Sponsorship?




• Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts




• Sample Sponsorship Letter




• Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
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Sample Personal Donation Request Letter
[NAME],





As a member of Alpha Gamma Delta, helping those less fortunate and improving our community is a part 
of our Purpose. Fundraising is a key component of fulfilling this promise as Alpha Gams. My sisters and I 
are hosting a philanthropy event on [DATE], at [LOCATION], called [EVENT NAME].





My personal goal for this event is to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] and our chapter goal is to raise $[DOLLAR 
AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for:





• Fighting hunger





• Education





• Leadership development





• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster





Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why I’m asking you to support me with a 
donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. Your donation will help me reach my goal but also makes a positive 
impact in our community.





I hope I can count on you!  





Making a donation is easy. Just mail a check made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to [CHAPTER ADDRESS].





Thank you in advance for your support.





Best/Love,





(Sign your name)





[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]





Note: Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), 
public charity, my collegiate chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta is not considered a public charity. 
Your donation is not tax-deductible. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at  
alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again, thank you.
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Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],





Thank you for your time the other day and for your sponsorship commitment for the Alpha Gamma Delta’s 
[EVENT NAME]. This event will be held on [DATE] at [TIME] at [LOCATION].





The women of Alpha Gamma Delta at the [SCHOOL] have a goal to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] for the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for: 





• Fighting hunger





• Education





• Leadership development





• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster





Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we thank you for committing to be a 
[SPONSORSHIP LEVEL] with a donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. 





Your support is important to the success of our event and in continuing these types of grant 
and scholarship programs. Please send your donation* made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to            
[CHAPTER ADDRESS]. 





If you have any additional questions please contact me at the number below. 





Thank you,





(Sign your name)





[NAME]
[TITLE]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]





Gold Sponsor -- $XXX





• Company logo on          
event T-shirt





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners





• Included in social          
media efforts





• Invitation to the event





• Announced verbally at       
the event





• Included in post-event press





Silver Sponsor -- $XX





• Company logo on          
event T-shirt





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners





• Included in social          
media efforts





Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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*Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax- 
deductible. We ask you to consider making your donation out of your marketing/advertising budget. 
Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again,        
thank you.
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Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts
1) Utilize already established relationships 
Asking for money or sponsorships can be daunting, but before you go out and ask strangers for money, 
think through who you already know that has their own business? Is there a coffee shop where you 
already know all the baristas? Start there, since you already have a relationship with those people.





2) Think it through
If you’re going to ask for something, you need to know what you’re asking for and why. In addition 
to being knowledgeable about your event, you’ll want to be knowledgeable about the business or 
organization you are talking to. Look up their website in advance and be familiar with their products or 
services. This is a sign of respect that you care about their business and in turn they will hopefully care 
about your event!





3) Who to contact
Research who you need to contact at the business; who handles charitable donations. This is typically the 
store/business manager or person responsible for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).





4) Prepare your sponsorship request
Letter -- Use this sample sponsorship letter as a guide 
  OR
Call – Use the sample script below 





Hi Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. We 
have an upcoming event that raises money for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants 
for fighting hunger, education and leadership development. And we would love to promote/market    
your business! 





We are offering three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl





Pearl level sponsors provide an in-kind donation in exchange for their companies name on promotional 
materials and banners.





Silver level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT], receive benefits such as:





• Business logo on our event t-shirt





• Name/logo placed on promotional materials and banners





• And are included in social media efforts 





And, Gold level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] or above, receive the 
previously mentioned benefits in addition to:





• An invitation to the event





• Verbal introduction at the event and 





• Inclusion in post-event press
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 Which of these three sponsorship levels interests you?





 (WAIT! Don’t say anything and let them respond.)





If yes (to any level):
This is wonderful! Thank you so much. I will send you a follow up letter or email – whichever you prefer – 
confirming your commitment along with instructions for making your donation. 





Would you like your confirmation mailed or emailed?
 Mailed: Confirm the mailing address (that you have – you should not have to ask for the address)
 Emailed: Ask for a personal email address or confirm the one you believe is theirs 





Again, thank you so much on behalf of my Alpha Gamma Delta sisters. Have a great day!





If no (in general):
I understand, is there a smaller donation or any service/coupon/silent auction basket item you are able to 
contribute to our event? 





Thank you for your time. Have a great day!





(If they commit to anything of significance follow up with a letter or email confirming their commitment 
and how you will get or request obtaining the donation.)





If you call and get a voicemail:
Hello Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta 
sorority. We have an upcoming event that raises money for fighting hunger, education and
leadership development. 





We would love to promote/market your business in exchange for a sponsorship donation. We are offering 
three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl. I will mail you a letter with more information about the 
event, who we’re raising money for, our sponsorship level options and benefits, my contact information 
and a plan for following up.





If you need to reach me in the meantime, please call [PHONE NUMBER] and ask for [NAME]. 





Thank you for your time and consideration in supporting our [EVENT NAME]. 





5) Take the next step (based on your action above):





• Mail the sponsorship request letter and follow up with a call





• Send a confirmation of commitment letter OR





• Mail a sponsorship request letter





6) Once the event is complete, be sure to send a thank you letter





Remember: all of this sponsorship work is not meant to be done by one person alone. This is a great job 
for a committee or even challenge every member of the chapter to secure a sponsorship or donation. 
Utilize these tips to educate your sisters so they can go out into the community and secure donations for 
the chapter’s event. The more you work as a team, the more money you can raise!
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Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Thank you for your time the other day and for your sponsorship commitment for the Alpha Gamma Delta’s 
[EVENT NAME]. This event will be held on [DATE] at [TIME] at [LOCATION].






The women of Alpha Gamma Delta at the [SCHOOL] have a goal to raise $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] for the 
Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants and scholarships for: 






• Fighting hunger






• Education






• Leadership development






• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster






Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we thank you for committing to be a 
[SPONSORSHIP LEVEL] with a donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT]. 






Your support is important to the success of our event and in continuing these types of grant 
and scholarship programs. Please send your donation* made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta to            
[CHAPTER ADDRESS]. 






If you have any additional questions please contact me at the number below. 






Thank you,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[TITLE]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






Gold Sponsor -- $XXX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






• Invitation to the event






• Announced verbally at       
the event






• Included in post-event press






Silver Sponsor -- $XX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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*Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax- 
deductible. We ask you to consider making your donation out of your marketing/advertising budget. 
Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.org. Again,        
thank you.
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Sample Sponsorship Thank You
(Include sample marketing, photos, T-shirt, event giveaways along with this letter.)






[MONTH, DAY YEAR]






[FULL NAME]
[BUSINESS NAME]
[STREET ADDRESS]
[CITY, STATE/PROVINCE ZIP/POSTAL]






Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Thank you so much for supporting the women of Alpha Gamma Delta at [SCHOOL] in our [EVENT NAME] 
event. With your contribution of [CONTRIBUTION ITEM OR AMOUNT] we were able to [REACH/EXCEED] 
our goal to raise $[AMOUNT].   






*[INSERT PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE EVENT/DAY/ATTENDANCE/EVENT FEEDBACK/ACTIVITIES] 






Our event proceeds will help in our work to fight hunger and provide education, leadership and 
philanthropic experiences through the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation. Please know that we value 
partnerships with our sponsors. Your commitment helped make this event successful and that is not 
something we take for granted. Please accept our most sincere thanks for your generous support.






Best regards,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






P.S. We hope you will consider supporting Alpha Gamma Delta in future fundraising efforts!
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].






Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 






• Fighting hunger






• Education






• Leadership development






• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster






Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.






We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 






Thanks in advance for your consideration!






Sincerely,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






Gold Sponsor -- $XXX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






• Invitation to the event






• Announced verbally at       
the event






• Included in post-event press






Silver Sponsor -- $XX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.






Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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What is a Sponsorship?
Why: Sponsorships are an easy way to offset the costs of your event, which will in turn allow you to 
fundraise more for your cause!





How: Reach out to local businesses, organizations and vendors and asking for donations of product or 
money. In return you will provide some sort of public thank you in the form of advertising. This can be on 
your T-shirt, a banner that is displayed at your event, a mention on social media or another creative way 
to showcase their brand. 





Utilize your chapter to go out in the community to reach out to local businesses and find out if they       
are interested.





Create a strategy around sponsorships prior to delegating to committee members to ensure overlap does 
not occur. Create a plan for tracking sponsorships: who to ask, who will be making the ask, what you will 
be asking for, their response and follow up actions. 





What: Provide a letter or sponsorship packet explaining your event and why this business should support 
your cause. This should include all details about your event including an explanation of the demographic 
of your event attendees so that the sponsor knows their potential audience. Utilize our sponsorship 
packet and letters that can be customized for your event.





Be sure to define the various levels of involvement and what they will be provided in return for their 
investment of either a monetary donation to the cause or an in-kind donation of materials (free T-shirts, 
paper supplies, raffle items, etc.) 
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Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts
1) Utilize already established relationships 
Asking for money or sponsorships can be daunting, but before you go out and ask strangers for money, 
think through who you already know that has their own business? Is there a coffee shop where you 
already know all the baristas? Start there, since you already have a relationship with those people.






2) Think it through
If you’re going to ask for something, you need to know what you’re asking for and why. In addition 
to being knowledgeable about your event, you’ll want to be knowledgeable about the business or 
organization you are talking to. Look up their website in advance and be familiar with their products or 
services. This is a sign of respect that you care about their business and in turn they will hopefully care 
about your event!






3) Who to contact
Research who you need to contact at the business; who handles charitable donations. This is typically the 
store/business manager or person responsible for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).






4) Prepare your sponsorship request
Letter -- Use this sample sponsorship letter as a guide 
  OR
Call – Use the sample script below 






Hi Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. We 
have an upcoming event that raises money for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides grants 
for fighting hunger, education and leadership development. And we would love to promote/market    
your business! 






We are offering three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl






Pearl level sponsors provide an in-kind donation in exchange for their companies name on promotional 
materials and banners.






Silver level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT], receive benefits such as:






• Business logo on our event t-shirt






• Name/logo placed on promotional materials and banners






• And are included in social media efforts 






And, Gold level sponsors, who make a minimum donation of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT] or above, receive the 
previously mentioned benefits in addition to:






• An invitation to the event






• Verbal introduction at the event and 






• Inclusion in post-event press
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 Which of these three sponsorship levels interests you?






 (WAIT! Don’t say anything and let them respond.)






If yes (to any level):
This is wonderful! Thank you so much. I will send you a follow up letter or email – whichever you prefer – 
confirming your commitment along with instructions for making your donation. 






Would you like your confirmation mailed or emailed?
 Mailed: Confirm the mailing address (that you have – you should not have to ask for the address)
 Emailed: Ask for a personal email address or confirm the one you believe is theirs 






Again, thank you so much on behalf of my Alpha Gamma Delta sisters. Have a great day!






If no (in general):
I understand, is there a smaller donation or any service/coupon/silent auction basket item you are able to 
contribute to our event? 






Thank you for your time. Have a great day!






(If they commit to anything of significance follow up with a letter or email confirming their commitment 
and how you will get or request obtaining the donation.)






If you call and get a voicemail:
Hello Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME]. My name is [NAME] and I am a member of Alpha Gamma Delta 
sorority. We have an upcoming event that raises money for fighting hunger, education and
leadership development. 






We would love to promote/market your business in exchange for a sponsorship donation. We are offering 
three levels of sponsorships: Gold, Silver and Pearl. I will mail you a letter with more information about the 
event, who we’re raising money for, our sponsorship level options and benefits, my contact information 
and a plan for following up.






If you need to reach me in the meantime, please call [PHONE NUMBER] and ask for [NAME]. 






Thank you for your time and consideration in supporting our [EVENT NAME]. 






5) Take the next step (based on your action above):






• Mail the sponsorship request letter and follow up with a call






• Send a confirmation of commitment letter OR






• Mail a sponsorship request letter






6) Once the event is complete, be sure to send a thank you letter






Remember: all of this sponsorship work is not meant to be done by one person alone. This is a great job 
for a committee or even challenge every member of the chapter to secure a sponsorship or donation. 
Utilize these tips to educate your sisters so they can go out into the community and secure donations for 
the chapter’s event. The more you work as a team, the more money you can raise!
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].






Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 






• Fighting hunger






• Education






• Leadership development






• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster






Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.






We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 






Thanks in advance for your consideration!






Sincerely,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






Gold Sponsor -- $XXX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






• Invitation to the event






• Announced verbally at       
the event






• Included in post-event press






Silver Sponsor -- $XX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.






Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Show Me The Money
An important piece of planning your fundraising event may include securing donations and sponsorships 
from individuals and businesses. These resources will help you create a plan for soliciting donations from 
friends and family and asking businesses to support your event with sponsorships or donations of goods 
and services.






• Who to Ask/Requesting Donors






• Sample Personal Donation Request Letter






• What is a Sponsorship?






• Sponsorship Strategy and Sample Scripts






• Sample Sponsorship Letter






• Sample Sponsorship Confirmation Letter
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Who to Ask/Requesting Donations
Sisters need to know who the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation is so they can explain what we do and why a 
donor should support their event.





• Who are you fundraising for? / Why should someone support this cause?





 Fundraising for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation provides (detailed version):





 · Grants to fight hunger in our communities





 · Financial assistance to those in emergency need (SIS Grants and Disaster Relief Grants)





 · Scholarships





 · Leadership opportunities (UIFI, LeaderShape, Leadership Consultant program)





 · Service Immersion Trips





 · Professional development programming (at Convention and TLC)





 · Education on staying safe (GreekLifeEdu)





       Choose one or two of these to discuss with donors. Think of who you’re soliciting and what Foundation   
       causes they might connect with best.





• Who should we consider requesting donations from?





 · Chapter sisters – consider having every sister be required to raise a certain amount (personally 
donated) or required to sell so many tickets, T-shirts, buttons. 





 · Other Greek organizations – make it a contest! (Be sure to think through recognition/prizes/
incentives, etc.)





 · Campus peers, professionals, professors – share information about your event and encourage them to 
get involved.





 · Alumnae – reach out to your local alumnae chapter/club and inform them of your event. Ask for 
volunteers (if needed) or for their ($) support. 





 · Your community – explain why you are fundraising for the Foundation (e.g. your chapter scholarship, 
to help fight hunger, for women’s education and leadership, to help those in need, etc).





 · Businesses – request a sponsorship (monetary or in-kind donation).
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Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],






Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].






Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 






• Fighting hunger






• Education






• Leadership development






• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster






Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.






We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 






Thanks in advance for your consideration!






Sincerely,






(Sign your name)






[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]






Gold Sponsor -- $XXX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






• Invitation to the event






• Announced verbally at       
the event






• Included in post-event press






Silver Sponsor -- $XX






• Company logo on          
event T-shirt






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners






• Included in social          
media efforts






Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation






• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.






Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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Over $13 million given!






Continuing 
Education Grants






Leadership 
Consultant Program






Convention and 
TLC Programming






Delta Experience






Gamma Experience






Disaster Relief






Scholarships






LeaderShape






StrengthsFinder






UIFI






SIS Grants






GreekLifeEdu






Fighting Hunger






Service Immersion




































Sample Sponsorship Letter
Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. [LAST NAME],





Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas impact their communities and contribute to the world’s 
work through community service and fundraising events. To support our philanthropy, the women of 
[CHAPTER NAME] Chapter on/at [SCHOOL] are hosting a [EVENT NAME] on [DATE].





Our goal for this event is to raise $[AMOUNT] for the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation which provides 
grants and scholarships for: 





• Fighting hunger





• Education





• Leadership development





• For those experiencing hardship or who are displaced due to a disaster





Thousands of people benefit from these programs, which is why we invite you to join us in giving to 
something greater than ourselves.





We hope you will consider one of these event sponsorship levels. Your support is important to the 
success of our event and in continuing these types of grant and scholarship programs. I will follow up with 
a phone call within the next two weeks. If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to 
contact me at the number below. 





Thanks in advance for your consideration!





Sincerely,





(Sign your name)





[NAME]
[CHAPTER AND UNIVERSITY]
E [EMAIL]
P [PHONE NUMBER]





Gold Sponsor -- $XXX





• Company logo on          
event T-shirt





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners





• Included in social          
media efforts





• Invitation to the event





• Announced verbally at       
the event





• Included in post-event press





Silver Sponsor -- $XX





• Company logo on          
event T-shirt





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners





• Included in social          
media efforts





Pearl Sponsor – In-Kind Donation





• Name placed on promotional 
materials and banners
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Though proceeds from this event benefit the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, a 501(c)(3), public charity, 
collegiate chapters of Alpha Gamma Delta are not considered a public charity. Your donation is not tax-
deductible. We ask you to consider making a donation out of your marketing/advertising budget or an 
in-kind donation. Learn more about the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation at alphagammadeltafoundation.
org. Again, thank you.





Note: Checks should be made payable to Alpha Gamma Delta and sent to [ADDRESS].
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